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ORGANIZATION
OF THE
CITY GOVERNMENT, JANUARY 3, 1916
The meeting was called to order in the opera house
at 8 o'clock in the evening-.
The oath of ofifice was administered by City Clerk
Goss to Mayor-elect Alexander A. Beaton and Council-
men-elect John O. Poor of Ward One, Samuel Jannelle of
Ward Two, and Joseph M. Lorden of Ward Three.
Prayer was ofifered by Rev. Irving C. Brown.
Mayor Beaton gave the following address
:
Mayor Beaton's Inaugural.
Gentlemen of the City Council :
With a feeling of sincere gratitude, to the voters of
Franklin, I assume the responsibility of the high office
with which they have honored me. I would indeed be
ungrateful not to thank my fellow citizens for their
generous support at the polls and to pledge the best
there is in me to the conduct of our municipal affairs.
I come to this office entirely unfettered, being no
man's man, with no promises to fulfill, and this
strengthens me to execute the duties of my office.
I feel secure and confident in looking over the mem-
bership of this council and seeing men whom I have long
known, men strong in the business world, men well
trained to municipal affairs, and I feel sure that, if we
work together, guided by our best judgment, eliminating
party differences, political manipulators, and everything
which interferes with the just government of our city,
we can have no reason to regret our part in administer-
ing the trust given us by our fellow citizens.
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It is my earnest desire to keep in touch with the
people, respecting the individual's right to courteous
consideration, and I ask from all our people their
assistance of suggestions and advice.
Your duties, Gentlemen, are numerous and exacting;
the obligation is great and requires sacrifice on your
part. Remuneration there is none. Your reward will
be duty well done. Give the best you have. No man
can do more.
The City Council elect men annually to offices of
responsibility in important departments. I trust that
when these important choices are made, all outside in-
fluences will be eliminated and every candidate required
to stand on his own merit. Every candidate for office
should be well considered as to his ability and dispo-
si'ti'on to properly perform the duties of his office. Any
employee of the city, regardless of political afifiliation,
who is proficient in his duties, should be supported and
encouraged. If he lacks ability or disposition to give
just returns for his remuneration, then he becomes a
burden which should not be tolerated.
Taxation.
This is the keystone to the arch that supports our
municipal structure and is a subject on which we are not
all agreed, concerning the methods for National, State,
County and City maintenance. There are differing
views as to the justice and equality of taxation. Some
believe that a man owning a two thousaand dollar home
carries part of the burden of his rich neighbor who lives
in a home that cost fifteen thousand dollars or more, but
not taxed in the same proportion as the two thousand
dollar home. I do not want to be understood to afifirm
or intimate that our Assessors are unjust, for I believe
they are men of judgment and ability, but it should be
understood that a man who puts thirty-five or fifty thou-
sand dollars in a hoiiie should pay taxes on that amount.
A custom that is practised with too free a hand in this
city is that of exemption from taxation and I mention it
simply to condemn it, as I believe it to be one of the
most pernicious faults of our government. Rich institu-
tions and industries, well established, should be willing
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to pay their just share of the taxes and I trust that this
matter of exemption will be wisely considered before
any action is taken.
Highways.
I want to call your attention to some of the things in
this department which have come under my observation
in the past few years. First and most important is the
fact that several of the highways, especially in the out-
lying- districts, have been neglected. For years tax
payers in these localities have helped to build and 'main-
tain streets and sidewalks in other parts of the city,
while the highways leading to and from their own homes
were almost impassable. I urgently recommend that
this matter receive your attention as soon as possible.
We have also a large number of dangerous embank-
ments which are very inadequately guarded or not at all.
This is a serious source of danger and has proved in the
past few years to be very expensive to the City. I ask
that this also be taken care of as soon as possible. We
have at present a number of claims against the City for
accidents, some of which in my judgment have resulted
from negligence or oversight on the part of some ofificial.
The City Government has some excuse to offer to the
Tax Payers when suoh accidents are unavoidable, but
when caused by negligence there is no excuse.
The boundaries of some of our streets are in dispute
or unknown. This is a matter which has been evaded
for years and it would not be wise for the City to start
permanent improvements on these streets until these
boundaries are fixed.
The survey records of our City are very incomplete.
Some engineers who have done work of this kind for the
the City 'have kept in their own possession records
which should have been turned over to the City and be-
come City property for future reference. The result of
this neglect has been that there are streets in this City
which have been surveyed as many as three times to my
personal knowledg^e, in the past few years.
These records, should, if possible, be secured by the
committee having this department in charge. Engineers
doing this particular work, should be required to com-
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plete the records of their survey and deliver them to the
City before receiving payment for any part of the work.
Central Street is much in need of repairs or recon-
struction. The question of repairs or reconstruction has
been agitated for the past few years without results. It
will cost one thousand dollars, or more for the necessary
repairs to make the street presentable this coming year.
The sidewalk on the South side should be brought to a
proper grade, widened in some places, and otherwise
treated so as to encourage the use of that side of the
street, thereby relieving the congestion which sometimes
obstructs the sidewalk on the North side. I recommend
that anything done on Central Street be int he nature of
permanent work and rather than an increase of the tax
rate to defray the expense, that the money be raised by
notes, or some similar method.
I recommend that while this work is being done, that
the so-called Daniell bridge be widened, if that be
practicable without incurring too much expense. In its
present condition, as you know, there is scarcely room
for two teams to pass.
If it is not thought best to do this widening, I would
suggest that guards of some kind be put on the bridge
for the protection of pedestrians from the splash and
slush from automobiles.
I suggest that outside roads receive early attention in
the spring and that protruding rocks in the roadbed be
removed. W'hile this may be a little more expensive
for this year than covering them up several times, it is
a step in the direction of permanent work.
The working force of this department should be com-
petent men, men able and willing to do the same amount
of work and give the same number of hours that are re-
quired by a contractor doing similar work.
During the past year, two or three accidents have
happened in the Republican Bridge, caused by insuf-
ficient light. There are days when this bridge is as dark
as a pocket or too dark for safety. The matter of
letting more light into the bridge should be considered.
This can be done by adding more windows or by putting
skylights in the roof.
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Sidewalks.
It is necessary each year to do some repair work on
our sidewalks and this year will be no exception to the
rule. Some of our sidewalks at the present time are
badly in want of repairs. There are many sections in
the residential part of the city badly in need of side-
walks. The appropriation this year should be sufficient
for the extension of this work where most needed.
I suggest that the committee having charge of this
department see that the snow is plowed from the side-
walks immediately after or during each snow storm, so
as to allow the people going to and from their work to
do so without wallowing in the snow.
Schools.
_
This department is controlled by a Board of Educa-
tion, elected by the people, but it may not be out of
place for me to make a few suggestions at this time.
The proper education and training of our young people
is undoubtedly the most important work which any
person can undertake. Their future depends almost
wholly on what their training has been and upon you,
gentlemen, rests the great responsibility of seeing that
this Board, which has charge of this work, shall have
proper financial aid and equipment to do good work,
and make useful citizens of our boys and girls. To do
this, efficiency, regardless of cost, must be the aim and
when attained, we may begin to reduce expenses with-
out impairing efficiency. I have always recommended,
and now repeat the recommendation of a commercial
course in the High School. If such a course is adopted
by our Board of Education, I feel sure that one of the
great needs of our educational system will be met. But
few of our High School graduates have the means or
desire, perhaps, to pursue a college course. Eighty-
six per cent of the children in the grades enter our High
School, and fifty per cent of those who do enter never
graduate, choosing, or being obliged, to follow some
vocation, by which to support themselves, and, perhaps,
those dependent on their earnings for support. For
such I strongly urge a good business course which shall
better prepare them for the work before them.
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Nev/ departments which have been added to our
school in the past year or two, namely the Manual
Training and Domestic Science, have my hearty endorse-
ment when properly conducted and managed. I am
proud to say, from my observation and investigation,
these departments are efficiently conducted at the
present time.
The cost of maintaining our Schools is greater than
ten years ago. The increase in attendance is not in
proportion to the increased outlay. In this connection,
there are other things involved besides dollars and cents.
The children's health is more closely watched, sanitary
conditions greatly improved, and the general welfare of
the child carefully guarded. All this costs money and
is money well spent. The value of a healthy mind and
body cannot be computed in dollars and cents.
Fire Department.
I believe the working efficiency of the officers and men
in this department to be very satisfactory. Very ex-
pensive changes have been made in this department
during the past year which, I trust, will make it more
efifective.
The question, however, ihas been raised as to the
advisability of keeping the Combination Truck, recently
purchased, in our Fire Station, the theory being advanced
that it should be kept in some first class garage where
skilled mechanics would keep it in repair and readiness,
and when called out, would be in charge of a competent
driver, who would be able to get the best results out of
the car under all conditions.
Should this be considered inadvisable, then I believe
that ithe City should hire some experienced driver who
would be capable of doing all repair work necessary to
keep the car in proper running order. This, I know,
will add greatly to the expense of our Fire Department
but would be a great deal more satisfactory than the
present arrangement. This, gentlemen, will be a matter
for you to consider.
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Parks.
The improvements on Odell Park during the past year
have been such as to merit the approval of every citizen
who is at all interested in furnishing our people with a
place for recreation and rest. With such an efficient and
capable commission at the head of our Parks, our burdens
are made lighter.
Our city is to be congratulated in having one of the
commission so generously furnishing the means to make
the Odell Park what it is and what it will be to future gen-
erations, and I am sure that such acts of kindness and
loyalty on her part will long be remembered by a grateful
people.
Police.
This is a very important department and one that has
received a great deal of criticisrn ever since I have
known anything about it. The individual who has been
called to account for violation of the law begins revenge
at once. Others, who have not violated the law, but
have reasons to believe that the law is being violated,
but have no absolute proof that such is the case, are
strong in their denunciation of this department.
From my experience with this department, I know
that it is almost impossible in some cases, to secure suf-
ficient evidence to get a conviction. I do not wish to be
understood as condoning any laxity on the part of our
police officers in the enforcement of law but wish to
impress upon them that strict enforcement of law and
the prosecution of all offenders, regardless of their
position or standing in the community, is the principal
duty of their office.
It wuU be my earnest endeavor to work with and sup-
port any officer in hunting down criminals of all kinds
who are engaged in any illegal traffic and I ask loyal
support and assistance from all well meaning citizens
who are interested in the welfare of our City, and the
enforcement of its laws.
Ordinances.
An ordinance regulating street traffic went into effect
last year, resulting, I believe, in great good. The
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placing of posts at the intersection of certain streets was
not included in this ordinance. These posts have been
the cause of contention and ill feeling and have more
than once given the City a black eye. I know person-
ally that they have blocked traffic on different occasions.
I know also that it has been necessary in some instances
for both automobiles and horse drawn vehicles to back
away and maneuver in order to go around posts to get
to the proper side of the street. I feel confident that
the majority of the people of Franklin do not wish them
set up another year. They might well serve a good
purpose in cities where the streets are a great deal wider
than ours, but I believe our streets too narrow to have
any fixed obstacle in their center which would prevent
the free entrance of any vehicle from one street to the
other. Accidents have happened with and without
them. I recommend that the posts be discontinued.
An ordinance should be drafted by some competent
attorney defining the duties of the City Solicitor. This
matter has been under fire before and I trust the
Ordinance Committee for this year will have drafted an
ordinance covering this important matter.
Public Buildings.
The Central Heating plant should be looked over b)'
some competent person with the view of reducing the
cost of maintenance as I believe that the present cost is
far above that of similar plants. Since this plant was
installed, new and modern methods of installation have
proved to be more economical, and I would recommend
that this matter be taken care of by installing two water
level traps in the High School building.
Appropriations and Committees.
In selecting members of the various committees, I
have endeavored to keep in mind your familiarity with
the departments to which you have been assigned and
1 feel that when the committees are announced, each
department will have one or more members of the Coun-
cil who are familiar with the work of that department.
I expect committees to get together occasionally, or as
often as necessary, and talk over everything of interest
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to their respective departments. I desire that all actions
be from the committee as a whole rather than from one
man. If the committee is not agreed, then take it up
with the Council.
All new work and expenditured, excepting incidentals,
should firs't be considered by the committee; then re-
ferred to the Council for action. I ask you to familiarize
yourselves with the needs of your departments before
asking for any appropriation, and endeavor to keep within
the appropriation allowed. This can only be done by
keeping in close touch with the department and elimi-
nating all the so called trading among friends, giving
every one, who wishes, a chance to bid when purchasing
supplies for your departments.
Gentlemen, during the administration upon which we
are entering, rely upon your undivided support in every-
thing that is for the best interest of our beloved City.
This year is ours. Let us endeavor to make it a year
of municipal welfare and progress, of abiding good to
all our people.
"The future will rest on what we build, and thus
shall our work, your work, and my work, be judged."
CITY GOVERNMENT
Organized January 3, 1916.
CITY COUNCIL
Mayor.
Elected annually on the fourtli Tuesday of November. Salary $200 a year.
Ai^ExANDER A. Beaton.
Councilmen.
Elected by wards for tliree years. One member from each ward elected
on the fourth Tuesday of November annually. No salary.
Ward I—AivViN C. Gii^man,
Gilbert Hodges
John O. Poor
Ward 2—Ralph B. Griffin
Patrick J. Cunningham
Samuel JannellE















Standing Committees of the City Council, 1916.
Highways—Hancock, JannellE, Stevens.
Sewers—JanneleE, Hodges, Poor.







Public Lands and Buildings—Lorden. Hancock,
JannellE.
Ordinances—Cunningham, Gilman, Stevens.
Street Lighting—Gilman, Cunningham, Hodges.
Cemeteries—Hodges, Poor, Gilman.
Finance—The Mayor, Hancock, Grieein.
City Clerk.
Elected annually by tbe City Council. Salary $800 a year.
Irving V. Goss.
City Solicitor.
ETected annually by the City Council. Salary .'(;200 a year.
Thomas F. Clieeord.
Treasurer.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $150 a year.
Frank Proctor.
Assessors.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $17.5 a year each.
*SamuEL B. Chadwick, Michael J. Nevins,
Gilbert G. Fellows.
* Died September 30, 1910.
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Overseer of the Poor.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $100 a year.
Irving V. Goss.
Highway Commissioner.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $1,000 a year.
Jame;s C. Nowell.
Janitor of Memorial Hall.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $300 a year.
Squire Durham.
Custodian of City Clock.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $25 a year.
Ray Benson.
Tax Collector.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $450 a year.
W1LI.IAM A. DuSSAUIvT.
Janitor of Heating Plant.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $400 a year.
Squire Durham.
Board of Water Commissioners.
Two members elected annually by the City Council for three years.
No salary. Salary of Clerk $200 a year.
Term Expires.
Warren M. Draper, January i, 191
7
Jason Kidder, January i, 191
Alvah W. Sulloway, January 7, 1918
Thomas F. Clifeord January 7, 1918
Frank N. Parsons, (clerk) January 6, 1919
George D. MowE, January 6, 1919
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Superintendent of Water Works.
Appointed by the Water Commissioners.
EpHRAIM L. WAI.LACE.
Constables.




Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $.50 per year.
William E. Smith.
Board of Park Commissioners.
Established March 3, 1913. One member elected annually by the City
Council for three years. No salary.
Term Expires.
Frank Proctor, March 3, 191
7
Edward G. Leach, March 3, 1918
Mrs Herman J. Odell, March 3, 1919
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
Appointed annually by City Council.
Edward L. Welch.
Board of Health.
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary of first, $180; second, .$50;
third, $25.




Appointed annually by the Mayor. Salary $100 per year.
Harry F. Davis.
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Trustees of Public Library.
Two elected nnniially by the City Council for three years. No salary.
Harry P. Swett, January i, 1917
Walter F. Duffy, January i, 1917
Miss Anna G. Blodgett, January 7, 1918
Miss Mary A. Proctor, January 7, 1918
Frank N. Parsons, January 6, 1919
Warren F. DaniEEL, January 6, 1919
Tree Warden.
Elected annually by the City Council. No salary.
Warren F. Daniele.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber.
Appointed annually.
Harry E. Colby, Eben G. Peabody,
Lewis Russell, Gilbert Hodges,
George S. Davenport.




Appointed by the Board of Health. Salary .$250 per year from
July 1, 191.5.
* Arthur L. Edmunds,
t Francis A. Bakeman.
Trustees of Trust Fund« for the City of Franklin.
Elected annnally by the City Council. No salary.
Term Expires.
Warren F. Daniell, September 13, 191
7
Richard W. Sulloway, September 13, 1918
Omar A. Towne, September 13, 1919
* Resigned June 1, 1016.
f Appointed June 1, 1916.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
City Marshal.
Elected annually hj the City Council. . Salary $1,000 a year.
John Manchester.
Police.
Appointed by the City Council. Salary $980 a year.
Louis Bassett.
Acting by order of Police Committee. Salary $2.00 per day.
Michael J. Doherty.
Special Police Officers,
Elected by City Council upon recommendation of City Council.
Salary $2.00 a day, when on duty, and fees.
Mace C. Heath, *John E. MacAloney,
Harry E. Colby, Michael J. Doherty,
L. J. Seyler, Albert C. Hueber,
Loren B. Greeley, George Aldrich,
George H. P. Perkins, Frank E. Young,
John Hancock, John S. Wilson,
Walter I. Sweet, Jay Sweet,
Michael Connors, Albert H. Manuel,
Frank R. Roers, George Burres,
Henry h. Stevens, Walter H. Daniels,
Albert E. James, Charles H. Bean,
Arthur J. Kelley, E. D. Hively.
Frank S. Fenlason,
* Died August 11, 1916.
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Franklin Municipal Court.
Justice.
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Salary $400 per year.
Term expires February 2, 1921.
Omar A. Towne.
Associate Justice.
Appointed by the Governor and Council. Salary $3.00 per day while
on duty. Term expires May 7, 1952.
CiwYDE C. Brown.
Clerk.
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $150 per year.
Edward L. Welch.
Probation Officer.
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $100 per year.
Augustus B. Sawyer.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
One chief aiul two assistant engineers elected annually by the City
Council. Salary, chief en^neer $100 and 50c per hour for
services at flres ; assistant engineers $30 a year each




James W. Huntoon, John E. Cunningham.
Firemen.
Appointed by the engineers. Salary $20 a year each, and 50c for first
hour, and 35c per hour thereafter for services at fires.
Hose Company, No. 1.
Capt. Ned Flanders, 10 men
Steamer and Hose Company.
Capt. Edgar H. WpiEElEr, 15 men.
Hook and Ladder Company.
Capt. Amedos Rousseau, 15 men.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
Elected by the City Council. Salary $50 a year.
Harry W. Burleigh.
Blower of Fire Alarm Test.




Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—George S. Davenport.
Blecterl biennially by the ward.
Ward Clerk—Charles H. Nichols.
\\^\RD TWO.
Elected biennially by the ward.
.Moderator-—Frank W. Cloug?i.
Elected biennially by the ward.
Ward Clerk—Ernest B. Schwartz.
WARD THREE.
Elected biennially by the ward.
Moderator—Frank E. Woodbury.
Elected biennially by the ward.
]Vard Clerk—Albert E. James.
Ballot Inspectors.
WARD ONE.
Alvin C. Oilman, Herrick Aiken,
Charles H. Slack, Mace C. Heath.
WARD TWO.
Hector Morin, Charles H. Bean, Jr.
Albert Garneau, Edward RochelEau.
WARD THREE.
Dana F. Fellows, Luke Bergeron,
Harry F. Davis, Cyrille M. Richard.
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Supervisors of the Check-Lists.
Elected biennially by the ward.
WARD ONE.
Thomas L. Riley, Harry E. Richardson,
Henry C. Varney.
WARD TWO.
Ernest F. Goyet, Francis T. Douphinett,
Andrew J. Meaney.
WARD THREE.
Harry W. Walton, William H. Martin,
AlEred G. Thompson.
FINANCIAL REPORT
VALUATION OF THE CITY OF FRANKLIN,
APRIL 1, 1916.
1897 Polls
Improved and unimproved land and build-
ings $2,966,037 00
461 Horses 51.350 00
10 Asses and Mules 1,450 00
4 Oxen 425 00
382 CoAvs 18,045 00
55 Other Neat Stock 1,615 00
12 Sheep 54 00
11 Hogs 128 00
943 Fowl 620 00
333 Vehicles and Automobiles 86,580 00
6 Portable Mills 1,625 00
5 Boats and Launches 500 00
Wood, Lumber etc 14,065 00
Stock in Banks and other Corporations in
this State 55,800 00
Money on hand, at interest or on deposit. . 73,690 00
Stock in trade 672,616 00
Mills, Carding Machines and Factories and
their Machinery 1,239,500 00
$5,184,100 00
Less Soldiers' exemptions, 14,070 00
$5,170,030 00
Taxes Assessed.
State Tax $10,237 50
County Tax 7,808 22
School Money by Law 10,237 50
Public Library 2,200 00
To Meet Appropriations . . .' 56,100 00
Bearing Money 2,516 28
$89,099 50
APPROPRIATIONS
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to the appropriations for the
,vear 1916.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin,
as follows
:




Water debt, bonds $3,237 50
Water debt. Note of March 1,
1916 500 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Ex.
Bonds 1,750 00
Nesmith School, etc.. Bonds .... 1,050 00
Temporary Loans 800 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 575 00
Overdue Coupons 368 50
Odell Memorial Arch Fund 80 00
Franklin Light & Power Co.,
Note 140 00
$8,501 00
City Poor 700 00
Fire Department 5,500 00
Highway Department 10,500 00
Sidewalks 800 00
Memorial Hall 1,300 00
Memorial Day 150 00
Public Library 2,200 00
Public Library Repairs 400 00
Police 3,200 00
Salaries 3,490 00
Street Lighting 6,000 00
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State Tax 10,237 50
County Tax 7,808 22
Sewer Maintenance • 500 00
Brown Tail Moth and Elm Leaf Beetle 500 00
State Aid Construction 3,745 50
Trunk Line Maintenance 650 00





Garbage Removal 500 00
Odell Park 500 00
Sanbornton Road 750 00
Repairing- City Clock 35 00
Water Works Bonds of March 1, 1906 25,000 00
Northfield Road 300 00
Concreting Republican Bridg^e 400 00
North Main Street Macadam 3,600 00
Heating Plant 500 00
131,442 22
Nov. 6, Trunk Line Maintenance, (addition-
al) 200 00
$131,642 22
Passed May 15, 1916.
Approved,
..A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
EXPENDITURES






May • 5,797 74
June 6,899 93
July 9,616 32










May 15, Total appropriation 8,501 00
Paid-
Water debt 3,737 50
1907 bonds 1,050 00
1908 bonds 1,750 00
Temporary loans .... 594 33
Cemetery trust funds 563 86




Power Co. note. .. 140 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended 349 06
$8,501 00 $8,501 00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Franklin
:
I herewith submit my report as Highway Commis-
sioner for the year 1916:
The general work of repairing the outside roads and
streets, including those of concrete construction, has
been carried out as far as the appropriation would admit
of such work being done.
In the month of August, it became necessary, on
account of shortage of help, to increase the wages of the
laborers employed in the department to the extent of
twenty-five cents per day, and soon afterwards the city was
obliged to pay an advance of fifty cents per day for all
hired teams.
On account of the increase of expense in running the
department, it would appear that a larger appropriation
would be necessary the coming year in order to properly
carry out the work of making needed repairs.
One pair of horses was purchased the present year at
an expense of $575.
The crusher plant is in good running condition.
About 1,000 lineal feet of macadam on the Willow Hill
section of Central street has been spiked up, harrowed
and redressed.
On Bow street about 2000 lineal feet of the roadway
has been properly graded and covered with gravel, and
on River street about 800 lineal feet of the roadway has
been similarl}^ repaired.
A part of the Gerrish road, about 700 feet in length,
has been covered with clay.
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Bridges.
The bridge near the Franklin Needle co'mpany shop
has been practically rebuilt, and all other bridges have
been put in good condition. The concrete roadway in
the Republican bridge has been recovered.
Macadam.
On North Main street, 2,550 lineal feet of bituminous
roadway has been constructed.
State Aid Construction.
The work on the River road was continued the present
year, and about 4,950 feet of finished gravel road has
been constructed.
The work on this road will probably be completed to
the Hill line the coming year.
Trunk Line Maintenance.
In addition to the work of patching and repairing done
1)y the patrolman, a section of the roadway at Franklin
Junction, about 1,500 feet in length, was spiked up, re-
dressed and a coat of tarvia B applied.
JAMES C. NOWELL, Commissioner.
Horses, Carts, Tools, etc., in Highway Department as
Estimated December 31, 1916.
8 Horses $1,150 OO
Halters, Blankets, Whififletrees, Neck
Yokes, etc 30 00
3 Two Horse Sleds 90. 00
1 One Horse Sled 15 00
4 Snow Rollers 160 00
6 Snow Plows 225 00
3 Two Horse Carts •
.
225 00
3 One Horse Dump Carts 75 00
1 Road Machine 100 00
2 Street Sprinklers 250 00
1 Steam Roller 1,000 00
1 Crusher Plant with Engine 500 00
1 Steam Drill and Drills 70 00
1 Steam Pump 25 00




3 Road Drags (wood)
1 Road Drag (iron)
3 Stone Drags
4 Sets Double Harness
1 Dump Cart Hiarness
1 Single Heavy Harness










1 6-inch Pulley Block
1 Stove
1 Dolly .





39 Round and Square Pointed Shovels,
Short Handle 4 80
6 Square and Round Pointed Shovels,
Long Handle 1 00
14 Snow Shovels 4 00
4 Iron Rakes 1 00
4 Wooden Rakes 1 00
27 Steel Drills 8 00
4 Axes 1 00
6 Grub Hoes 2 40
17 Picks 9 00
1 Bush Hook 25
3 Dung Forks 2 25
2 Bush Scythes and Snaths 1 00




7 Large Iron Bars











4 Iron Fence Standards
8 Cable Chains
3 Bridle Chains
50 Feet }i inch Garden Hose
Stove and Office Furniture
920 Gallons Standard B Binder Oil
1 2-3 Bbls. Bridge Paint
3 Blank vSign Boards
100 Feet Steel Corners for Cement Curb,
7 Small Manhole Bases and Grates
6 Pair Climbing Irons
Ladders for B. T. M
8 Moth Poles for B. T. M
2 Levels •
300 Tons Rock for Macadam
Garbage Wagon






1 Coil Rope, 300 feet, ^ inch
252 Sewer Cleaning Rods
6 Plug Drills
75 Loads Sand
16 Bbls. No. 4 Oil
1 40
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
1916.
May 15, Appropriation $10,500 00
Received
—
Herrick Aiken, for stone dust.... 3 00
J. W. Bis'hop Co., for stone dust.
.
4 80
Standard Oil Co., for empty
barrels 5 36
D. Barg, for horse 100 00
T. F. Clifford, for labor 5 00
C. E. Davidson, for removing
garbage 4 17
Franklin Hospital, for sand 1 00
Boston & Maine R. R., for use of
roller 75 16
A. M. Hancock, for calcium
chloride 5 44
C. Sissons, for hay • . . 22 45
Franklin Falls Co., for removing
garbage 1 00
Geo. E. Clark, for hay 45 40
Town of Boscawen for crushed
stone 267 56
G. H. Adams Needle Co., for
dynamite 10 72
Winnepesaukee Tel. Co., for dyna-
mite and stone 2 13
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., for
stone and oil 17 83
Town of Tilton, for culvert pipe. . 21 60
Park Commission, cartage of wood
and labor at Odell Park 263 01
Old snow plow sold 1500
Telephone service 14 04
J. W. Dresser, for crushed stone. . 17 48
H. E. Colby, for crushed stone ... 2 54
Benson Auto Co., for crushed
stone 2 43
Transfer from State Aid Con-
struction 507 63




Transfer from State Aid Main-
tenance 232 10
Transfer from No. Main St. Ma-
cadam 168 50
Transfer from Central St. Im-
provement 81 75
Transfer from Garbage Removal- 114 64
Transfer from Fire Department . . 865 67
Transfer from Heating Plant .... 46 65
General Repairs $10,778 30
Snow Paths 1,258 21
Bridges 505 43
Macadam 473 58
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . .. 687 56
$13,703 08 $13,703 08
Paid :—
Feb. 7, Pay roll, week ending Dec. 25 $89 47
Pay roll, week ending Jan 1 49 68
E. M. Willard, repairs at city stable 4 70
David Barg, hay 58 56
Chadwick &: Kidder, lumber 1 05
E. S. Edmunds, hay 59 19
Geo. E. Clark, clipping horse 2 00
Peter Dana, grain 61 45
Johnson & Son, grain 16 09"
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights,
December and January 9 6C
H. E. Colby, repairing sled and roller 11 01
James F. Hogan, blacksmithing. ... 10 35
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing... 49 10
Towne & Robie, publishing notices. 2 50
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs 17 90
Keegan & Child, supplies 2 93
Mar. 6, H. E. Colby, repairing snow plow. . 2 25
G. O. Thompson, supplies and repairs 6 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
February 5 46
David Barg, hay 78 72
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Johnson & Son, grain
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
April 3, G. G. Fellows, repairing clock
Johnson & Son, grain
Merriimack Fuel & Feed Co., grain. .
Franklin Light & &Power Co., lights
March
Tuttle & Eastman, repairs
Geo. Dow, hay
Ed. Morey, hay
H. F. Keniston, blacksmithing
H. E. Colby, blacksmithing
James F. Hogan, blacksmithing. . . .•
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
May 1, Pay roll week ending April 8
Pay roll week ending April 15
Pay roll week ending April 22
Pay roll week ending April 29
William E. Carr, dump oart
Fred L. Hill, pair brown horses. . . .
F. H. Gerry, blankets, comforters
and pillow cases
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
April . r
H. L. Emery, baled shavings. ......
Jannelle & Nowell, expense to
Woodstock, Concord, Manches-
ter and Lowell, looking for
horses
David Barg, hay
A. S. Eastman, repairs -. . .
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs
June 5, Pay roll week ending May 6
Pay roll week ending May 13
Pay roll week ending May 20
Pay roll week ending May 27
Pay roll week ending June 3
John B. Varick Co., electric ex-
ploders
John Tilton, fence posts
72 85
5
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Standard Oil Co., of New York, oil
and services applying same on
streets
W. E. Gregory, medicine for horses
North East Metal Culvert Co., cor-
rugated culverts .
H. E. Colby, repairing cart
James F. Hogan, pin for road
machine
Beaupre Bros., welding
Standard Oil Co. of New York,
asphalt road oil
Prescott's Garage, auto
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
and lamp cord
W. S. Stewart, time books, etc
Commercial Machine Co., repairs . .
Griffin Drug Co., medicine for horses
Keegan- & Child, supplies
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
Peter Dana, grain . .
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs
C. P. Stevens, supplies
Boston & Maine R, R., freight on
culvert pipe and tar kettle
6, Pay roll week ending Aug. 12
Pay roll week ending Aug. 19
Pay roll week ending Aug. 26
Pay roll week ending Sept. 2
American Express Co., express on
tar cans
Dr. C. P. LeClerc, professional ser-
vices
H. L. Emery, baled shavings
Elmer D. Kelley, hay
W. E. Gregory, medicine for horses .
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
August
G. O. Thompson, supplies . .. . •





Boston &: Maine R. R., freig-ht on
shovels . .
Johnson & Son, grain
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
Oct. 2, Pay roll week ending Sept. 9
Pay roll week ending Sept. 16
Pay roll week ending Sept. 23
Pay roll week ending Sept. 30
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
September
Johnson & Son, hay
F. R. Woodward, hay
Justin T. Stevens, hay
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal..
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., grain
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing
Nov. 6, Pay roll week ending Oct. 7
Pay roll week ending Oct. 14
Pay roll week ending Oct. 21
Pay roll week ending Oct. 28
Geo. E. Clark, teams
International Paper Co.. belting. . . .
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs
E. S. Edmunds, hay
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
October
Griffin Drug Co., medicine for horses
Towne & Robie. printing street signs
Keegan & Child, masons' twine. . . .
Peter Dana, grain
Johnson 8z Son, grain
C. P. LeClerc, medical attendance
for horses 16 00
Tudkins & Wallace, pipe, fittings and
labor 30 17
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing 36 20
Keegan & Child, supplies 7 12
Dec, 5, Pay roll week ending Nov. 4 41 50
Pay roll week ending Nov. 11 50 50
28
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Pay roll week ending- Nov. 18 87 99
Pay roll week ending Nov. 25 107 50
Pay roll week ending- Dec. 2 50 30
Commercial Machine Co., labor on
crusher 1 50
Reuben Morrill, fence posts 9 00
Kidder Machine Co., auger and
washers 85
Peter Dana, grain 54 05
Johnson & Son, g-rain 48 05
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
November 7 66
E. G. Colby, blacksmithing 35 60
G. O. Thompson, supplies and re-
pairs 17 58
C. P. Stevens, supplies 25 11
Dec. 18, Pay roll week ending, Dec. 9 93 25
I. V. Goss, paymaster 1916 20 00
L. D. Favor, hay 19 98
E. S. Edmunds, hay 55 89
Henrv L. Emery, baled shavings and
lumber . . .' 19 75
Towne & Robie, printing placards. . 1 50
Keegan & Child, tools 1 58
Chadwick & Kidder, plank 29 50
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., grain. . 75 80
Ralph H. Moore, supplies 26 42
Judkins & Wallace, repairs . 5 06




^^'innepesaukee Tel. Co., service for
year 15 95
J. C. Nowell, services as Highway
Commissioner, year 1916 1,000 00
Oil from No. Main St. macadam acct. 105 80
Transfer to Nortlifield Road, for
labor on culvert 10 00
Reuben Morrill, fence posts 4 05





Feb. 7, Pay roll, week ending Jan. 1. ..
Pay roll, week ending Jan. 8 . . . ,
Pay roll, week ending Jan 15. . . .
Pay roll, week ending Jan. 22. .
Pay roll, week ending Jan. 29. . ,
Mar. 6, Pay roll, week ending Feb- 5. . . .
Pay roll, week ending Feb. 12. . ,
Pay roll, week ending Feb. 19. .
.
Pay roll, week ending Feb. 26. . ,
Pay roll, week ending March 4. .
i^pr. 3, Pay roll, week ending March 11.
Pay roll, week ending March 18.
Pay roll, week ending INIarch 25.
Pay roll, week ending April 1 . . .
Dec. 18, Pav roll, week ending Dec. 16. .
BRIDGES.
$34
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Dec. 18, Ralph H. Moore, 2 kegs nails 5 60
Henry L. Emery, plank . 51 77
MACADAM.
1916. Paid—
Feb. 7, Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 1 _. . .
Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 8
Pav roll, week ending
'Jan. 15
Pay roll, week ending
Jan. 22
Pay roll, week ending
'
Jan. 29
Charles B. Dole, stone . .
Elmer D. Kelley, stone . .
A. J. Meaney, stone
Henry F. Keniston, stone
Mar. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Feb. 12
Pay roll, week ending
Feb. 19
Pav roll, week ending
' Feb. 26
Pay roll, week ending
" March 4
C. B. Dole, stone
Henry F. Keniston, stone
Albert W. Emerson, stone
Apr. 3, Pay roll, week ending
March 11
Pav roll, week ending
'March 18 ..^
Pay roll, week ending
March 25




O. J. Kelley, stone
Franklin Mills, stone ....
Albert W. Emerson, stone
June 5, Pay roll, week ending-
May 6
Pay roll, week ending
May 13
• Pay roll, week ending
May 20
Pay roll, week ending
May 27







30, Pay roll, week ending
June 10
Pay roll, week ending-
June 24.
Chadwick & Kidder,
matched pine boards .
Henry L. Emery, wood
for crusher and roller
'boilers 4 30
The Good Roads Machin-
ery Co., parts for
crusher












Pay roll, week ending
July 8
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT. 43
NORTHFIELD ROAD.
May 15, Appropriation $300 00
Paid—
Nov. 6, Pay roll, week ending"
Nov. 4 40 28
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 11 65 00
Pay roll, week ending-
Nov. 18 and 25 114 38
Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 2 46 75
Elmer D. Kelley, dyna-
mite 15 52
W. S. Stewart, electric
exploders 1 61
Transfer from highway
account for labor on
culvert 10 00
Balance to transfer acct.,
unexpended 26 46
$310 00 $310 00
SEWERS.
Dec. 15. Appropriation $600 00
Received for permits 102 00
Received for rentals 23 50
Received for labor on connections. . 14 50
Balance to transfer acct.,
unexpended 740 00
$740 00 $740 00
SEWER MAINTENANCE.
May 15, Appropriation $500 00
Received for labor on connections.. Z7 77
Paid-
Apr. 3, Pav roll, week ending
^ March 18 5 25
Judkins & Wallace, thaw-
ing: sewer 32 92
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May 1, Pay roll, week ending
April 8
Pay roll, week ending
April 15
Pay roll, week ending
April 22
Pay roll, week ending
April 29
June 5, Pay roll, week ending
May 13
Pay roll, week ending
June 3
30, Pay roll, week ending
June 10
Pay roll, week ending
June 17
Pay roll, week ending
June 24
Aug. 7. Pay roll, week ending
July 1
Pay roll, week ending
July 8
Pay roll, week ending
July 15 ..\
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 7 '^.




Beaupre Bros., 2 man-
holes
C. P. Stevens, pipe
Sept. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 12 \
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 19 \
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 26






C. P. Stevens, 2 cars
pipe ... 379 15
Oct. 2, Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 9 41 00
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 16 31 75
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 30 34 97
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., brick 9 10
A. W. Rhodes, 1 pair
rubber boots 4 50
Nov. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 7 13 50
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 21 38 00
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 28 10 75
Harold L. Bond Co.,
sewer cleaning claw. . 2 40
American Express Co.,
express on sewer claw 26
Clarence P. Stevens, pipe 60 7S
Judkins & Wallace, sup-
plies. . 5 36
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 4 10 75
Pav roll, week ending
'Nov. 11 11 75
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 18 17 38
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 25 29 25
G. W. Sawyer & Son, oil 48
C. P. Stevens, pipe, ce-
ment, etc., 115 86
Balance to transfer ac-
count, overdrawn 803 07
$1,340 84 $1,340 84
Note. In the Sewer Maintenance there is unused pipe
on hand amounting to $385.20.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERS' REPORT.
The following report from Dec. 20, 1915 to Dec. 18,
1916, is submitted: The manual force consists of Chief
Harry E. Colby and two assistants, James W. Huntoon
and John E. Cunningham. The Daniel Webster Steam-
er Company, 15 men, Edward Wheeler, Captain. The
Hook and Ladder Company No. 1, 15 men, Amedos Rous-
seau, Captain. Hose Company No. 1, South Main street,
10 men, Ned Flanders, Captain.
Location of Apparatus,
Hose Company No. 1, South Main Street.
One one-horse sled.
One 30-foot ladder.
One 25-foot ladder, 500 feet 23/^-inch hose.
Prescott's Garage.
One automobile hose and chemical wagon, carrying eight
pony fire extinguishers, 500 feet 23^-inch hose, boots, coats
and hats, nozzles, axes, etc.
Carries three men besides driver, and nine men going to
brush fires.
Central Fire Station.
One Amoskeag steam fire engine with swinging har-
ness.
One auto hose and chemical truck, carrying 600 feet of
2^-inch hose and 1-40 gal. chemical tank.
One one-horse hose wagon with swinging harness, car-
rying two extinguishers with extra charges, hose pipes,
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axes, gates, relief valve, ladder straps, spanners, wrenches
hose packet, coats, hats, boots and belts.
One one-horse sled.
One two-horse Seagrave hook and ladder truck, equipped
with swinging harness, two extinguishers, extra charges,
hose pipe, wire cutter, tin roof cutter, ropes, axes, coats,
boots and hats.
One deluge set, with different size tips for same.
The Central Fire Station hose wagon and ladder truck
and also the automobile carry four nose and mouth smoke
protectors.
Hose 3, Central Street, Opposite Paper Mill B.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, spanners and 400
feet 23/2-inch hose.
Hose 4, Head of Elm Avenue.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners, 400
feet 2^-inch hose.
One two wheeled truck equipped with one 31-foot roof
ladder, one 28-foot, one 20-foot and one 15-foot ladder.
Hose 5, Pearl Street, Near Park Street.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners and
400 feet 2>4-inch hose.
Hose 6, Sturtevant Street.
One hand reel with pipes, wrenches, axes, spanners and
400 feet 2^2-inch hose.
There is also one 55-foot extension ladder at the city
stable.
Pony extinguishers to be used by any person for fire
purposes in the vicinity of the places of keeping are in the
following places : City Hall 4, Clark's stable 2, Heath's
stable 1, Franklin Passenger Station 1.
The old hand tub is kept at Beaupre's foundry.
There is at the Central Fire Station 2600 feet of 23^-
inch extra hose.
Recommendations.
We recommend for the year 1917, the purchase of fire
alarm boxes, new hose, a life net and new coats for the
department, also the disposal of the auto fire truck now in-
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eluded in the equipment of the department, and the pur-






Assistant Engineer and Clerk.
Board of Fire Engineers.
Location of Boxes.
14. Webster and Main Streets.
15. Odell Private Box.
16. Depot and Main Streets.
21. Center of Bow Street.
22. South End of Franklin Street.
.23. Paper Mill Square.
24. Glenwood Avenue.
25. Franklin and Central Streets.
26. Light and Power Co., Private Box.
27. Bow and Central Streets.
28. Front of Freight Depot.
29. Elkins and Grove Streets.
31. Prospect and School Streets.
32. Front of Dr. Adams'.
'
34. Central and Maple Streets.
35. Pleasant and Orchard Streets and Myrtle Avenue.
51. Central Street and Glenwood Avenue.
112. No. Main Street, near Bristol R. R. Crossing.
113. Webster Street, near Commercial Machine Co.
114. Orphans' Home.
311. Highland Avenue and Beech Street.
312. Corner Sanborn and Proctor Streets.
313. Central and Lancaster Streets.
Fire Report.
1916
January 16. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned and
occupied by Rhoda Shaw, Franklin Street. No damage.
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January 18. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned and
occupied by Clara Rowell. No damage.
February 5. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned and
occupied by Bell Langley. No damage.
February 8. Still alarmi, chimney fire, house owned by
J. J. Burley estate, Park St., occupied by Ernest Tilton. No
damage.
February 10. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by
C. C. Brown, Chestnut Street, occupied by Mrs. Flanders.
No damage.
February 11. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned
by Shepard Bros., Proctor Street. No damage.
February 29. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned and
occupied by Fred Flanders, River Street. No damage.
March 16. Still alarm, chimney fire, building owned by
E. G. Leach, occupied by Peter Roucher as Lunch Room.
Slight damage.
March 17. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by
W. P. Oilman. No damage.
April 2. Still alarm, grass fire on land owned by Mrs.
C. C. Kenrick.
April 16. Six blows. Brush fire on land of Mrs. Aiken
near Webster Lake.
April 20. Still alarm. Brush fire on land of Geo. L.
Hancock, Webster Lake.
April 20. Still alarm, grass fire, farm owned by Fred
Flanders.
April 20. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by
Josie Hardy, Spring Street. No damage.
April 20. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by Mrs.
C. C. Bucklin, River Street. No damage.
May 11. Six blows. Brush fire on land owned by W.
H. Nelson.
May 11. Still alarm, grass fire on land owned by B. &
M. R. R.
May 15. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by Ben
Colby. No damage.
May 16. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned by
Clyde Brown. No damage.
May 23. Still alarm, chimney fire, house occupied by
Mrs. A. B. Closson. No damage.
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June 2. Box 27. Chimney fire, house owned by Chad-
wick & Kidder, West Bow St. No damage.
June 15. False alarm.
June 22. Still alarm, chimney fire at Acme Knitting
Machine and Needle Co. No damage.
July 1. Box 16. Fire at Gordon's Lunch Room, build-
ing owned by Mrs. Nixon. Slight damage.
July 1. Box 32. Fire in ash barrel, house owned by
Mrs. J. Nevins, occupied by Bland Redmond. No damage.
July 2. Box 32. False alarm.
July 22). Box 27. House owned by Aiken Estate, Bow
St. Damage $733.45.
July 24. Still alarm, chimney fire, 173 Bow St. No
damage.
August 10. Still alarm, chimney fire, Sawyer Block,
Central St. No damage.
August 17. Still alarm, grass fire on land owned by B.
& M. R. R.
August 21. Still alarm, chimney fire at 44 Pearl St.,
house owned by Ethel Johnson. No damage.
September 7. Still alarm, chimney fire, 937 Central St.,
house owned by Mrs. Ervin Haynes. No damage.
September 13. Box 25. Fire at Towne & Robie Print-
ing Plant. Damage to building and contents $25.00.
October 5. Box 16. House owned by D. D. Seamans.
Damage $600. Total loss.
October 16. Still alarm, automobile owned by Geo. H.
Bartlett. No damage.
October 19. Still alarm, house owned by W. E. Dunlap,
occupied by Frank Drake. No damage.
October 26. Still alarm, brush fire on land of Irving
Kelley.
October 27. Still alarm, chimney fire, 79 Bow St. No
damage.
October 27. Still alarm, fire in house owned by Josie
Hardy, Spring St. Slight damage to contents.
November 15. Still alarm, chimney fire at Mrs. Baker's
Central St. No damage.
November 21. Still alarm, house owned and occupied
by Elmer French.
November 25. Still alarm, chimney fire, house owned
by Mrs. C. C. Kenrick, Smith St. No damage.
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December 17. Still alarm, house owned by August Per-
reault. No damage.
December 17. Still alarm, house owned by Paul Sor-
rette. No damage.
December 20. Still alarm, house owned by Ralph Raf-
faelly, occupied by Mr. Pickering. No damage.
December 24. Still alarm, house owned b}^ Mrs. C. C.
Bucklin, River St. No damage.
December 26. Still alarm, house occupied by Mrs. Fer-
nald, Salisbury St. No damage.
Bell alarms 10.
Still alarms 37.
Regulations of the Franklin Fire Department.
Adopted December 20, 1909.
Section 1. The fire department of the City of Franklin,
shall be composed of a chief engineer, first assistant en-
gineer, second assistant engineer, third assistant engineer,
fourth assistant engineer, and a superintendent of fire
alarms, who shall each be appointed by the city council;
one steamer and hose company to consist of fifteen men,
one hose company to consist of ten men and one hook and
ladder company to consist of fifteen men.
Section 2. The chief engineer and four assistant en-
gineers shall constitute a board of engineers and shall exer-
cise the power of firewards.
Section 3. The chief engineer and each assistant en-
gineer shall hold his office and perform his duties until his
successor takes the oath of office.
Section 4. The City Council, for cause, after hearing,
may remove from office the chief engineer or any assistant
engineer.
Chief Engineer.
Section 5. The chief engineer shall have sole command
over all persons present at fires whether members of the
fire department or not.
_
Article 1. He shall direct all proper measures for ex-
tinguishing fires, protecting property, preserving order at
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fires, and enforcing laws, ordinances and regulations re-
garding fires.
Article 2. He shall have charge of and examine into the
condition of all fire apparatus, fire alarm system, houses
and all fire department property and shall cause needed re-
pairs to be made under the direction of the committee on
fire department of the City Council.
Article 3. He shall certify all pay rolls and bills against
the department and shall be responsible for the care of all
property connected with the fire department.
Article 4. In the absence of the chief engineer the next
engineer in rank, who may he present, shall have the power
to perform the duties of the chief engineer.
Board of Engineers.
Section 6. The board of engineers shall inspect and
make themselves familiar with all shops, factories, hotels,
tenement housees, public buildings, halls, churches and
schoolhouses once a year, and study the location of all hy-
drants and generally inform themselves in all matters per-
taining to their duties.
Article 1. They shall have control of all persons ap-
pointed to serve in any company of the fire department and
shall have power to direct and control the labor of all per-
sons present at a fire.
Article 2. They may from time to time make and enforce
such regulations for the government of the department as
they may deem proper.
Article 3. They may establish such regulations respect-
ing public safety, kindling, guarding, safe-keeping, preven-
tion, and extinguishment of fires, and for the removal of
combustibles from any place, and the keeping or storing
of explosives, as they think expedient, which shall be signed
by a major part of them, approved by the Council and re-
corded by the city clerk,- and attested copies posted in two
or more public places in the city thirty days before they
shall take effect.
(a) Penalties not exceeding ten dollars for each offence
may be prescribed for breach of such regulations and such
regulations shall remain in force until altered or annulled.
Article 4. They shall examine the qualifications and
fitness of all applicants for membership in the department
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and no person, whose application has not been approved
by a majority of the board of engineers shall become a
member of the company.
Article 5. At the first meeting in each year, after the
qualification of the engineers, they shall proceed to elect,
by a majority vote, a clerk of the board of engineers, a
captain, a lieutenant and a clerk for each company and an
engineer, assistant engineer and stoker of the steamer, each
of whom shall hold office until his successor is elected.
Article 6. Any member of any company may be dis-
missed from the department or from ' office in a company
by two-thirds vote of the board present.
Article 7. They shall in conjunction with the annual re-
port of the chief engineer, make recommendations as to the
needs of the department.
Article 8. Every engineer shall cause any fire deemed
by him to be dangerous, in any street or elsewhere to be ex-
tinguished or removed.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
Section 7. The fire alarm system shall be under the con-
trol of the chief engineer, with direct supervision by a
superintendent of fire alarm who shall be elected by the
Council.
Committee on Fire Department.
Section 8. The committee on fire department of the
City Council, with the approval of the chief engineer and
subject to direction by the Council shall purchase all sup-
plies in connection with the department.
Article 1. They shall direct all repairs of the houses,
fire alarm system, and fire apparatus.
Article 2. They in conjunction with the board of en-
gineers shall hold meetings on the last Wednesday of each
month.
Adopted December 5 and 19, 1910.
1. That the salary of the chief engineer be $100 a year
and 50 cents per hour for actual service at fires. It is un-
derstood under this arrangement that he shall not put in
any time except for fires.
2. That the number of assistant engineers be reduced
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to two and that the salaries of each shall be $30 per year
and 50 cents per hour for actual service at fires. Also
that two alternates from the regular force be appointed by
the chief engineer on January 1, to serve in absence of the
assistant engineer at a proportionate salary.
3. That the clerk of the Board of Engineers shall re-
ceive a salary of $15 per year for his services.
4. That the members of the various companies shall
each receive a salary of $20 per year and 50 cents for the
first hour and 35 per hour thereafter for actual service at
fires, except a brush fire when they shall receive 25 cents
per hour.
5. That for fire practice or work at the engine house all
members of the department shall receive 25 cents per hour
in every instance.
6. That the engineer of the steamer shall receive $1.00
per hour for actual service at fires, 50 cents per hour for
practice and 35 cents per hour for cleaning and repairing.
7. That the superintendent of fire alarm shall attend to
all repairs on the fire alarm system. Under this head it is
understood that he shall at all times keep the line clear,
and for any work in this connection, including the cutting
of trees or branches, he shall not receive any extra com-
pensation. It is further understood that in instances that
tappers are changed, it shall not be considered extra work
except where new wiring is called for. That he shall attend
to the winding of all the clocks and the tappers and he shall
see to the procuring of supplies for the whole system, in-
cluding the storage batteries at the Franklin Light & Power




May 15, Appropriation $5,500 00
Received
—
From C. P. Stevens, for old boiler . . 15 00
From State for forest protection .... 29 63
From Boston & Maine R. R. for ser-
vices of Dept 10 00
From sale of junk 1 20
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Paid—
From W. F. Parker for wall paper,
etc 9 98
For telephone service 11 13
Balance to transfer account over-
drawn 581 46
General expenses $4,735 12
Fire alarm 478 91
Transfer to Heating- Plant
for coal 78 70
Transfer to highway dept.
for horses 333 50
Transfer to hig-hway dept.
for cash paid to H. A.
Dion. Iv. A. Hildreth
and W. F. Parker for
services with auto
fire truck 532 17
$6,158 40 $6,158 40
GENERAL EXPENSES.
1916 Paid—
Feb. 7, Charles W. Colby, repairs at engine
house $ 3 00
Towne & Robie, printing cards and
circulars 4 00
City Garage, gasoline 1 00
Gignac & Gerry, food for firemen ... 2 54
Sulloway Mills, bbl. soda 6 40
Keegan & Child, bronze and liquid . . 1 85
Kidder Machine Co., pipe fittings and
valves 1 14
L. T- Cherrier. heating plant at engine
house
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal . . .
B. M. Prescott, supplies and repairs,
auto truck
Mar. 6, L. A. Hildreth, chauffeur, Feb'y
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
229 45
29 08





Franklin Light & Power Co., storage
battery
Franklin Garage, labor and supplies . .
Franklin Lumber Co., lumber
Prescott's Garage, supplies, repairs
and storage of auto truck
Apr. 3, Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal and
wood
L. A. Hildreth, chauffeur, March ....
Franklin Garage, gasoline
H. W. Burleigh, repairs
Thomas F. Clifford, insurance Hose
Co. No. 1 house
Judkins & Wallace, repairs
Pay roll, Steamer Co. to April 1
Pay roll, Hook & Ladder Co . to
April 1
Pay roll, Hose Co. No. 1, to April 1
May 1, Wni. J. Sullivan, chauffeur to April 23
Wm. J. Sullivan, chauffeur week end-
ing April 30
A. L. Willis, Commissioner, chauf-
eur's license for Wm. J. Sullivan
L. A. Hildreth, chauffeur.' March 1
to 16
Kidder Machine Co., pipe and labor . .
A. L. Gordon, horse for hose carriage
The Globe Mfg. Co., coats
June 5, Wm. J. Sullivan, chauffeur, week end-
ing May 7
Wm. J, Sullivan, chauffeur, week end-
ing May 14
Wm. J. Sullivan, chauffeur, week end-
ing May 21
Franklin Light & Power Co., charging
batteries . .
Ernest Jandreau, labor at brush fire. .
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
The Globe Mfg. Co., 500 feet hose..
L. J. Cherrier, guage glass







Franklin Garage, supplies and repair-
ing auto truck 28 33
30, Part pay roll Steamer Co 21 85
Kidder Machine Co., supplies 6 16
Towne & Robie, time books 3 25
Judkins & Wallace, sink 1 75
H. E. Colby, chief engineer, services
to July 1 . 86 30
James W. Huntoon, assistant Engin-
eer, services to July 1 39 50
John E. Cunningham, assistant engin-
eer, services to July 1 30 00
Benson Auto Co., labor and supplies
for auto truck 21 01
Judkins & Wallace, pipe, fittings and
labor 4 27
Keegan & Child, paint, oil and hard-
w^are 28 33
Aug. 7, Prescott's Garage, supplies 1 73
Benson Auto Co., supplies 3 85
Griffin Drug Co., ether 90
E. M. Perkins, rubber boots and re-
pairs 10 20
W. S. Stewart, flag 2 50
Franklin Light & Power Co., charging
batteries 3 00
Keegan & Child, supplies 13 65
Prescott's Garage, repairing auto
truck and furnishing truck 204 38
Sept. 6, Geo. F. Sargent & Co., mason work. . 3 59
Thompson & Hoague Co., leather
belting 13 40
Benson Auto Co., supplies 3 70
Franklin Light & Power Co., 3-75
amp. fuses 1 80
Oct. 2, Franklin Light & Power Co., supplies 3 55
The Garland Co., preparation for
roof of engine house 31 50
H. W. Burleigh, lamps 5 76
Benson Auto Co., supplies for auto
truck 13 26
Pay roll, Steamer Co. to Oct. 1 229 56
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Pay roll, Hook & Ladder Co. to Oct.
1 245 40
Pay roll Hose No. 1, to Oct. 1 212 70
Nov. 6, Towne & Roibie, printing time slips
and cards 3 62
fudkins & Wallace, pipe and fitting's 8 22
Griffin Drug Co., ether 50
Geo. S. Davenport, labor engine house
roof . 6 00
Commercial Machine Co., repairing
auto truck
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on
roofing cement
Dec. 5, L. J. Cherrier, boiler grates
Franklin Light & Power Co., lamps
and charging battery
Franklin Garage, supplies and repairs
Franklin Light & Power Co., battery,
fuses and lamps
G. O. Thompson, harness dressing. .
James W. Huntoon, labor on engine
house roof
Oliver Sorrette, labor on engine
house roof
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co.. coal..
Central Garage, supplies
Keegan & Child, paint, paper, etc. . . .
18, E. M. Perkins, rubber boots
Keegan & Child, paint
Judkins & Wallace, repairing lamp. .
Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., coal..
J. M. Hardy, expansion rings
Franklin Light & Power Co., lights
at Hose Co. No. 1 house, year
1916 12 00
Prescott's Garage, repairs and sup-
plies for auto truck 19 92
H. E. Colby, repairs 16 09
H. E. Colby, chief engineer, services
six months to Dec. 31 60 00
20 63
fire; department. 59
J. W. Huntoon, assistant engineer,
services six months to Dec. 31... 24 00
J. E. Cunningham, assistant engineer,
services six months to Dec. 31. . . 30 50
Prescott's Garage, new parts and la-
bor repairing auto truck 82 28
Winnipesaukee Tel. Co., service for
year 94 45
B. M. Prescott, use of auto fire truck




Apr. 3, H. W. Burleigh, repairs
H. W. Burleigh, salary as superin-
tendent, 3 mos.. ending March 31
June 30, Franklin Light & Power Co., current
for six months ending June 30. . .
H. W. Burleigh, repairs
H. W. Burleigh, salary as superin-
tendent, 3 mos. ending June 30.
1916
Oct. 2, H. W. Burleigh, salary as Sup't., 3
months
H. W. Burleigh, battery plates, sup-
plies and laibor,
Nov. 6, Gamewell Fire Alarm Tel. Co., 2 fire
alarm boxes
Dec. 18, H. W. Burleigh, salary as Sup't. 3
mos. to Jan. 1, 1917.
Franklin Light & Power Co., current
for six months ending Dec. 31.. .




REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL.
I herewith submit my report for the year ending Dec.
31st, 1916. There have been 366 criminal cases entered





Procuring and furnishing liquor 3
Disorderly conduct 3
Larceny 6
Derisive and abusive language 2
Selling cigarettes to minors 1
Breaking and entering 3
Failure to send child to school 1




Violation of auto speed laws 2
Indecent exposure 5
Escaped prisoner returned to N. H. State hospital. . 1"




Neglect of minor children 3
Adultery 2
Reckless driving of motor cycle 1
Money on false pretense 1
Lascivious behaviour 1
Contempt of court 1
Refusing to stop auto at signal of officer 1
POLICE DEPARTMENT 61
Common drunkard 3
Operating auto under influence of liquor _ 2
Killing" deer out of season 1
Hunting without a license 2
Mittimus called for 2
Fraud 1
Operating auto without license 1
Vagrancy 1
There have been 215 lodgers accomodated at the police




MUNICIPAL COURT OF FRANKLIN.
Report of year beginning January 1, 1916, ending Dec-
ember 15, 1916.








Breaking and entering 3
Larceny 5
Motor Vehicle Laws Violations 8
Abusive Language 2




Keeping Disorderly House 1
Bastardy 1
Furnishing Liquor Illegally 3
Cruelty to Animals 2
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Selling Cig-arettes to Minors . . .
Noise and Brawl .
Carrying Concealed Weapon . . .
Truancy Laws Violation
Fish and Game Lyaws Violations
Vagrancy
Total, 364
Cases Disposed of as Follows.
Paid Fines and Costs 96
Paid Costs 45
Discharged 7
Committed to House of Correction 113
Committ^ed to Jail 2
Bound over to Superior Court 7





















January $ 47 13
February 37 28
















REPORT OF PROBATION OFFICER.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin :
The number of cases before the Juvenile Court for the






Defacing grave stones 5
Larceny 3
Breaking, entering and larceny 8
Receiving stolen property 1
Robbing orchards and gardens 2
Incorrigible child 1
30
These were disposed of as follows
:
Committed to State Industrial School 5
Continued for sentence 4
Committed to Orphans' Home 5
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Committed to Golden Rule Farm Homes. ... 2
Committed to Bethesda Home 1
Placed on probation 8
Discharged 2
Paid fines and costs 2
Sentenced to Industrial School, with sentence
on fiile, mittimus to issue at call of Pro-
bation Officer 1
30
In addition to the cases before the court there have been







May 15, Appropriation $3200 00
Received from Municipal Court, fines
and costs 817 17
Received cash for special officer,
O'Boyle case 2 00
Received from C. E. Williams, dam-
age to traffic post 5 00
Received from C. C. Oliver, damage
to traffic post 2 00
Received from telephone service. ... 14 04
EXPENDITURES.
Paid—
Feb. 7, L. J. Cherrier, repairing
closet, . . -. $ 50
T. O. Galley, printing let-
ter heads 2 00
W. S. Kimball, auto .... 1 00
Towne & Robie, printing
fire escape notices ... 2 25
Prescott's Garage, auto to
depot and county farm 2 90
police; department. 65
1
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Gignac & Gerry, food for
prisoners 3 25
Sept. 6, G. W. Sawyer & Son, oil 60
Oct. 2, T. O. Galley, printing en-
velopes 2 50
G. W. Sawyer & Son, oil. 60
H. E. Colby, repairing
traffic post 1 00
Nov. 6, Omar A. Towne, Justice
of Municipal Court
to Oct, 1 100 00
Judkins & Wallace, re-
pairs 115
G. W. Sawyer, oil 60
Keegan & Child, lantern
globes 30




18, O. A. Towne. Justice of
Municipal Court to
Jan. 1 100 00
E. L. Welch, Clerk of
Municipal Court to
Jan. 1 75 00
Augustus B. Sawyer, Pro-
bation Officer to Jan.




cells six months to
Jan. 1 12 50
Prescott's Garage, auto-
mobiles 2 25
Towne & Robie, printing
black lists ; 5 75
Gignac & Gerry, food for
prisoners 2 45
Winnepesaukee Tel. Co.,





Louis Bassett, police ser-
vice, year, 1916 980 00
Michael J. Doherty, police
service, year, 1916. . . 732 00
Franklin Light & Power





M. C. Heath, police ser-
vice 10 00
M. C. Heath, oil and care
of lanterns 12 00






Albert H. Manuel police
service 2 00
Frank Young, police ser-
vice 2 00
A, E. James, police ser-
vice 6 00
Louis Bassett, extra po-
lice service 1 25
John Manchester, trip to
Concord 1 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . . . 310 71
$4,040 21 $4,040 21
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MEMORIAL HALL.
19] 6—
May 15, Appropriation $1,300 00
Received for rentals 958 58
Received for repairs 1 25
Received for old radiators 16 27
Paid—
Feb. 7, U. S. Internal Revenue
Dept., tax on Opera
House 37 50
L. H. Morrison, tuning
piano 2 50
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Dec. and
Jan 29 92
Thomas F. Clifford, in-
surance 49 00
H. A. Currier, insurance. 31 50
Thomas N. Lapointe, in-
surance 35 00
E. G. & E. W. Leach, in-
surance 39 20
Keegan & Child, bolts for
seats 1 00
W. Q. Wells, labor clean-







H. A. Campbell, care of
stage, Dec. and Jan. . . 18 00
Mar. 6, Joseph Whitehead, labor
cleaning Opera House 2 00
Samuel B. Chadwick, in-
surance 49 00
Clyde C. Brown, insur-
ance 49 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Feb'y. ... 15 96
MEMORIAL HALL. 69
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, Feb'y 9 00
Apr. 3, Squire Durham, special
. police to Feb. 7 2 56
W. Q. Wells, repairing
seats in Opera House. 4 00
Judkins & Wallace, 2 bat-
teries 60
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights and lamps,
March . 17 28
H. W. Burleigh, repairing
lights 2 63
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, March 13 00
May 1. Wm. A. Maguire Co.,
cleanser 5 50
L. J. Cherrier, labor on
sewer 4 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, April .... 10 80
A. S. Eastman, repairing
seat 65
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, April 5 00
Pay roll. cleaning ice
from roof, Jan. 4. . . . 5 00
Pay Roll, cleaning ice
from roof, Feb. 3.... 2 25
June 5, Shepard Bros, brooms and
soap powder 3 00
Franklin Light & Power
Co.. lights. May .... 10 16
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage. May 4 00
30. S. W. Jones, Collector, v
Internal Revenue tax
on Opera House to
July 37 50
Keegan & Child, cement 25
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights and lamps,
June 12 40
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Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, June, 2 00
Aug. 7, Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, July
C. P. Stevens, supplies...
L. J. Cherrier, repairs . . .
Sept. 6, Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, Aug
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Aug
Franklin Light & Power
20-40 W. lamps
Oct. 2, Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Sept.,. . . .
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage. Sept
Nov. 6, G. W. Sawyer & Son, flag
Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, Oct
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Oct
Keegan & Child, glass and
setting
Dec. 5, John E. St. Clair, tuning
and repairing piano . .
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lights, Nov




Harry A Campbell, care
of stage, Nov
Ellis & Ellis, stock and la-
bor, repairing win-
dows 63 94
18, Harry A. Campbell, care
of stage, Dec 4 00
H. E. Rainville, 2 stands 6 50






Keegan & Child, painting
outside woodwork ... 88 06
Ellis & Eyis, window
sash 15 30
Wm. H. Martin, radiator
and installing 53 46
Transfer to Janitor acct. 303 7S
Transfer to Heating Plant 700 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended . . . 352 66
$2,276 10 $2'276 10
CONCRETING REPUBLICAN BRIDGE.
1916—
May 15, Appropriation $ 400 00
Paid-
Sept. 6, Robie Concrete Co 507 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count overdrawn 107 00
$507 00 $507 00
INCIDENTALS-
191^
May 15, Appropriation $2,000 00
Received
—
Tax sales repaid 22 99
For telephone service 14 04




Board of Health 186 39
Garbage Dump 180 00
$2,310 27 $2,310 27
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Paid-
INCIDENTALS. 73
Monitor & Statesman Co.,
advertising non resi-
dent taxes 7 71
Towne & Robie, printing
and binding city re-
ports 401 45
W. & L. E. Gurley, sup-
plies for sealer of
weights and measures 2 28
Apr. 3, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage on inventory
blanks 5 75
E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage stamps, city
clerk
W. D. White, sheep killed
and injured by dogs..
Cora Conner, sheep killed
and injured by dogs. .
I. V. Goss., preparing and
distributing inventory
blanks
Geo. E. Clark, horse for
ambulance . .
Geo. S. Davenport, labor
on voting booths. . . .
Ernest B. Schw^artz, re-
turn of record of elec-
tion, March, 14 ... .
May 1, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage stamps
Henry F. Keniston, 3 hens
killed by dogs
Chas. E. Mecum, 4 hens
killed by dogs
Towne & Robie, publish-
ing ordinance and no-
tices 5 25
June 5, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage stamps for city
clerk 2 60
2 00
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E. S. Avery, P. M.,
stamped envelopes for
tax collector 43 73
The R. H. Smith Mfg.
Co., rubber stamps for
tax collector
T. O. Galley, printing tax
bills
Chadwick & Kidder, lum-
ber for voting booths
Edson C. Eastman, 2 tax
books
Geo. E. Glark, horses for
ambulance
I. V. Goss, services as
clerk of Board of As-
sessors
30, E. S. Avery, postage
stamps
Thomas P^ Clifford, insur-
ance on ambulance. . .
Towne & Robie, publish-
ing ordinances and no-
tices
Geo. E. Clark, horse for
for ambulance
T. O. Galley, 1,000 envel-
opes and printing . . .
I. V. Goss., recording and
returning vital statis-
tics to July 1
Aug. 7, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage stamps
Edmund H. Brown, Reg-
ister, recording deed,








Thomas F. Clifford, Agt.,
additional premium on
liability policies 108 00
Gilbert Hodges, C. E., ser-
vices on surveys and
grades on Central St. 58 50
W. S. Stewart, supplies. . 22 06
Sept. 6, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage for City Clerk. . . 2 25
E. S. Avery, P. M.,
stamped envelopes for
tax collector 7 70
T. O. Calley, printing tax
notices 2 50
Ernest B. Schwartz, re-
turn of record of pri-
mary election 1 00
Gilbert Hodges, staking
out line and taking
levels of Franklin St. 12 50
Towne & Robie, publish-
ing ordinances and no-
tices
Thomas F. Clifford, Agt..
liability insurance . . .
Edmund H. Brown, Reg-
ister, copy of deed. .
.
Thomas Gushing assis-
tance in 'city clerk's
office, two weeks. . . .
Oct. 2, Pay roll, pruning trees. . .
American Express Co.,
express on envelopes




John McCue, cleaning vot-
ing place Ward 3 . . . .
Harry W. Burleigh, labor
at voting place Ward
3 70
7 38
^6 CITY OF FRANKLIN.
Franklin Light & Power
Co., lamps for voting
place Ward 3
Towne & Robie, printing
index cards





Dennison & Son , Draft
book
Silas P. Thompson, Use
of water tub
Nov. 6, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage stamps
Keegan & Child, labor at
Ward 3 voting place.
Geo E. Clark, team deliv-
ering ballots, Sept. 5
Geo. E. Clark, horses for
ambulance
Towne & Robie, printing
letter heads
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,
running line and levels
on Central and Pearl
streets
Gilbert Hodges, C. E., re-
search and testing
Franklin St. lines . . .
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,
giving line of Park
St., near Maple
Edson C. Eastman Co.,
record books
J. A. Youngman, trucking
booths, tables and
chairs 1 00
Dec. 5, E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
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Harry F. Davis, auditor,
BOARD 01^ HEAIvTH. 79
I. V. Goss, recording and
returning vital statis-
tics to Dec. 18 39 75
Towne & Robie, printing
check lists and pub-
lishing ordinances ... 78 75
Winnipeasukee Tel. Co.,
servnce for year 43 74
Citizens Telephone Co.,
service for year 15 00
$1,943 88
BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The ofificers of the Board of Health issue the following
report for the year 1916. We take a great deal of pride in
congratulating the city of Franklin on its relative health-
fulness, as compared with cities throughout the country
and if we have been instrumental in enhancing this con-
dition the sense of having done our duty amply repays us.
The first great need of a city is a good water supply and
ours is par excellent, a careful analysis from the state lab-
oratory each month assures us of its purity and with the
efficient Board of Water Commissioners constitutes the
city's greatest asset.
The practice .of collecting rubbish from the main street
weekly and the other streets monthly, works out advan-
tageously. A careful survey of the yards along the routes,
shows results far in excess of what was hoped for. With
the assistance of Mr. Nowell of the Highway Department
and Mr. Colby of the Fire Department, the vacant spaces
behind the stores have been put in proper shape, and the
merchants are keeping them in a good condition.
The contagious diseases have been of a rather light
form this year and few in number, when one stops to think
of the transient population coming from mill cities and
foreign countries it is remarkable that we do not have
more. There have been six cases of diphtheria and one
case of scarlet fever. The only case of typhoid fever re-
ported, was contracted out of town.
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In the early summer an epidemic of infantile paralysis
appeared claiming six patients with one death. On account
of lack of positive knowledge about this disease and its
contagiousness your board was unable to assure the people
of the ultimate results, but they acted under instructions
from the State Board of Health and did in all cases what
appeared to be their duty, "Letting the chips fall where
they might."
Numerous complaints have been investigated and where
possible, conditions have been bettered. The board invites
the cooperation of all citizens in this work and for obvious
reasons, complaints are treated confidentially. We have
placed this year, in every mill and factory, an emergency
outfit for the benefit of the employees, called a first aid cab-
inet. These contain all the necessary articles used in minor
accidents and someone in authority is instructed in their
use. These are regularly inspected and an}i:hing gone is
replaced.
The State law in regard to vaccination has never ibeen
enforced in Franklin until this year. A thorough canvass
of the schools has enabled us to find those who were not
vaccinated and insist on their being vaccinated unless they
produced a certificate from a reputable physician saying it
was inadvisable. If the parents would see that the children
entering the first grades were properly vaccinated, a great
deal of trouble would be avoided. Arrangements are now
being made whereby children of poor parents may have
the work done free of expense upon an order from the
Board of Education.
We wish to comment favorably on the work done by the
School Physician. W^e are working on the same lines. We
believe what he is doing is of the greatest importance in
regard to the future health of the children and parents
should appreciate his advice in regard to minor defects and
make arrangements with their family physician to look
after the troubles.
• Since the resignation of Mr. Edmunds as milk inspector,
the work has been done by the secretary with the assistance
of the other members of the Board of Health, and we can
assure the people of Franklin that there never was a time




conditions and marketed in a more hygienic manner, than
they are today. The milk producers are heartily in favor
of our system and are very anxious to be informed of the
latest and best methods of handing milk. We send milk to
Concord for analysis which shows how rich the milk is and
if it is up to our standard in cream and purity.
We have had some trouble with the small dealer who is
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Merrimack Fuel & Feed Co., wood
furnished Mrs. Ethel Robinson
while quarantined on account of
infantile paralysis
A. A. Beaton, M. D., medical atten-
dance. Earl Knowlton. diphtheria
case
Nov. 6, Towne & Robie, blanks and printing
E. French, goods furnished ^Vm.
Doherty while cjuarantined
Geo. B. Morrison, goods furnished
Ethel Robinson while quarantined
Dec. 5, J- E. MacAloney Est., trucking
Samuel Jannelle, ice furnished Ethel
Robinson while quarantined . . . .
18, C. L. Eddy, vaccine and fumigators. .
Griflin Drug Co., fumigators



















Mar. 6, Geo. M. Fletcher, clerk,
printing evidence and
reserved case. Miner
vs. Franklin $ 70 00





June 5, Towne & Robie, printing
25 briefs, Miner vs.
City 10 00
SCHOOLS. 83
E. D. Currier, photo-
graphic service on
Hill road 5 00
30, Elizabeth Ford Holt, dam-
age to auto on
Hill road 20 00
Oct. 2, Michael Rollins, amount
due on account of
suit against city .... 240 12
Nov. 6, George L. Miner, verdict,
interest and costs .... 70 59
Harry A. Miner, verdict,
interest and costs .... 2,727 75
Dec. 5, Thomas F. Clifford, fee
paid clerk of Superior
Court, Miner case ... 1 20
Carried to transfer ac-
count $3,160 91
$3,160 91 $3,160 91
SCHOOLS.
1916
May 15, Appropriation $30,200 00
Literary Fund 563 04
Dog License account 528 70
Paid—
Feb. 7, Frank Proctor, treasurer $2,500 00
Mar. 6, Frank Proctor, treasurer 3,000 00
Apr. 3, Frank Proctor, treasurer 2,500 00
May 1, Frank Proctor, treasurer ' 3,000 00
June 5, Frank Proctor, treasurer 2,500 00
30, Frank Proctor, treasurer 3,500 00
Aug. 7, Frank Proctor, treasurer 1,500 00
Oct. 2, Frank Proctor, treasurer 2,500 00
Nov. 6, Frank Proctor, treasurer 6,000 00
Dec. 5, Frank Proctor, treasurer 3,000 00
18, Frank Proctor, treasurer 1,291 74
$31,291 74 $31,291 74
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SALARIES.
May 15, Appropriation $3,490 00
Paid-
Alexander A. Beaton,
Mayor $ 200 00
Thomas F. Clifford, City
Solicitor 200 00
I. V. Goss, Overseer of the
Poor 100 00
F. A. Bakeman, Secretary
of the Board of
Health 180 00
Frank Proctor, treasurer. 150 00
Wm. E. Smith, City Phy-
sician 50 00
Hector Morin, Board of
Health 50 00
I. V. Goss, Board of
Health 25 00
Samuel B. Chadwick, as-
sessor 175 00




Gilbert G. Fellows, asses-
sor 175 00
Irving V. Goss, City Clerk 800 00
Wm. A. Dussault, tax col-
lector, 1916, on acct. 425 00
Harry F. Davis, auditor.. 100 00
Pay roll, election officers 312 00
Ray Benson, care of city
clock 1916 25 00
G. G. Fellows, blower of
fire alarm test 35 00
Arthur L. Edmunds, milk
inspector to June 1.. 104 15
F. A. Bakeman, milk in-
spector, June 1 to
Dec. 31 . ' 145 85
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended ... 63 00
$3,490 00 $3,490 00
JANITOR. 85
STREET LIGHTING.
May 15, Appropriation $6,000 00
Paid-
Apr. 3, Franklin Light & Power
Co $1,459 55
June 30, Franklin Light & Power
Co 1,461 25
Oct. 2, Franklin Light & Power
Co 1,461 25
Nov. 6, Franklin Light & Power
Co 48 75
Dec. 18, Franklin Light & Power
Co 1,473 62
Balance to transfer ac-
count unexpended ... 95 58
$6,000 00 $6,000 00
MEMORIAL DAY.
May 15, Appropriation $150 00
Paid-
George F. Sweatt, Post,
G. A. R $150 00




Transfer from Memorial Hall $303 75
Transfer from Heating Plant 400 00
Squire Durham $703 75
$703 75 $703 75
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HEATING PLANT.
1916
May 15, Appropriation for retubing boilers. . $ 500 00
Received from Board of Education.. 1,400 00
Received from Pul^lic Library 400 00
Received from G. W. Griffin Co., for
coal 142 48
Received from sale of old boiler tubes 5 20
Transfer from Memorial Hall 700 00
Transfer from Fire Dept. for coal ... 78 70





Feb. 7. Wallace Bros. Coal Co.,
coal $ 63 18
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on coal 152 51
Chas. B. Dole, carting coal 15 25
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co.. coal 161 16
Wallace Bros Goal Co.,
coal 42 47
Chas. B. Dole, carting coal 10 25
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal 102 49
Mar. 6, Merrimack Fuel & Feed
coal 401 12
Wallace Bros Coal Co.,
coal 129 98
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal 313 74
Apr. 3. Wallace Bros Coal Co.,
coal 200 67
C. B. Dole, carting coal . . 8 17
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal 486 37
June 5, Chas. B. Dole, carting coal, 13 30
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on coal 140 15
Wallace Bros Coal Co.,
coal 55 16
HEATING PI.ANT. 87
Aug. 7. C. P. Stevens, steel wheel-
barrow 1 1 00
Sept. 6, Page Belting Co., inspect-
ing boilers 6 16
Oct. 2, Page Belting Co., gasket
tubing for boilers ... 2 25
American Express Co., ex-
press on tubing and
castings 71
Wm. H. Martin, boiler
tubes and labor instal-
ling same 353 90
Nov. 6, Beaupre Bros., handhole
plates 5 92
Page Belting Co., castings
for boilers 2 60
Geo. F. Sargent & Co.,
labor on boilers 15 20
American Express Co.,
express on castings... 25
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal 204 93
Dec. 5, Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co.. coal
Wm. H. Martin, labor on
boilers
18, Winnepesaukee Tel. Co.,
service for year
Transfer to Highway
Dept., for cartage. . . .
Transfer to Janitor acct.
.
Balance to transfer ac-
count overdrawn ... 84 25
88 80
88 CITY OF FRANKLIN.
MOTH ACCOUNT.
1916
May 15, Appropriation $500 00
Received from W. A.- Dussault, col-
lector 33 08
Paid—
Feb. 7, Pay roll week ending Jan.
15 .'... $ 46 95
Pay roll week ending Jan.
22 75 60
Pay roll week ending Jan.
29 75 60
Franklin Light & Power
Co., creosote 50
W. S. Stewart, pole and
tape 30
E. S. Avery, P. M., pos-
tage for gypsy moth
notices 213
Keegan & Child, brushes
and creosote 2 03
Geo. E. Clark, team 1 50
T. O. Calley, printing no-
tices 1 00
W. A. Dussault, postage
and labor mailing
moth notices 14 80
Mar. 6, Pay roll week Feb. 5 . . . . 24 30
June 30, Roy O. Stevens, spray-
ing for gypsy moths. . 140 00
C. B. Dole, horses for,
spraying outfit used by
U. S. moth scouts. .. 97 00
Aug. 7, Roy O. Stev-ens, on ac-
count for spraying for
Elm leaf beetle 50 00
Sept. 6, Roy O. Stevens, balance
acct., spraying trees
for Elm leaf beetle.. 117 00
CliNTRAL STREE^T IMPROVEMENT. 89
Towne & Robie, printing
spraying cards 2 60
Balance to transfer ac-
count overdrawn .... 118 23
$651 31 $651 31
CENTRAL STREET IMPROVEMENT.
1916
Received from J. G. Carleton Est.,
for granolithic $ 3 45
Received from O. A. Towne, for
granolithic 35 32
Received from Franklin Light &
Power Co., freight rebate 10 00
Paid—
Oct. 2, John W. Dresser, rebuild-
ing wall near Daniell
bridge, per contract. . $ 687 00
Boston & Maine, R. R.,
freight on two cars
curbing 38 00
Nov. 6, Pay roll week ending Oct.
14 on manholes 30 50
Pay roll week ending
Oct. 21 on manholes 16 50
Pay roll week ending
Oct. 28 on manholes . . 30 50
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
• . Co., brick 7 00
Shepard Grocery Co., ce-
ment 2 22
Beaupre Bros., manholes. 64 80
Franklin Water Works
cast iron pipe 15 00
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,




Judkins & Wallace, oakum
and pail 2 20
90 CITY Ot FRANKLIN.
Franklin Light & Power
Co., 26 union metal
street light fixtures.. 758 34
Warren Bros. Co., labor
on sewer connection... 42 16
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on curbing. . . 97 99
H. W. Burleigh, changing
fire alarm wires 177 18
Dec. 5, Pay roll week ending Nov.
4 28 50
Pay roll week ending
Nov. 11, 41 50
Pay roll week ending
Nov. 18 19 00
Pay roll week ending
Nov. 25, concrete wall 14 50
Pay roll week ending
Dec. 2, concrete wall 125 17
Shepard Grocery Co, ce-
ment 2 75
Charles A. Bailey, curbing 2,160 00
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,
superintendence and
inspection, Nov 75 00
Beaupre Bros., manholes. 57 60
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., brick 2 80
Boston & Maine R. R.
freight on curbing. . . 21 00
C. P. Stevens, cement,
pipe, etc 56 43
18, C. P. Stevens, cement for
concrete wall 335 04
Pay roll week ending
Dec. 9, concrete wall. 35 50
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal, concrete wall 10 65
Keegan & Child, nails,
concrete wall 1 13
Chadwick & Kidder, lum-
ber, concrete wall .... 98 79
state: and county tax. 91
Pay roll week ending
'
Dec. 9, sidewalks .... 23 50
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,
.inspection and meas-
urements 19 50
^^'m. H. Martin, 40 hitch-
ing posts 158 00
H. W. Burleigh, changing
fire alarm wires 36 01






Balance to transfer ac-
count 13,536 54
$13,585 31 $13,585 31
STATE TAX.
1916
May 15, Appropriation $10,237 50
Paid-
Dec. 5, John W. Plummer. State
treasurer $10,237 50
$10,237 50 $10,237 50
COUNTY TAX.
1916
May 15, Appropriation $7,808 22
Paid-
Sept. 6, Warren Abbott, treasurer $7,808 22
$7,808 22 $7,808 22
OVERSEER OF THE POOR
1916
Paid-
Irving V. Goss $2,820 01
By transfer to City Poor
acct $ 631 99
By transfer to Merrimack
county 2,130 55
By transfer to town of
Deering 57 47
$2,820 01 $2,820 01
CITY POOR,
May 15, Appropriation $700 00
Paid-
Joseph Aube $ 64 25
Joseph Bergeron 10 00
Wm. Doherty 16 09
Napoleon Greenwood ... 28 50
Marie Blanche Landry... 75 00
Mrs. Wilfred Rabitalle
and family 297 15
Mrs. M. Smith 8 00
Thompson child 42 00
Victor Trottier 3 00
Aid to soldiers - and their
families 80 00
I. V. Goss, settling with
County Commissioners 8 00
Balance to transfer ac-
count 68 01




Aid to Emily Dow $57 47
Dec. 18, By cash $57 47




Mrs. Joseph E. Angier $ 42 75
Clara Babineau 16 30
Timothy Brouillard 3 50
Mrs. Frank Butcher 2 50
Nelson Burke 21 50
John B. Camirand 14 03
Cora Cossett 31 18
Elizabeth S. Carpenter 25 00
Delphis Chandonette 160 78
Mary Chrost 4 75
Ephraim Chabotte 102 28
Mrs. Henry Davison 38 00
Mrs. Louise Duff 59 00
Napoleon Durgin 50 86
John Gage 151 25
Stephen Gray 13 64
Henry W. Gardner 44 50
Ernest Hallisey 4 72
Mrs. Harry Huntoon 37 07
Burt H. Kimball 27 25
Almeda Kimball 78 65




Mrs. Joseph Liberty 41 55
Idella Lowell 5 91
Edmond Lepage : 80 09
Rock Martell 74 87
Mary Martell 50 00
Samuel F. Moses 15 00
94 CITY OF* I'RANKLIN.
*Frank Miner
Virginia Morin . .
Nathan Hilliard











Aid to soldiers and their families.
$2,130 55
*$25.68 of this account has been refunded, also the sum
of $23.25 to pay for goods furnished since the close of the
accounts for the year 1916.
45 18
garbage; removai,. 95
Pay roll, week ending
'Jan. 8
Pay roll, week ending"
•Jan. 15
Pav roll, week ending
'Jan. '22 .
Pav roll, week ending'
'Jan. 29
Mar. 6, Pav roll, week ending
'Feb. 5
Pav roll, week ending
'Feb. 12
Pav roll, week ending
' Feb. 19
'.
Pav roll, week ending
"
Feb. 26 . . .' ^
Pay roll, week ending
'Mar. 4 '.
Pav roll, week ending
' Mar. 11
Apr. 3, Pav roll, week ending
'Mar. 18
Pay roll, week ending-
Mar. 25
Pay roll, week ending-
Apr. 1.
Vlav 1, Pav roll, week ending
' Apr. 8
Pav roll, week ending
'Apr. 15
Pav roll, week ending
' Apr. 22
Pav roll, week ending
'Apr. 29
'.
fnne 5, Pay roll, week ending-
May 6
Pay roll, week ending
May 13 .
Pav roll, week ending
' May 20
Pav roll, week ending
May 27
18 68
96 CITY 01'' FRANKLIN.
Pay roll, week ending"
June 3 6 25
30, Pay roll, week ending-
June 10 46 50
Pay roll, week ending
June 17 7 38
Pay roll, week ending
June 24 6 25
Aug. 7, Pay roll, week ending
July 1 6 25
Pay roll, week ending
July 8 42 75
Pay roll, week ending
July 15 8 00
Pay roll, week ending
July 22 5 50
Pay roll, week ending
July 29 3 75
Pay roll, week ending
August 5 . . 47 67
Sept. 6, Pay roll, week ending
August 12 4 00
Pay roll, week ending
August 19 4 00
Pay roll, week ending
August 26 3 75
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 2 400
Oct. 2, Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 9 39 50
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 16 8 50
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 23 \ 9 00
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 30 . .' 6 00
Nov. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 7 42 00




Pay roll, week ending
'




Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 28 7 78
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 4 400
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 11 43 00
. Pay roll, week ending'
Nov. 18 9 00
Pav roll, week ending
'Nov. 25 . 4 00
Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 2 7 00
18, Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 9 . 28 00
Pay roll, week ending
Dec. 16 6 00
To transfer from High-
ways, for teams .... 114 64
Balance to transfer acct.
overdrawn 66 88
$820 48 $820 4^
TEMPORARY LOANS.
1916.
Jan. 1, From resources and liabilities $7,000 00
Feb. 18, Borrowed W. F. Duffy,
treasurer. . 5,000 00
Mar. 17, Borrowed W. F. Duffy,
treasurer. . 5,000 00
31, Borrowed Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 10.000 00
May 23, Borrowed Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 2,000 00
Dec. 20, Borrowed W. F. Duffy,
treasurer 2,500 00
20, Borrowed W. F. Duffy 2,500 00
20, Borrowed Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 9,000 00
98 CITY Olf FRANKLIN.
Paid—
Aug. 1, W. F. Duffy, treasurer. .$ 10,000 00
Franklin Savings Bank.. 12,000 00
Dec. 20, To resources and lial^ili-
ties 21,000 00
$43,000 00 43,000 00
WATER WORKS NOTE.
of December 31, 1909.
1916.
Jan. 1, From resources and liabilities $1,500 00
Dec. Paid by Water Commis-
sioners $1,500 00
$1,500 00 $1,500 00
WATER WORKS NOTE.
Refunding- Bonds of March 1, 1906.
1916.
Mar. 1, Borrowed of Franklin Savings Bank $25,000 00
Dec. 30, Paid by Water Commis-
sioners 1,000 00
Balance to resources
and liabilities 24,000 00
$25,000 00 $25,000 00
WATER WORKS BONDS.
of March 1, 1906.
1916;
May 15, Appropriation $25,000 00
Dec. 18, To transfer account 25,000 00




May 13. .VppFopriation Jj^SOO 00
Paid-
Dec. 5, M. T. Nevins. treasurer. . 500 00
$500 00 $500 00
ODELL PARK.
1916.
May 15, Appropriation $500 00
Paid-
Dec. 5, Park Commission 500 00
$500 00 $500 00
DANIELL SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
1916.
Jan. 1, From resources and liabilities $250 00
Auil;'. 16, Received from Jere R. Daniell 250 00
i\aid—
C;ct. 2, Frank Proctor, Treas... 250 00
To resources and liabili-
ties 250 00
$500 00 $500 03
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
May 15, Appropriation $2,200 00
Paid—
^ct. 2, W. F. Daniell, treasurer. 2,200 00
$2,200 00 $2,200 00
100 CITY OF FRANKLIN.
PUBLIC LIBRARY REPAIRS.
1916.
May 15, Appropriation $ 4O0 00
Paid-
Sept. 6, Art Metal Construction
Co., stacks and
shelves 165 50
Sternberg & Co., deco-
rating 215 00
Balance to transfer acct.,
unexpended 19 50




and liabilities $305 24
Appropriation . . . . 850 00
Cash from state treasurer 697 58
Paid—
Mav 1, Pav roll, week ending
' Apr. 8 8 90
Pay roll, week ending
Apr. 15 21 00
Pay roll, week ending
Apr. 22 ... 9 50
Pav roll, week ending
'Apr. 29 ^. 9 50
Tune 5, Pav roll, week ending
' May 6 11 40
Pay roll, week ending
May 6, Boscawen
Road . . - 19 50
Pav roll, week ending
'May 13 \ 20 90
Pay roll, week ending
May 13, Boscawen
Road 138 25
Pav roll, week ending
'May 20 11 40
TRUNK LINE MAINTENANCE. 101
Pay roll, week ending
May 20, Boscawen
Road . . 119 13
Pay roll, week ending-
May 27 ^ 11 40
Pay roll, week ending
May 27, Boscawen
Road 158 78
Pay roll, week ending
June 3
^. 19 00
Pay roll, week ending
June 3, Boscawen
Road 116 25




Pav roll, week ending
'June 17 7 49
Pav roll, week ending
'June 24 \ 10 45
\iig. 7, P^av roll, week ending
'July 1 \ 13 30
Pay roll, week ending
July 1, Tilton Road ^ . 12 50












Pav roll, week ending
'
July 29 1 1 40
Pav roll, week ending
'
Julv 29, Tilton Road 17 50
C. M. '& F. I. Hibbard,
gravel 1 1 75
h^ept. h. Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 5 8 5d
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 12 7 00
Pav roll, week ending
'Aug. 19 4 00
102 CITY OF* FRANKIvIN,
Pay roll, week ending
'Aug. 26 10 00




H. L. Emery, .sign posts. 5 10




Oct. 2, Pav roll, week ending
"Sept. 9 6 00




Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 23 : 12 00
Pay roll, week ending
' Sept 30 12 00
Nov. 6, I'av roll, week ending
'
Oct. 7 10 00
Pav roll, week ending
'
Oct. 14 8 00
Pay roll, week ending
Oct. 21 ^. 8 00
Pav roll, week ending
' Oct. 28 10 00
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 4 ^ 4 00
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 11 \ 4 00
Pay roll, week ending
Nov. 18 ^ 14 00
Pay roll, week ending
' Nov. 25 • \ 6 00,
C. P. Stevens, paint .... 2 40
Transfer from Highway
acct., teams, etc 279 02
Transfer from macadam,
crushed stone 468 00
Balance to resources and
liabilities 137 05
$1,852 82 $1,852 8:
NORTH MAIN STREET MACADAM. 103
NORTH MAIN STREET MACADAM.
May 15, Appropriation $3,600 00
Received from Warren Bros. Co.,
for use of roller 38 10
Received from W. H. Moses, for
asphalt 77 7(i
Received from F. D. Beaupre, for oil 6 90
Oil charged to Highwav acct 105 80
Paid—
Aug. 7, Pav roll, week ending
'July 15
^. 8 25
Standard Oil Co. of New
York, 90 bbls. Asphalt
Binder "B" 384 57
Sept. 6, Pav roll, week ending
'Aug. 12 8 00
Henry L. Emery, stakes 3 00
Standard Oil Co' of New
York 128 bbls. As-
phalt Binder "B" ... 543 15
Oct. 2, Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal for crusher
and roller 40 28
Gilbert Hodges, C. E.,
survey, levels and
grades 25 36
Pay roll, week ending-
Sept. 23
". 127 38
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 30 227 47
Nov. 6. Pav roll, week ending
'
Oct. 7 ..'. 272 53




Pav roll, week ending
'Oct. 21 318 34
Pav roll, week ending
'
Oct. 28 278 95
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., brick 12 60
North East Metal Culvert
Co., culvert pipes ... 23 46
104 CITY OF FRANKUN.
Page Belting" Co., l^oiler
tubes 9 66
Shepard Grocery Co., ce-
ment.
Beaupre Bros., manholes
W' . S. Stewart, dynamite
and caps




express on boiler tubes
and casting-s . .
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal
Wm. H. Martin, labor on
steam roller
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
' Nov. 4
Pav roll, week ending
' Nov. 11
Pav roll, week ending
'Nov. 18
Merrimack Fuel & Feed
Co., coal
18, John W. Dresser, ce-
ment





acct., teams, etc ....
Balance to transfer acct.,
unexpended
21 99
stati; aid mainte;nance:. 105
SANBORNTON ROAD.
1916.
May 15, Appropriation $750 00
To resources and liabili-
ties 750 00




Cash from vState Treasurer 202 05
Paid-
May 1, Pay roll, week ending
April 15 7 80
Pay roll, week ending
April 22 \ 13 30
Pay roll, week ending"
April 29 9 50
June 5, Pay roll, week ending
May 6 11 40
Pay roll, week ending
May 13 1 90
Pay roll, week ending
May 20 11 40
Pay roll, week ending
May 27 11 40
30, Pay roll, week ending
Pay roll, week ending
June 10 13 30
Pay roll, week ending
June 17 15 31
Pay roll, week ending
June 24 \ 6 65
Aug. 7, Pav roll, week ending
July 1 9 50
Pay roll, week ending
July 8 9 50
Pay roll, week ending
Tulv 15 5 70
106 CITY 01^ FRANKLIN.
Pav roll, week ending
'
July 22
Pav roll, week ending
'July 29
• Pav roll, week ending
'Aug 5 .:.
Sept. (), Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 5
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 12
Pav roll, week ending
' Aug. 26 '.
Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 2
Oct. 2, Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 9
Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 16
'.
Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 23 \
• Pav roll, week ending
Sept. 30 \
Nov. 6, Pav roll, week ending
' Oct. 7 ^
Pav roll, week ending
"Oct. 14
^.
Pav roll, week ending
'Oct. 21
Pav roll, week ending
Oct. 28
":
Dec. 5, Pay roll, week ending
' Nov. 4
Pav roll, week ending
'Nov. 11
'.
Pav roll, week ending
' Dec. 2 . ."
18, Pav roll, week ending
' Dec. 9
^.
Highway, teams, etc ....
Balance to resources and
liabilities 50 12
9 50
state; aid construction. 107
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION.
1916.
Balance from resources and lia-
bilities $7 79
May 15, Appropriation . . . .• 3,745 50
Cash from state treasurer 645 91
Paid—
Mav 1, Pay roll, week ending
Apr. 22 17 25
Aug. 7, Pay roll, week ending
July 22 200 21
Pay roll, week ending-
July 29 274 83
Pay roll, week ending
. 'Aug. 5 ^. 291 89
Georg"e Ballon, g"rade ... 49 30
Silas P. Thompson, sand 11 90
John B. Varick Co., elec-
tric exploders 8 00
Boston & Maine R. R.,
freight on exploders 1 00
E. G. Colby, making and
repairing drills .... 15 55
Sept. 6, Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 12 . • 307 96
Pay roll, week ending
,
Aug. 19 401 10
Pay roll, week ending
Aug. 26 471 58
Pay roll, week ending
Sept. 2 '. 470 94
George Ballon, grade ... 94 50
Silas P. Thompson, sand 12 35
Silas P. Thompson, right
of way across field. . . 10 00
Chadwick & Kidder,
fence posts 15 00
John B. Varick Co., dyna-
mite and exploders ... 69 50
Shepard Grocery, cement 21 84
1G8 City of franklin.
Boston & Maine R. R., *
freigiht on d'ynamfite
and exploders 3 28
E. G. Colby, making and
repairing- tools 41 59
Oct. 2, Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 9 '. 316 75
Pav roll, week ending
'
Sept. 16 '. 362 99
Pay roll, week ending
'
Sept. 23 \.. 164 75
Pav roll, week ending
'Sept. 30 . .
'. 26 75
Chadwick & Kidder
lumber for railing- .. . 19 60
S. P. Thompson, sand. . 9 10
George Ballon, grade ... 35 10
W. S. Stewart, dynamite
and caps 20 50
John B. Varick Co., elec-
'tric exploders 4 95
Shepard Grocery Co.,
cement 7 28
E. G. Colbv, repairing
tools . . '. ^ 11 60
Boston & Alaine R. RT,
freight on exploders 1 00





Balance to resources and
liabilities 115 63




May 15, Appropriation • $35 00
Paid-
Dec. 5, R. E. Benson, repairs. . 24 75
Balance to transfer acct.
unexpended 10 25
$35 00 $35 00
DOG LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received 530 70
Paid-
June 30, Benson Auto Co., auto
for city marshal
looking- up unli-
censed dogs 2 00
Transfer to school acct. . 528 70
$530 70 $530 70
LIQUOR LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received from Excise Com-
mission $4,989 46
Transfer to Sundry re-
ceipts 4,989 46
$4,989 46 $4,989 46
BILLIARD AND POOL TABLE LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received $91 67
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts 91 67
$91 67 $91 67
110 CITY 01^ FRANKI^IN.
BOWLING ALLEY LICENSE.
1916.
•Cash received $60 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts. ....../. 60 00
$60 00 $60 00
JUNK DEALERS' LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received 65 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts . 65 00
$65 00 $65 00
SHOW AND CIRCUS LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received $341 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts 341 00
$341 00 $341 00
MILK DEALERS' LICENSES.
1916.
Cash received $34 00
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts 34 00
$34 00 $34 00
SAVINGS BANK TAX. Ill
BONDED DEBT.
1916.
Jan. 1, Fronv resources and liabilities $185,000 00
Mar. 6, To monthly draft, Water
Works Bonds of
March 1, 1906 25,000 00
Dec. 18, Balance to resources and
liabilities 160,000 00
$185,000 00 $185,000 00
INSURANCE TAX.
1916.
Dec. 1, Received from State Treasurer . . . $79 87
Transfer to Sundry Re-
ceipts 79 87
$79 87 $79 87
RAILROAD TAX.
1916.
Dec. 1. Received from State Treasurer . . . .$5,232 48




$ 5,232 48 $5,232 48
SAVINGS BANK TAX.
1916.
Dec. 1, Received from State Treasurer . ...$10,934 10




$10,934 10 $10,934 10
112 CITY OF FRANKI^IN
LITERARY FUND.
1916.
Dec. 1, Received from State Treasurer. . .. $563 04
Transfer to School acct. . 563 04
$563 04 $563 04
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Jan. 1, From Resources and lia-
bilities 182 20
31, Cash from State treasurer 173 45
Balance to resources and
liabilities 8 75
$182 20 $182 20
1916.
SUNDRY RECEIPTS.
Bounty on hedgehogs and wild-
cat • $5 20
Candidates' fees ... 7 00
Laconia Street Railway tax 97 85
Insurance tax 79 87
Railroad tax 5,232 48
Saving's Bank tax 10,934 10
Leach & Proctor, land on Church St. 230 00
G. G. Fellows, rent of land on Me-
morial St ... 72 00
Excise Commission, liquor licenses 4,989 46
Billiard and Pool table
licenses 91 67
Junk dealers' licenses 65 00
Show 'and Circus licenses 341 00
Milk Dealers' licenses 34 00
Bowling Alley license 60 00
To transfer account
$22,239 63 $22,239 63
ODELIv MEMORIAL ARCH FUND. 113
ODELL MEMORIAL ARCH FUND.
Vote passed April 7, 1913,
That, The Gity of Franklin hereby accepts the sum of
two thousand dollars given to said city March 3, 1913, by
Mrs. Herman J. Odell, same to be known as the "Odell
Memorial Arch Fund," and said city hereby contracts and
agrees with the said Mrs. Herman J. Odell. her heirs and
assigns, to pay four per cent interest annually on said sum,
said interest to be expended by duly authorized agents of
said city for the following purposes only, to wit
:
First. For the care and repair of the Odell Memorial
Arch.
Second. For the lighting of said arch.
Third. Balance for the care of the Odell Park.
It is further voted that a copy of this vote of acceptance
and contract shall be printed annually in the city reports.




Northfield Road 283 54
Sewer Maintenance 1,340 84
North Main St. Macadam 3,202 36
Fire Department 5,214 03
Police 3,729 50
Concreting Republican Bridge 507 00
Memorial Hall 919 69
Incidentals 2,310 27
Highway Damage 3,160 91
Schools 31,291 74
Salaries 3,427 00
Street Lighting 5,904 42
Memorial Day 150 00
Heating Plant 3,009 25
Moth Account 651 31
Central Street Improvement 13,503 56
State Tax 10,237 50
County Tax 7,808 22
Overseer of the Poor 2,820 01
Garbage removal 705 84
Temporary Loans 22,000 00
Interest 8,151 94
Public Library 2,200 00
Odell Park 500 00
Trunk Line Maintenance 968 75
State Aid Maintenance 294 83
State Aid Construction 3,775 94
Hospital 500 00
Public Library Repairs - 380 50
Repairing City Clock 24 75
Dog Licenses 2 00
Water Works Bonds of March 1, 1906 25,000 00





Amount outstanding $226 27
Interest 9 42
Abatements $179 97
Paid City Treasurer 55 72
$235 69 $235 69
1915 List.
Amount outstanding $5,885 50
Interest 172 55
Abatements, erroneous assessments $ 83 80
Abatements on account of poverty
and death 385 30
Paid City Treasurer 5.410 00
Amount outstanding at close of
books 178 95
$6,058 05 $6,058 05
1916 List.
Amount of 1916 Tax List $89,099 50
State and County Tax on new Sul-
loway Mills 223 47
Subsequently assessed 160 19
Interest 31 45
Discounts $ 2,131 85
Abatements, erroneous assessments 383 83
Abatements on account of poverty
and death 168 00
Paid City Treasurer 80,468 24
Amount uncollected at close of
books 6.362 69
),514 61 $89,514 61





Balance from 1913 $6,261 33
Bounty on hedgehogs and wildcat ........ 5 20
Candidates' fees 7 00
State Treasurer, Laconia St. Railway tax. . 97 85
Insurance tax 79 87
Railroad tax 5,232 48
Savings Bank Tax 10,934 10
Literary Fund 563 04
Trunk Line Maintenance 697 58
State Aid Maintenance.. 202 05
State Aid Construction.. 645 91
Leach & Proctor, for land on Church St. . . 230 00
G. G. Fellows, rent of land on Memorial St. 72 00
Excise Commission, liquor licenses . . ... 4,989 46
Billiard and Pool Table licenses 91 67
Junk Dealers' licenses 65 00
Show and Circus licenses . . . 341 00
Milk Dealers' licenses 34 00
Bowling Alley license 60 00
Daniell Scholarship Fund, Jere R. Daniell 250 00
Highways, Herrick Aiken, stone dust .... 3 00
J. W. Bishop Co., stone dust.. 4 80
Standard Oil Co., empty barrels 5 36
D. Barg, for horse 100 00
T. F. Clifford, for labor 5 00
C. E. Davidson, removing gar-
bage 417
Franklin Hospital, sand 1 00
Boston «!v Maine R. R., use of
roller. 75 16
A. M. Hancock, calcium
chloride 5 4-!
1
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Cash for special officer, O'Boyle
case 2 00
C. E. Williams, damage to traffic
post 5 00
C. C. Oliver, damage to traffic
post 2 00
For telephone service 14 04
M emorial Hall, rentals 958 58
For old radiators sold ... 16 27
For repairs 1 25
Incidentals, tax sales repaid 22 99
For telephone service 14 04
Heating Plant, G. W. Griffin Co., for coal. 142 48
For old boiler tubes 5 20
Board of Education, heat-
ing 1,400 00
Public Library, heating... 400 00
Central St. Improvement, J. G. Carleton
Est., granolithic 3 45
O. A. Towne, granolithic 35 32
Franklin Light & Power
Co., freight rebate 10 00
Town of Deering, aid to Emily Dow • 57 47
Merrimack County, pauper account ....... 1,863 70
Merrimack, Aid to soldiers 266 85
Franklin Savings Bank, temporary loans.. 21,000 00
W F. Duffy, treasurer, temporary loans.. 12,500 00
W. F. Duffy, temporary loans 2,500 00
Cemetery Trust Funds 1,158 00
Franklin Savings Bank, loan refunding
Water Works bonds of March 1, 1906 25,000 00
Dog licenses 530 70
W A. Dussault, Collector, 1914 taxes 55 72
W. A. Dussault, Collector, 1915, taxes .... 5,410 00
W. A. Dussault, Collector, 1916 taxes 80,468 24
W. A. Dussault, Collector, moth account. 33 08
State of New Hampshire, 1915 acct., 173 45




Paid orders of Mayor and City Council Nos.
16792 to 180014 inclusive $178,749 80






J. H. Rovvell estate, note $2,000 00
Lucie H. Odell, note 5,000 00
Nesmith School, Central Heating Plant
and Park Bonds, payable June 1, 1927. 30,000 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Extension
Bonds, payable October 1, 1928 50,000 00
Water Works Bonds, payable October 1,
1921 80.000 00
Trustees of Trust Funds 18,713 50
Water Works note, refunding bonds of
March 1, 1916 . . . 24,000 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., note for land
on Memorial street . . 3,500 00
Franklin Savings Bank, temporary loan on
account of Central street improvement 9,000 00
W. F. Dufify, temporary loan on account of
Central street improvement 2,500 00
W. F. Dufify, Treasurer, temporary loan on
account of Central street improvement 2,500 00
Daniell Scholarship fund 250 00
Trunk Line Maintenance, balance to 1917
account 137 05
State Aid Maintenance, balance to 1917
account 50 12
State Aid Construction, balance to 1917 ac-
count 115 63
Sanbornton Road, appropriation carried to
1917 account 750 ^00
Overdue Coupons 132 25
$228,648 55
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Resources.
Due from State, Trunk Line Maintenance
account 8 75
Due from Tax List, 1915 178 95
Due from Tax List, 1916 6,362 69
Cash in treasury 8,514 93
Balance indebtedness 213,583 23
$228,648 55
Net debt, Dec. 31, 1916 213,583 23
Net debt, Jan. 1, 1916 202,931 71>
Increase year 1916 $10,651 50
TRANSFER ACCOUNT
Dr.
Total appropriations $131,642 22
Sewer Maintenance, overdrawn 803 07
Kire Department, overdrawn 581 46
Concreting Republican bridge, overdrawn 107 00
Incidentals, overdrawn 273 24
Heating Plant, overdrawn 84 25
Moth Account, overdrawn . . 118 23
Garbage Removal, overdrawn 66 88
Highway Damage, (no appropriation).... 3,160 91
Central Street Improvement, (no appro-
priation) 13,536 54
Abatements, 1914 tax list 179 97
Abatements, 1915 tax list 469 10
Discounts, 1916 tax list 2,131 85
Abatements, 1916 tax list 551 83
$153,706 55
Credit.
Tax List, 1916 $89,099 50
Highways, unexpended 687 56
Sidewalks, unexpended 652 10
Sewers, unexpended 740 00
Northfield Road, unexpended 26 46
North Main Street Macadam, unexpended 7 70
Police, unexpended 310 71
Memorial Hall, unexpended 352 66
Salaries unexpended 63 00
Street Lighting, unexpended 95 58
City Poor, unexpended 68 01
Interest, unexpended 349 06
Public Library Repairs, unexpended 19 50
trans^i;r account. 123
Repairing City Clock, unexpended 10 25
Sundry Receipts . 22,239 63
Appropriation for Water Works Bonds
of March 1, 1906 25,000 00
Coupons unpaid acct 236 25
Water Commissioners, paid on note of
December 31, 1909 1,500 00
Interest, 1914 tax list 9 42
Interest, 1915 tax list 172 55
Interest, 1916 tax list 31 45
Subsequent assessments, 1916 tax list. . .... 160 19
State and County tax on addition to Sul-
loway Mills 223 47
Water Commissioners, paid on note of
March 1, 1916 . 1,000 00
Increase of debt 10,651 50
$153,706 55
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POLLS, VALUATION, AND TAXES ASSESSED.
The number of polls, and the taxes assessed on the real
and personal estate in the city of Franklin since 1895
:
Year Polls Valuation Kate fax
1895 1231 $2,415,286 00 $1 70 $41,059 00
1896 1271 2,507,300 00 1 86 45.131 40
1897 1173 2,540,285 00 1 85 46,995 27
1898 1162 2,546,606 00 1 85 47,112 21
1899 1300 2,603,070 00 1 85 48,156 79
1900 1347 2,663,171 00 1 85 49,268 66
1901 1361 2,690,093 00 1 85 49,766 72
1902 1317 2,695,891 00 1 85 49,783 32
1903 1419 2,746,356 00 1 85 50,807 57
1904 1587 2,788,385' 00 1 85 51,585 11
1905 1458 2,835.802 00 1 85 52,462 34
1906 1418 2,861,276 00 1 85 52,933 59
1907 1519 2,894,501 00 1 85 53,548 27
1908 1593 3,072.387 00 1 85 56,836 69
1909 1594 3,113,864 00 2 20 68,505 00
1910 1732 3,115,756 00 2 20 68,546 63
1911 1739 3,255,276 00 2 20 71,616 07
1912 1632 4,887,179 00 1 65 80,638 76
1913 1663 5,048,625 00 1 65 83,302 31
1914 1846 4,971,712 00 1 65 85,725 24
1915 1869 4,981,388 00 1 65 85,930 90
1916 1897 5,170,030 00 1 65 89,099 50
MAYORS.
Frank N. Parsons 1895
Edward H. Sturtevant 1896
Charles W. Adams 1897-1898
Frank H. Daniell 1899
Rufus G. Burleigh 1900-1901
Harry W. Daniell 1902
Isaac N. Blodgett 1903-1904
George E. Shepard ' 1905
Willie L. VVhittier 1906
Michael J. Nevins 1907-1908
Enos K. Sawyer 1909-1910
Seth W. Jones 1911-1912
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William W. Edwards 1913-1914
Daniel E. Davis 1915
Alexander A. Beaton 1916
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin :
The Committee on Finance have checked off the interest
coupons paid during the year, amounting to $6,090.00, also
Water Works Bonds issued March 1, 1906, numbered 1 to
50, amounting to $25,000.00, and have destroyed the same.
Total amount paid to Franklin National Bank
on account of interest coupons becoming due
during year 1916 $6,273 75
Coupons paid in 1916 and destroyed by Finance
Committee 6,090 00
On deposit in Franklin National Bank to pay





























To the Mayor and City Council of Franklin, N. H. :
I herewith hand you my annual report covering the
activities of my office for the year, 1916.
During the year two suits have been brought against the
city to recover damages for personal injuries occurring on
our highways during 1915; one by Alfred Rocheleau as a
result of an automobile in which he was riding striking a
city team standing in the Republican bridge while the high-
way department was engaged in cleaning the bridge; this
suit was placed on the jury list for trial at the October
Term of the Superior Court for this county; the other
suit was brought by Mrs. Melinda W. Tobie as a result of
being thrown from her carriage while turning into her
yard on Highland Avenue, claiming that the highway de-
partment while engaged in cleaning the street had created
a dangerous embankment ; although the writ in this case
was entered at the April Term of the Superior Court, the
case has not been pressed for trial.
As the city was carrying liability insurance when both
of the accidents occurred, it has looked to the insurance
company to protect its interests.
The exceptions taken in the Miner cases were overruled
by the Supreme Court, which held that the location on the
Hill road where this accident took place did not come
within the provisions of the statute exempting the city
from liability. Judgments obtained by the plaintiffs have
been paid, which amounted to four hundred dollars less
than the amount for which settlement could have been
made without trial.
Several claims for damages on our highways have been
presented during the year, most of which have been dis-
allowed, settlement however having been made with
claimant for damages occurring on the Hill road and with-
in a few feet of where the Miner accident happened.
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During the year many claims for damages caused by
dogs to sheep, fowls and other domestic creatures have
been presented and disposed of as the facts in each case
warranted.
Many new ordinances have been placed on our books
during the year, covering a variety of subjects, one of the
most important relating to the establishment of street
boundaries, a subject that has been too long neglected in
the past and which has resulted in unwarranted encroach-
ments upon our highways, the trespassers thereby assum-
ing rights that they are not entitled to, and defying the
city. No good and sufficient reason exists why this vicious
practice of surrendering public rights to an individual
should be allowed to continue.
The enforcement of a few ordinances is preferable to
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CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS.
The following funds have been placed in the care of the
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin in trust,
the income to be expended in the care of various lots in
cemeteries within the city agreeable to Chapter 51 of the
Public Statutes, and a resolution of the city council adopted
September 3, 1900:






























Alvin A. Woodward ....
Frank L. Morrison
William F. Pearson ....
William W. Hancock . . .
Michael Duffy
Mrs. Henry P. Cheney
(for Sanborn cemetery)




Fred A. Eastman .
Mrs. E. G. Hall . . .
Elvira Kimball ....
Neva H. George . . .
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LOT
Ellen E. Colby
Mrs. James B. Peabody .
Mrs. A. D. Sanborn ....
Thomas P. Thompson .
Mary A. Edgerly estate.
Aiken-Burr
George B. Roble
Ameretta Ellsworth . . .
Clara J. Crowell estate.
Ellen M. Wilson
Caroline S. Shepard . . .
James B. Warren estate
James K. Floyd
Nancy J. Keizer
George A. Harmon ....
Lucretia C. Sanborn . . .
Edgar A. Jones
John B. Wadleigh estate
J. H. Rowell estate . .
Rowell (for J. H. Cilley)
Frederick Flanders . .
Mrs. P. C. Harri.5on...
Etta D. Martin
William T. Savage . .
Joseph Wiggin estate . .
C. P. Webster, D. P. Har-
dy, E. L. Sanborn, E. D.
Currier ,
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MARY J. COLBY I^UND. 133
MARY J. COLBY FUND.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirteen.
A resolution relating to the Mary J. Colby Fund.
Resolved by the City Coimcil of the City of Franklin as
follozvs
:
Whereas, By the terms of the will of the late Mary J.
Colby, the sum of ten thousand dollars has been given to
the City of Franklin, N. H., in trust, the income to be used
annually for the support of the poor of said city, and the
principal to be known as the Mary J. Colby Fund.
Be it Resolved, That the City of Franklin, N. H., in
accepting said trust fund hereby votes that same shall be
deposited by the Treasurer of said city as follows, to wit:
That the sum of five thousand dollars shall be deposited to
the credit of the City of Franklin, in the Franklin Savings
Bank of Franklin, N. H.. and the sum of twenty-five hun-
dred dollars shall be deposited to the credit of the City of
Franklin in each of the following named banks, to wit:
New Hampshire Savings Bank and Merrimack County
Savings Bank, both of Concord, N. H., to be known as the
Mary J. Colby Fund; and that the annual interest or divi-
dends paid by said banks on said deposits shall be expended
for the benefit of the poor of Franklin, N. H., by an agent
who shall be elected by the City Council of said city of
Franklin, for a term of one year, and that said agent shall
annually make a return to said city of the names of the
persons assisted and the amounts to each, but that said
names shall not be included in the Hst of paupers, or pub-
lished.
Approved, W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed September 8, 1913.
That part of the above resolution relating to "an agent
who shall be elected by the City Council" was repealed
September 13, 1915, and trustees appointed under provi-
sions of Chapter 162, laws of 1915.
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Mary J, Colby Fund.
Deposited in Franklin Savings Bank, $5,050 00
Merrimack Co. Savings Bank... 2,500 00
New Hampshire Savings Bank.. 2,500 00
City of Franklin bonds 2,000 00
$12,050 00
Received, Balance on hand, 1915 239 11
Dividends, Merrimack Co. Savings Bank. . . . 100 00
New Hampshire Savings Bank.
.
100 00
Franklin Savings Bank 200 00
Warren M. Draper, Executor 23 33
Paid to persons in need $502 25
Cash on hand, Dec. 20, '16 160 19




'Trustees of Trust Funds.
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LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS.
Harriet Sanborn Jones Fund $100 00
Jeremial G. Clark Fund 1,000 00
Frank L. Morrison Fund 500 00
Frank L. Chapman and Ella Chapman Fund. . 2,000 00
$3,600 00
The following amounts have been received from the
above trust funds and deposited in the Franklin Savings
Bank.
Harriet Sanborn Jones Fund, interest $13 06
Jeremiah G. Clark Fund, interest 50 00









Apr. 7, Interest on Odell Memorial Fund... $80 00
Paid-
Apr. 7, Franklin Park Commission, Frank




Trustees of Trust Funds.
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CEMETERY TRUST FUND.
Notes on hand Jan. 1, 1916, for cash previously
paid for care of lots $15,555 50
Received
—
Nov. 20 Zy2% City of Franklin Bonds Davi-
son Estate $2,000 00
Dec. 30, Notes for cash paid for care of lots 1,158 00
Total on hand Dec. 31, 1916 $18,713 50
Interest Account Cemetery Trust Fund.
Cash on hand in Franklin Savings Bank. Jan 1,
1916 $1,009 02
Received
Oct. 1, Dividend No. 47, Franklin Savings
Bank $ 30 27
Nov. 20, Interest Davison Estate 23 33
Dec. 8, Interest Cemetery Trust Fund 563 86
Total on hand Dec. 31. 1916 $1,626 48
Paid—
Nov. 20, Franklin Cemetery, care of lots $ 535 50
Balance on hand Franklin Savings Bank,




Trustees of Trust Funds.
PARK COMMISSION
To the City Council of the City of Pranklin
:
As introductory to his fiscal report, your Treasurer sub-
mits the following comments
:
Odell Park.
The semi-bungalow Lodge and Rest-house, which was
completed and furnished by the munificence of Mrs. Odell,
during the closing months of 1915, has continued to demon-*
strate its civic value and utility as it has, day by day, served
the useful purposes for which its thoughtful donor wisely
planned.
In 'the early summer, Mr. John S. Wilson, who had
given efficient service as caretaker for three years, was
stricken with a progressive malady which incapacitated him
from manual labor, compelling his resignation after several
weeks' illness. He was succeeded by Mr. Edwin S. Mor-
rison, who entered upon his new labors with enthusiasm.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Morrison are finding their environment,
with its duties, congenial, and the members of the Commis-
sion bespeak for them the considerate cooperation of the
numerous patrons of this Play-ground and Park.
The work of filling, grading and surfacing has been sys-
tematically carried on, as far as the limited supply of loam
obtainable, permitted. Hundreds of loads of cinders, cob-
blestones, and coarser materials have been utilized as rubble
and rip-rap, thereby fortifying the alluvial banks against
the toll-exactions of ravaging river and mining muskrat.
Nature is already at work, covering the untidiness which
characterized the earlier stages of the reclamation of mud-
flat and marsh.
A broader-visioned Park Commission of a decade hence
may, perhaps, well devote some of its energies to improving
and restoring the scenic beauties along the opposite ("Ox-
Bow") river marge.
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As heretofore, during the winter months, whenever the
ice, and weather conditions are favorable, the lagoon is the
resort of hundreds of buoyant and graceful skaters. In
previous reports, allusion has been made to the not incon-
siderable expense of keeping this two-acre ice field in sat-
isfactory conditions
;
yet the healthy, recreating effects of
the wholesome and fascinating out-of-door exercise, upon
the young people, far outweighs the cost factors.
Daniell Park.
During the past season the conditions have been exceed-
ingly favorable for the growth of the white-pine and the
red-pine transplants of the two previous years. Thousands
of these transplants, which, five years ago, were scarcely
bigger than a "merman's eyelash," are today conspicuously
dotting the snow-clad uplands of the "Sand Farm." Ac-
cording to the tranquil Emerson, "Nineteen twentieths of
their substance do trees draw from the air. Plant the
pitch-pine in a sandnbank, where is no food, and it thrives,
and presently makes a grove, and covers the sand with a
soil by shedding its leaves."
Barring havoc by fire or rust-blight, in five years these
transplants will have attained what foresters call "hoop-
skirt" dimensions, and, in three decades will be ripe for
harvesting.
In the opinion of the Commission, reforestation of this
tract should not be extended further, but the broad acres
remaining should be left for a suburban play-ground,
which can be developed and improved with the city's
growth and expansion.
Webster Lake.
The white-pine and ash transplants which were set out
on the experimental tract reserved by the U. S. Bureau of
Entomology, seem to be flourishing, and, in time, it is hoped
will establish an effective "moth resisting stand," in accor-
dance with the theories of the Forestry experts.
A gradual deforesting of the deciduous trees which have
reached their maturity, or which have become moth-in-
fested, has been recommended by the State Forester, Mr.
Hirst, whose counsel will be vouchsafed, from time to time,
whenever the work of cutting and marketing timber is
undertaken by the Commission.
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As shown by the fiscal report, $100 was received from
the sale of one shore lot. Applications were received for
the sale oi one or more interior lots, but, in view of the
fact that no exact survey was available, negotiations were
not completed.
Supplementing the foregoing comments, the Treasurer
takes pleasure in submitting the following belated commu-
nication from the State Forester, which is well worth in-
corporation in the current City Report, as a matter of pub-








I regret that I have not had an opportunity to reply to
your request, Mr. Proctor.
The following is a brief summary of our recommenda-
tions as to what should he town or city woodlands. I hope
that it arrives in time for your purpose.
Two tracts have been examined— one of about 50 acres
south of the city, and the other about 155 acres at Webster
Lake. These will be considered separately.
Fifty Acre Tract South of the City.
There are four types of growth from the standpoint of
treatment.
1. White pine growth.
This is in good condition, but a careful thinning would
allow the trees to develop more rapidly. The poorer sup-
pressed trees should be removed.
2. Pitch pine growth.
This is on the east side and is generally of scrubby form.
The growth can be improved by planting white pine under
the pitch pine trees and either white or Norway pine in the
openings. The pitch pine trees can be gradually removed
while the new stand is growing.
3. Open land.
Should be planted with white, Norway, or Scotch pine.
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4. Hardwood slope.
A mixed open hardwood growth of all sizes in poor con-
dition. The undergrowth should be cleaned out and the
larger trees underplanted with pine. Around and in sand
pits white or Scotch pine should ibe planted close together
(4x4 feet) to form a cover quickly and reduce soil wash-
ing.
Webster Lake Tract—155 Acres.
The forest growth varies from very thrifty, well formed
trees on the lower slopes to small scrubby growth on the
ledge. The most important timber is oak and white pine.
An improvement cutting would stimulate the growth over
most of the tract and could be made financially profitable
both for present and future management. There is a con-
siderable amount of red and white oak and scattered old
white pines which should be removed. If done under care-
ful supervision and the tops and limbs are worked into
fuel wood the heavy growth of young white pine now on
the ground will develop rapidly and soon form a new for-
est. No trees need be cut within 100 or 200 feet of the
highway. After the larger timber is cut the other parts of
the forest should be thinned a little every year and the
product sold for cord wood. The openings which do not
have natural young pine already started should be planted
with this species.
The Forestry Department will be glad to help the Park
Commission or the Water Board in the management of
these tracts and stands ready to help supervise the cutting,
planting and other improvements whenever the City is






Balance on hand $124 18
Appropriation 500 00
Interest from Odell Memorial Arch
Fund 80 00
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Sale of grass at Daniell Park
Siile of lot to D. J. Rousseau
Received from Mrs. Lucie H. Odell
Cord wood sold to Merrimack Fuel
& Feed Co
Rent of Daniell Park
Rent of Odell Park
5 00
FRANKLIN PUBLIC LIBRARY
To the Mayor and Members of the City Council:
As President of the Board of Trustees of the Franklin
Public Library, I submit herewith the reports of the
Treasurer of our board and of the Librarian.
These reports give a complete description of the finances
and the doings of the library.
This institution is doing quietly a vast amount of good
in our midst and is deserving of all the support you can
extend to it.
The Trustees fully appreciate the way in which the city
government has cooperated with them in furnishing to the
library the extra funds asked for to make needed repairs
and as new needs arise each year we trust the demands
will merit your support.
The Trustees have been advised of a bequest of $LO(X)
in the will of the late Mary D. Aiken and we gratefully
acknowledge an additional donation of this kind.
We hope that the needs of the library for its future
growth and development may be realized by other citizens
who are inclined to make donations for an object of this
kind.
Respectfully submitted,
W. F. DUFFY, President,
Board of Trustees, Public Library.
REPORT OF TREASURER.
To the Trustees of the Public Library :
I hand you herewith my report as Treasurer for the
Library Trustees. It will be noted that the expense for
maintenance exceeds the yearly appropriation by vavrying
amounts from year 'to year as has been pointed out in my
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previous reports, the amount for 1916 being $96.68 or
somewhat less than the excess for 1915. The city council
generously appropriated the sum of $400. additional this
last year for repairing, plastering, redecorating and in-
stalling new book stacks. An itemized account of the
above appears elsewhere in the city report. The library is
badly in need of facilities for properly filing its magazines
so that they can be referred to when necessary. There
being ample room in the basement, a room of sufficient
size should be there partitioned off and fitted with filing
cases. Your treasurer wishes again to point out the fact
that the book fund is dwindling yearly and that unless
further funds become available it will be necessary to cut
down appreciably the yearly amount used for this pur-
pose.
Respectfully submitted,
January 3, 1917. W. F. Daniell, Treasurer.
1916.
Bal. Savings Bank, Jan. 1, 1916.... $2,333 96
Bal. Savings Bank, Jan. 1, 1916... 587 93
Bal. National Bank, Jan. 1, 1916. . . 4 12
Bal. Cash, Jan. 1, 1916 10 24
Received from Fines 162 12
Received from Rentals 118 58
Received from Book Sales 47 38
Received from Rent of Hall 52 50
Received from Savings Bank Div.
.
90 97
Received from City of Franklin.. 2,200 00
Received from Waste Paper 50
Harriet Sanborn Jones Fund, inter-
est 13 06
Jeremiah Clark Fund, interest .... 50 00
Frank L. Morrison Fund, interest. 62 88
$5,734 24
Expense, Maintenance $2,296 68
Expense, Books 533 04
Bal. Savings Bank 2,126 09
Bal. Savings Bank 460 71
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Bal. National Bank
Bal. Cash
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The circulation according to class is as follows
:
General works, bound magazines, etc.
.
63












































BOARD OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
REPORT.
To the City Council of the City of Franklin:
The Water Commissioners of the City of Franklin
respectfully submit the following report for the year, 1916.
FINANCIAL.




Jan. 1, To balance from last report $ 134 80
Dec. 31, To collected for Water Rents 10,098 37




Dec. 31, By amount paid on service account . $ 1,369 30
By amount paid on expense account 4,848 80
By amount paid on repair account. . . 1,382 79
By amount paid on construction
account 134 00
By amount paid on debt account. . . . 2,500 00
By amount paid on interest account. . 50 00
By cash on hand 394 42
$10,679 31




Feb. 4, To 28^ hours at 45 cents $ 12 83
Apr. 1, To 89 hours at 45 cents 40 05
Apr. 29, To 18 hours at 45 cents 8 10
July 1, To 95 hours at 45 cents 42 75
Oct. 5, To 58 hours at 45 cents 26 10
Nov. 1, To 30 hours at 45 cents 13 50




Feb. 4, H. J. French, envelopes
Judkins & Wallace, sundries
Franklin Light & Power Co., power. .
E. G. & E. W. Leach, insurance...
Towne & Robie, printing
F. N. Parsons, clerical service.
Labor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Mar. 2, I. V. Goss, services
Judkins & Wallace, labor, etc
Clarence P. Stevens, nails
Labor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Apr. 1, Judkins & Wallace, solder
Franklin Light & Power Co., power,.
Towne & Robie, printing,
Labor pay roll
Sundry Cash Items
Apr. 29, Crosby Steam Guage & Valve Co,
charts
Kidder Machine Co., labor
Towne & Robie, printing
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June 2, Clarence P. Stevens, sundries
Labor pay roll . .
Sundry Cash Items
July 1, Judkins & Wallace, oil
Clarence P. Stevens, nails
F. N. Parsons, salary
Franklin Light & Power Co., power
and labor
Page Belting Company, belt . . ."
Labor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Aug. 1, Towne & Robie, printing




Sept. 5, Clinton Wire Cloth Co., brass wire
cloth
George E. Winslow, charts
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., pad-
locks
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., tools
Judkins & Wallace, labor
Labor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Oct. 5, Judkins & Wallace, rubber gloves...




Nov. 1, Franklin Light & Power Co., power
Judkins & Wallace, belt lacing
Towne & Robie, printing *.
Vacuum Oil Company, oil
Labor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Dec. 2, J. A. Youngman, teaming
Laibor pay roll
Sundry cash items
Dec. 30, Towne & Robie, printing
C. P. Stevens, wrench, belt lace. . . .
H. E. Colby, sundries
Franklin Light & Power Co., power .
4 7Z
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Labor pay roll 208 27
Sundry cash items 29 88
$3,463 62
Reading meters 185 18





Feb. 4, Union Water Meter Co., repairs, ro
tary meter
National Meter Company, parts, . .
Labor pay roll .
,
Mar. 2, Thomson Meter Co., parts ,
National Meter Company, parts . . . ,
Labor pay roll
Apr. 1, National Meter Company, parts
Labor pay roll . .
Apr. 29, National Meter Company, parts
Laibor pay roll
June 2, Labor pay roll
July 1, National Meter Company, parts
Labor pay roll
Sept. 1, National Meter Company, parts
Labor pay roll
Oct. 5, Hers^y Mfg. Co., discs
National Meter Company
Labor pay roll
Nov. 1, Labor pay roll
Dec. 2, National Meter' Company, parts
Labor pay roll
$ 3
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GENERAL REPAIRS.
1916
Feb. 4, Kidder Machine Co., labor $ 1 25
A. S. Eastman, repairs 2 80
Mar. 2, The McGloiighHn Iron & Brass Foun-
dry Co., gates 3 40
Walworth Manufacturing Co., oilers 9 33
Labor pay roll 10 93
Apr. 1, Rumsey & Co., chain drive 113 70
June 2, H. E. Colby, sharpening picks....... 11 07
Chadwick & Kidder, lumber 32 42
Labor pay roll 1 71
Aug. 1, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., couplings 3 35
Sept. 5, H. E. Colby, repairs 7 62
Nov. 1, H. E. Colby, repairs 20 82
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co.. pipe. ... 90 66
Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., valve 5 78
Franklin Mills, packing 2 20
Dec. 2, The Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., valves. . 79 00
Peter Collins, labor on water wheel . . 45 00
Builders Iron Foundry, parts 126 27
Dec. 30, Judkins & Wallace, valves and coupl-
ings 4 92
Peter Collins, labor 25 00
The Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., hy-
drants 80 25
Chadwick-Boston Lead Co., lead wool 3 63
Walworth Manufacturing Co., wheels
for cutter 8 13
Keegan & Child, paint 2 73
Holyoke Machine Company, water
wheel 150 25
Page Belting Company, repairing belt 2 69
Labor pay roll 6 75
$ 851 66
Meter Repairs 531 13
$1,382 79
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Dec. 31, Received for Water Rents $10,098 37
Deduct Maintenance . . $6,231 59
Deduct Interest 50 00
6,281 59
Net income for year ... $ 3,816 78




Nov. 1, Frank Proctor, Treas. Franklin Sav-
ings Bank $50 GO
DEBT.
1916
Nov. 1, Frank Proctor, Treas., Franklin Sav-
ings Bank $1,500 00
Dec. 30, Frank Proctor, Treas., Franklin Sav-
ings Bank 1,000 00
$2,500 00




Feb. 4, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., pipe ... $ 59 33
Chadwick-Boston Lead Co., pipe . . 23 52
Labor pay roll 27 62
Mar. 2, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., valves.. 128 71
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., tapping ma-
chine 72 38
Labor pay roll 16 20
Apr. 1, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., die
plate 3 69
Labor pay roll 16 20
Apr. 29, Labor pay roll 32 25
June 2, Chadwick & Kidder, cement 3 38
Kidder Machine Co., iron 18 09
Labor pay roll 56 19
July 1, Labor pay roll 59 30
Aug. 1, George E. Gilchrist Co., waste, etc. 57 68
Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., pipe, etc. 113 7Z
Lalbor pay roll 97 36
Sept. 5, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., ells .... 5 36
Chadwick-Boston Lead Co., pipe. . . 16 96
Labor pay roll 151 55
Oct. 5, Chadwick-Boston Lead Co., pipe. . . 10 56
Labor pay roll 152 00
Nov. 1, Boston Pipe & Fittings Co., pipe... 83 72
Chadwick & Kidder, cement 10 18
Labor pay roll 62 75
Dec. 2, Judkins ^ Wallace, sundries 6 57
Labor pay roll 46 85
Dec. 30, Union Water Meter Co., stops 37 17
SI.369 30
Deduct service account . 446 14
$923 16
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METERS.
1916
Dec. 2, National Meter Company, meters... $134 00
TOTAL EXPENDITURE FOR CONSTRUCTION.
1916
Services net $923 16
Meters 134 00
Total for 1916 $ 1,057 16
Construction to January 1, 1916 153,096 70
Construction to January 1, 1917 $154,153 86
Land, Water & Power 29,000 00
Total Expenditure $183,153 86
Less balance Income Account 75,728 73
$107,425 13
Less premium on bonds 3,819 55
$103,605 58
Water debt $104,000 00
Less cash on hand 394 42
$103,605 58




Dec. 30, To bonded debt $ 80.000 00
To balance $25,000 note 24,000 00
To premium account 3,819 55




Dec. 30. By cost of works . . $183,153 86
By cash on hand ... 394 42
$183,548 28
PUBLIC SERVICE ESTIMATE.
Eighty-two public hydrants at $30 $2,460 00
Four watering troughs at $40 160 00
Three drinking fountains 60 00
Nine stand pipes at $20 180 00
Water for flushing sewers 100 00
Water at city stables 'by meter 74 43
Water at city hall by meter 107 28
Water at city Library by meter 27 20
Water at city hospital by meter . 90 68
Water at school houses by meter 707 45
Water at engine house, Main St 6 GO
Water at armory 6 00
$3,979 04
Interest on Water Debt Paid by City.
$80,000 bonds at 3 >4% $2,800 00
$25,000 note at 4% 1,000 00
$3,800 00
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METERS SET IN 1916.
Style Size No.








Total length 66,651 feet
SERVICE PIPE.
Length previously reported, . . . 76,072 feet
Laid in 1916, Y^-m. cement lined 617 feet 76,689 feet
Total, 143,340 feet
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CONSUMPTION.
Total population of city, estimated 6,800
Total population on line of pipes, estimated 6,300
Number of persons using water, estimated 5,400
Number of families using water 1,057
Number of taps or connections of service pipe with
mains 660
Hotels 4




Street sprinkler posts 9
Public watering troughs and fountains 6
Schoolhouses 4
Railroad stations 3
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RECORD OF PUMPING SERVICE.
Average amount in gallons pumped daily by months
from Pemigewasset station and Coldbrook Springs, separ-
ately and together with total amount of both.
Pemigewasset Coldbrook Both Total
Jan.
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1915 9,960 36 7,303 60 1,143 55 1,495 00
1916 10,098 Z7 6,231 59 1,057 16 2,550 00
Totals $179,178 77 $90,789 27 $52 336 97 $35,658 11
Maintenance 90,789 27
Extensions 52,336 97
Cash on hand 394 42
$179,178 77
RATES.
All customers are supplied through meters. The mini-
mum charge is six dollars per year, which entitles the con-
sumer to 2,000 cubic feet during the year. Rentals are
collected quarterly. For the first 1,000 feet or less in each
quarter the charge is 30 cents per 100 feet ; for the excess
over 1,000 feet used each quarter, 20 cents per 100 feet is
charged.
Upon all quarterly bills exceeding $12.50, a discount of
25 per cent of the excess over $12.50 is made.
No charge is made for private hydrants or for automatic
sprinkler service.
There has been no addition to the mains or hydrants
during the year, but a large number of the lead or gal-
vanized iron pipe services have been taken up and relaid
with cement lined iron pipe.
A new water wheel has been installed in the Bow Street
Station and $2500 paid upon the water debt.













Balance on hand January 1, 1916 . . .' $ 1 17
Appropriation . . " 30,200 00
Dog tax 528 70
Literary Fund 563 04
Received from tuition 618 50
Received from Domestic Science Department 32 00
Received from Manual Training Department. 54 00
Received from sale of paper, books, etc 9 00
Total Receipts $32,006 41
Expenditures.
Paid orders No. 741 to No. 1068 inclusive . . . $31,768 55
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To the Board of Education :
I submi't herewith my second annual report as super-
intendent of schools of Franklin, it being- the sixteenth
of such reports.
The object of such a report is to bring to your atten-
tion such facts reg^arding the condition of our schools as
shall allow you to make intelligent comparisons of our
work with that of former years. It also contains recom-





Balance from preceding year $ 1 17 $ 46 76
Appropriation 30,200 00 27,250 00
Literary Fund 563 04 529 75
Dog Licenses 528 70 518 87
Tuition 618 50 198 00
Kec'd from Domestic Science
Dept 32 00 80 33
Rec'd from Manual Training
Dept 54 00 10 35
Rec'd from Miscellaneous
sales 9 00 65 15
$32,006 41 $28,698 52
Disbursements.
1916 1915
Salaries . . $19,874 17 $18,175 81
Books and supplies 2,325 35 2,372 13
Care and cleaning 1,359 09 1,364 84
Fuel 2,023 54 2,059 27
Transportation 1,781 25 1,953 05
Equipment and repairs 3,129 29 1,755 13
Insurance 40 00 80 00
Medical Inspection 200 00 176 13
Truant Officer 200 00 200 00
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Incidentals 835 86 560 99
Balance 237 86 1 19
$32,006 41 $28,698 52
A glance at the above lists shows that the increase of
expenditures over those of a year ago is due largely to
an increase paid in the salaries and to an increase in the
amount paid for repairs and better equipment. The
liberality of the City Council, whereby we were given an
increased appropriation of almost three thousand dollars
over that of a year ago, has enabled us to ofifer higher
salaries When we have been obliged to seek candidates
and has also permitted us to retain a nurnber of our
teachers who otherwise would have left us. As we in-
crease our salaries we are enabled to be more discrimi-
nating in our choice of teachers and more exacting in
our demands. Particularly has this been true in our
high school and in our eig'hth grades where an increased
salary rate of one hundred dollars has permitted us to
choose from an entirely dififerent class of candidates
than has been possible heretofore. It has also permitted
some of our teachers to do professional work at summer
schools. The increased salaries are proving a paying in-
vestment for the district.
In addition to the ordinary repairs necessary each
year, a sum of over six'teen hundred dollars has been ex-
pended in more permanent repairs and better equipment.
A system of ventilation has been installed in the older
part of the Nesmith building at a cost of about five hun-
dred dollars, a new floor has been laid on the third floor
of the high school building at about the same cost, and
adjustable seats and desks have been installed in four
rooms in the High. Falls, and Nesmith schools at a cost
of over six hundred dollars.
The increased cost of all school supplies and the rise
in the prices of text books are factors which must be
considered in making our next appropriations. The
rise in the price paid for number paper fro>m eleven to
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thirty-eight cents per package and in composition paper
from twenty-three cents to sixty cents per package illus-
trate an increased demand which must be reckoned with.
Under the s'everal 'headings may be found the expendi-
tures for the vear in detail.
SALARIES.
George A. Keith $1,505 00
Harry P. Swett 1,738 93
Ward Wetmore 1,147 68
Ida M. Manuel 615 54
Mabel F. Moore
. 635 60
Helen M. Mullin 272 23
Eleanor W. Hatch 272 23
Ethel C. Magoon 272 23
Dorothy I. Burr 233 31
Lois A. Leavitt 366 70
Austina B. Raymond 366 70
Grace E. Patten . . . .' 355 0-1
J. Estelle Clifford 439 14
beraldine Rideout 377 06
Harold B. Adams 1,177 78
Florence M. Shaw 238 00
Marv C. Gilmore 196 00
Helen E. Clement 196 00
Hattie M. Campbell 540 00
Lillian B. Currier 493 00
Bessie Binks 482 20
Helen K. Alexander 493 00
Evelyn Binks : . . . . 497 00
Lura A. Sargent 486 00
Bessie C. Rowell 568 00
Nora V. Ryan 514 00
Edwina M. Rosatto 487 40
Adeline M. Stallings 504 00
Blanche L Friend 534 00
Clara B. Wells 189 00
Ada M. Clark 68 00
Grace B. Brown 140 00
Kate L. Severance 410 00
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Edith R. Hadlev 308 00
Florence G. Clapp 327 00
Ada M. Smith 168 00
Mildred N Hardv 297 00
Mildred L. Lane » 308 00
Helen M. Johnson 247 60
Mildred Harper 63 30
Grace C. Smith 242 00
Olara Williams 366 70
Elizabeth Sliney 5 60
Winnifred Perkins 36 45
Gertrude F. Arnold 41 77
F'lorence Jackman ^ ^9





Lillian B. Currier . .
Florence M. Shaw .
Helen E. Clement .
Mar}- C. Gilmore . .
Nora V. Ryan ....
Edwina M. Rosatto
Bessie C. Rowell. . .
Elizabeth Sliney . .
George A. Keith . .
$19,468 17
$45
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BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
Allyn & Bacon . . . . .. .-.
American Book Co
D. Appleton & Co
E. E. Babb,& Co
Boston Music Co
Cambridge Botanical Supply Co.
Century Co
Chadwick & Kidder .
University of Chicago Press Co.
Oliver Ditson Co




J. L. Hammett Co
D. €. Heath & Co





Library Bureau . . .
Little, Brown & Co
Macmillan Co
Manual Arts Press
C. E. Merrill & Co
MiltO'U Bradley & Co
Rand McNally Co. .
Row Petersen & Co
Rumford Press
B. H. Sanborn Co
G. W. Sawyer & Son
Chas Scribner's Sons
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CARE AND CLEANING.
High School and Hancock Buildings.
Robert W. Bailey $17 75
Hubert Battes 1 75
Wallace Cutler 5 60
Harry Gill 9 30
Forrest R. Hopkins 29 80
Harold Hopkins 14 45
William Martin 1 1 60
Charies M. Sanborn . 180 00
Alg-ot Eliasson 465 00
$735 25
Nesmith Building.
Albert H. Barney $29 04
Lawrence Johnson 2 20
George L. Aldrich 500 25
$531 49
Morrison Building,
Edison Minah $75 35
L. H. Russell. . 17 00
$92 35
FUEL.
High School and Hancock Buildings.
City of Franklin $1,400 00
Nesmith Building.
M. C. Heath ... ' $ 5 50
Merrimack Fuel and Feed Co 579 04
H. E. Webster 13 00
$597 54
Morrison Building.
Lewis H. Russell $26 GO
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TRANSPORTATION.
H. W. Burleigh $414 00
Mace C. Hea,th 808 00
Justin T. Stevens 360 00
L. J. Leighton 18 75
Joseph Williams 168 00
Cdina Petelle 12 50
$1,781 25
EQUIPMENT AND REPAIRS.
C. R. Adams $ 6 25
H. B. Adams . 89 78
Boulia-Gorrell Lumber Co 296 76
H. W. Burleigh 145 54
L. J. Oherrier 670 57
G. G. Fellows 12 50
Franklin Lig^ht & Power Co 119 52
1. M. Hanson, labor 282 13
Hill School District 14 00
James W. Huntoon 28 50
J. C. Jenot 8
25
Judkins & Wallace 41 48
Keegan & Child 141 60
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins 616 20
Jos A. Rayno 349 03
Geo. F. Sargent 13 80
C. P. Stevens 182 12
Roy O. Stevens 44 72
Henry L. Young 54 4^






Dr. E. T. Drake $200
00
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TRUANT OFFICER.
Mace C. Heath $200 OC
INCIDENTALS.
Acme Knitting" Machine Co $6 05
H. S. Avery, stamped envelopes 20 00
W. H. Avery, repairs on Victrola 7 00
F. J. Barnard Co., re'binding books. 15 12
B. & M. R. R., mileage and freight 37 75
E. H. Bryant, brushes 16 50
T. O. Galley, printing 5 50
Citizens Telephone Co., service 24 00
Florence G. Glapp, noon care 15 00
Geo. E. Clark, carriages 45 75
H. E. Colby, fertilizer 2 00
C. W. Corey, floor oiler 10 12
John Dargy, carting 49 81
Mrs. I. N. Downs, injury to coat 4 00
Franklin Floral Co., plants . 5 20
Herman Goldberger, magazines 8 75
Griffin Drug Co., oil, etc 120 63
E. R. Grinnell, labor 5 00
Holmes & Nelson, janitor's supplies 23 79
Albert E. James, taking census 35 00
Judkins Bros., making keys, locks, etc 2 00
G. A. Keith, cash expenses 41 85
Masury-Yo'ung Co., disinfectant, soap, etc. ... 8 50
Manchester & Concord Express, service 1 60
Ralp'h Moore, supplies 12 60
J. O. Morrison, repairs flagpole . 1 00
Orient Spray Co., oil and oiler 102 63
C. R. Pease, tuning pianos 6 00
L. Rogers & Co., ribbon .^ 1 70
W. S. Stewart, supplies '. . . 2 35
Edwin H. Sweatt, labor 3 25
Mary N. Swett, drilling pupils 10 00
Flora Simond, playing piano 5 00
Towne & Robie, printing 68 07
W. L. Taylor, labor 16 65
Traffic Sign Co., signs 5 20
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Mrs. Ellen E. Webster, cas'h expenses







The local board of health has brought about a strict
compliance with the law relating to vaccination, t'he re-
quirement being that every pupil must be vaccinated or
present a certificate from a physician stating" that he is
an unfit subject for vaccination. A few pupils who
failed to comply with the law were for a term excluded
from school by the direction of the board of health, but
I can report that at the present time compliance with
the law is practically compldte.
The health of our pupils is safeguarded in every way
possible. During" the summer vacation many of the
sdhool rooms and halls were newly kalsomined both
walls and ceiling, the basements were thoroughly white-
washed or painted, and floors scrubbed. By a constant
use of soap and hot water and a judicious use of disin-
fectants we aim to prevent all possible sources of school
room infection. The adoption of adjustable furniture,
which should be extended gradually, will do much
toward correcting bad sitting positions which may lead
to serious pulmonary and spinal troubles.
Teachers.
Owing largely to the reasons previously stated I am
confident that our teachers are a much stronger body
than the corp of a year ago. A spirit of harmony exists
as well as a professional desire to help in the unfolding
of the pupil's intellectual nature and character.
Our Practical Arts and Mechanic Arts departments
fill a demand which is recognized in every modern school
system today. They tend to recognize the dignity .of
labor and form a real link between the school, the home,
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and the world. Exhibits of the work of each depart-
ment have brought forth many words of praise. We are
glad to place these lines of school work at the disposal
of any citizen and to that end solicit orders of work
which can be done along the lines of sewing, cooking or
woodworking.
Our school music has seen a decided advance the
past year, due in part to better adapted and carefully
graded books but more to the tactful teaching and the
enthusiasm of our supervisor.
Summer Schools.
Ninety-four pupils attended the sessions of our
summer school of Whom eighty-two were enabled to
enter their grade in September with a clean record
Some of these pupils had fallen /behind throitgh sickness,
some had moved here previous to the opening oi the
school and were unprepared for the work which then-
age demanded, while some had fallen back through a
lack of individual assistance. The summer school
afforded these pupils an opportunity to regain their
proper standing and in many cases made a difference of
a year in the school life of a pupil possible.
Evening Schools.
An appropriation by the City Council made it possible
for the district to take up the work among the non Eng-
lish speaking people of our city. This work was begun
and admirably carried on in the spring by organizations
connected with the Methodist Church, aided financially
bv local individuals and corporations.
'Sessions are now held on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings and over eighty persons of French,
Greek, Austrian. Syrian, Hebrew or Polish parentage
have been enrolled. Reading and writing in the Eng-
lish language, spelling and language constitute the
principal work among these people as most have ac-
quired all the principles of arithmetic whidh their work
demands. One class has been formed of girls who had
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completed the work of the gTaded schools with one or
more year's work in the higfh school and who wished to
review their earlier work.
With the men the object sought is the securing of
such ability in reading and writing that they may obtain
naturalization papers and become voters. Their interest
is unbounded and their efforts are remarkable both in
their intensity and in the results secured. The school
has been open 'twenty sessions at the time of writing and
what has been accomplished in that short time is almost
unbelievable to one not familiar with the work.
The object of the schools is not simply to make voters
but to give 'these people a more clear idea of our Ameri-
can institutions and make them more intelligent citizens
with the purpose of rightly using rather than abusing
their citizenship. I believe that this appropriation is a
wise expenditure of money for the city and I would
recommend further appropriation for the coming year.
High School.
I believe that our high school is stronger than a year
ago but I also believe that a further enrichment of its
courses is advisable. The bookkeeping should be ex-
tended and supplemented with other commercial work,
the domestic arts course and the manual arts course
should be extended 3^ear by year throughout the eritire
four year's course ; the study of German should be more
general than at present while Spanish is being adopted
as a study in many first class high schools at present. I
believe that the length of the school year for the high
school, at least, should be thirty-eight weeks, two weeks
more than at present. This will put us on more even
footing with other high schools.
Our great need in the high school is more room.
Every recitation room is used to its limit of capacity
for almost every period of the day making the introduc-
tion of new work almost prohibitive. If our city con-
tinues to grow it must face the problem of more ade-
quate school accommodations within a few years.
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Junior High School.
In many school systems the question of increased
school accommodations is solved by the adoption of the
Junior High School. This system provides for six
years in the elementary schools, three years, comprising
our present seventh, eighth, and ninth years are com-
bined in what is called the Junior High School, and the
remaining three years in the High School proper.
Some choice of lines of work is permitted in the Junior
Higfli School, a closer connection between the high
school and the lower grades is possible and authorities
in school work are agreed that the movement is sound in
every aspect as well as practical. This may be the way
to settle our own question a little later.
Parent-Teacher Association.
During the past year a Parent-Teacher Association
has been formed having for its object a closer relation
between the home and the school. All interested in our
schools, which should include every citizen, are eligible
to membership and are urged to become actively con-
nected with the organization. It is capable of being a




1st. Liberal appropriations for salaries in order that
we may maintain the efficiency of our teaching force.
2nd. An appropriation for the painting of the Nes-
mith and Morrison buildings.
3rd. An appropriation for more adjustable furniture
in our schools.
4th. A lengthening of the high school year.
5th. A larger appropriation for evening schools.
6th. A consideration of our need for greater accom-
modations, to be solved, possibly, by the adoption of the
junior High School system.
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In conclusion, I desire to thank the Mayor and Coun-
cil for their kind consideration, the Board of Education
for their full and hearty support, and the teachers for




Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools:
In the fall of 1916 the High School had a smaller en-
rollment than the year before. This last fall the number
was 227, while the year before it was 239. The reason for
the decrease is not certain, but it is a significant fact that
54 pupils, who were members of the school during the
year 1915-1916, were not in the school at the beginning of
the school year 1916-1917. This does not include the
seniors who graduated. Of these 54, 32 left during the
year and 22 failed to return after the summer vacation.
This means that 25 percent of those who might have con-
tinued their high school education dropped their studies.
It is not possible to prevent all pupils from leaving be-
fore their time for graduation, and it is not advisable in
some cases ; but parents and pupils ought to feel that a
high school education, the whole of it, is very desirable.
Pupils are kept in school for two reasons : first, because
the teaching is good and, second, because the courses ap-
peal to them and to their parents. Pupils are, besides,
more likely to stay in the high school if they are not older
than they should be when they enter. It is noticeable, in
this connection, that a large percentage of those who left
were older than the average age of their class.
Studies.
The studies taught this year are the same as were listed
in full in last year's report. The comments made at that
time seem applicable at the present as well as then. It is
a fact, moreover, that may be mentioned for what it is
worth, that practically all of the other high schools of
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New Hampshire, which approach ours in numbers, offer
more curricula or courses than we have to offer.
It will be two more years before the school is fully or-
ganized upon a four-year basis. This year the sophomore
class contains about a hundred pupils, or nearly half the
school. Next year the junior class will be the numerous
one and the problem of giving them the required labor-
atory training will be complicated.
The movement known as the Junior High School, which
has been started in several places in New Hampshire and
in various other places, should be of interest to Franklin.
It raises the question whether it would be expedient to in-
troduce higher studies for pupils who are now in the
elementary school. There are advantages in letting pupils
get a good start in high school studies when they can be
directed in their work more closely by their teachers than
is the case with the usual high school. With us, and with
other high schools, there are more failures, actually and
proportionately, in the first year than in any other year
of the high school.
Salaries.
The decision of the Board to raise the salaries of the
assistant teachers is much to be commended. It will have
a tendency to improve the school in several ways. The
teachers, for instance, will feel better able to attend the
excellent courses offered by summer schools, and three of
the teachers availed themselves of this opportunity the
past summer. It will be possible to obtain more ex-
perienced teachers at the start and to retain them longer.
Higher qualifications have been demanded of teachers
during recent years. In New Hampshire, especially, it is
advisable for teachers to be familiar with the educational
conditions prevailing in the state, since they are different
from other states in many particulars.
A Gymnasium.
The Alumni Association for some years have had the
plan of presenting a gymnasium to the school. More re-
cently, they have appointed a committee to find ways and
means of getting the building constructed within a com-
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paratively short time. This movement should meet with
strong support from the School Board, the Council, and
individuals financially able to assist. Such a building can
be used for a -general assembly room, and for other pur-
poses, as well as for recreation and physical training.
1 have written before of the advisability of physical
training. Since last year's city report was printed, as a
result of the discussions concerning national preparedness,
the State of New York has introduced a plan for com-
pulsory physical training for both the elementary and sec-
ondary schools of the state. I wish something of the sort
might be begun through legislative action in New Hamp-
shire; but with the facilities offered by a gymnasium we
can do it ourselves in Franklin, without waiting for a
compulsory law.
But there is a small thing, apparently, that parents can
do to help their children physically, wdiich will be of great
service and which would be really necessary even with a
systematic course of physical education in the schools.
This is to see to it that their children sit and stand erect
at all times at home, when reading or studying, when
working, or when sitting at meals. The development of
a well expanded chest is due to constant habit, and this
habit can be greatly weakened or strengthened at home.
Parent-Teacher.
This suggests a reference to the Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciation which has recently been organized in Franklin. It
is to be hoped that the meetings will be well attended reg-
ularly. They ought to be of service to parents of high
school pupils as Avell as of the younger ones. Such an or-
ganization will find its usefulness increase with years.
Some meetings will serve one purpose, other meetings will
serve other purposes. In the end many things may be ac-
complished if interest is maintained.
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The Daniell Scholarship.
The Daniell scholarship, the conditions of which are
printed near the close of the city report, was awarded a
second time to Mr. Ernest L. Schwartz. After two more
years this scholarship will probably be available for an-
other student. In order to receive it a pupil should be an
excellent scholar with efficient habits of study, and with
good health. For those young men who are fitted for it
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology gives as good
a technical education as any institution in the world.
Respectfully submitted,
HARRY PREBLE SWETT.
REPORT OF INSTRUCTOR OF MANUAL
TRAINING.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my second annual report.
Perhaps the most 'successful year thus far in the
history of this department has just passed.
The growing- demand for this line of work, particularly
in the High School, and the interest manifested by the
boys in their labor show us more and more that Manual
Training has finally secured a firm foundation in our
school.
This ever increasing desire on the part of the student
for such training warns us that in the near future the
enlargement of this department cannot be avoided.
The supervisor believes that to successfully meet the
desire which has been kindled among our students
proper accomodations should be secured. It would then be
possible to introduce various courses in metal work, simple
construction in cemeirt, etc., in conjunction with our well
established courses in wood work.
The introduction of such courses correlated to a cer-
tain degree with the academic subjects now in vogue
would enable us to give the student a much broade-
training than he is at present able to obtain, thereby
fitting him to better cope wnth the numerous difficulties
that may arise in the walks of everyday life.
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The work completed the past year has been similar to
that of the previous year except for the introduction of
more difficult and practical problems.
Several articles have been made and others repaired
for the benefit of the school and a few orders have been
filled for different citizens of our community. We have
at present under construction two large bookstacks tc
be used in the Circulating Library across the river.
Two public exhibits have been held during the past
year and the encouragement that our students have re-
ceived from such exhibitions has helped to make the
work most successful this year.
Referring to my report of a year previous relative to
the purchasing of two new machines to replace the
ones now in use, I sincerely trust that some favorable
action may be taken by the Board as soon as convenient
so that the satisfactory work now in progress may not
be retarded by the lack of the necessary equipment.
In conclusion T wish to express my appreciation to all
with whom I have been asssociated, and to say that at
all times visitors are most cordially welcome.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD B. ADAMS.
REPORT OF INSTRUCTOR IN DOMESTIC ARTS.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my first report as teacher of Domestic
Arts in the Franklin Schools
:
The work in Domestic Arts has followed as closely
as possible that of the preceding years. There are
seventeen girls in the Freshman class and eighty-two
girls in the grades. Those in the sixth grade have one
hour each week of hand sewing. They learned to baste,
run, hem, overhand, overcast and backstitch. They are
making bags and sewing aprons.
In the seventh grades the girls have one hour each
w^eek, alternating with cooking and sewing. They learn
to cut from patterns and are making nightdresses and
bungalow aprons by hand. In cooking they have made
preserves and jelly and have kneaded bread, made ome-
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lets, tomato soup and potato soup, and baking powder
biscuit.
Those in the eighth grade give one hour each week
alternating with cooking and sewing. The cooking 'has
been similar to that in the seventh grade. In sewing
they cut from patterns and learn to run the machine,
making nightgowns, aprons, waists, and corset covers.
The Freshmen give eighty minutes each day to cook-
ing or sewing. The first seven weeks were spent ir
filling orders for canning and preserving. Grape, grape
and apple, crabapple, apple and cranberry, apple and
quince apple, quince and cranberry jelly, apple butter,
quince honey, marmalade (quince and orange), canned
pears, peaches, crabapples, tomatoes, preserved quince,
piccallili, gherkins, ripe cucumber pickle, mustard
pickle, catsup, and mincemeat were made. Then bread
and rolls were made to fill orders ; also cakes, cookies,
and cream pufifs. Besides the yeast mixture, baking
powder and egg mixtures have been made to illustrate
the difi^erence between yeast, baking powder, and beaten
eggs as leavening agents. Two dinners have been
served b)^ the girls who prepared them after making out
the menus. They had previously been instructed as to
the composition of the body and the foods necessary to
supply the needs of the body. Instruction in the cuts of
meat, as well as the composition and value, was given
;
the practical work on meats comes when the meat is
prepared and cooked for the dinners. They also pre-
pared and cooked soup, vegetables, and desserts at these
times. The girls in the Freshman class are required to
keep up their note-books and to hand them in for in-
spection each month.
The girls seem very much interested in the work and
many of them repeat the receipts used in class at home,
thus gaining in efficiency.
Respectfully submitted,
DOROTHY BURR,
Instructor in Domestic Arts.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my second report as teacher of
Drawing in the Franklin Public Schools.
During the winter and spring terms of 1916 the draw-
ing in the grades consisted of object drawing, design,
and nature drawing. The media used were pencil,
crayon, ink and watercolor. Tn the lessons in object
drawing the children worked both from drawings on the
blackboard and from the objects, according to the pur-
pose of the lesson and the grade. The design lessons
were devoted to making Valentines and Easter cards.
For nature drawing the children studied the spring
flowers, using crayons in the lower grades and ink and
watercolor in the upper grades.
The work of the fall term this year has consisted of
nature drawing, utilizing fall flowers and fruits, and
representation, also freehand cutting in the lower grades
In the upper grades there have been many design lessons
culminating in Thanksgiving and Christmas cards. A
lesson in construction produced envelopes and boxes.
In the High School the work of the winter and spring
terms contained lessons in representation, perspective
and desiign. The chief problem in two classes last
spring was the drawing of a room in perspective, the
designing of simple furnishings, and 'the choosing of a
color scheme for it. Ano'ther class made some wood-
carving designing for the Manual Training Department
This fall the work in the Freshman class has been of
a different nature. The manual training boys have
been studying furniture, its design and construction; the
others have been studying design in relation to house
furnishing. They have also made Thanksgiving menu
and place cards.
' The second year students are making
calendars with suitable decoration in poster style. _ The
mechanical drawing class has had lettering and simple
problems in orthographic projection. Advanced students
have started elementary machine drawing.
Respectfully submitted,
GERALDINE M. RIDEOUT.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC.
Mr. George A. Keith, Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my fifth annual report.
In January 1915, it was possible to put the New Edu-
cational Music Course in the remaining grades where
it was not put previously. Th'is gives us a definite
course to follow from the first year in school to the
High School as the material is carefully graded and is
of excellent quality.
The grade work is beginning to show results of the
system used for the past four years and much more ir
hoped for as time goes on.
The High School chorus during the year of 1915-1916
was the best that I have had. Owing to graduatio'ns
and other reasons we lose some good leaders each year
Such is the case this fall, the chorus is not as good as
usual. We are weak on bass and tenor parts but hope
that it may be remedied to a greater or less degree.
During the winter and spring terms, aside from general
chorus work, we did all the choruses from "The Rose
Maiden" by Cowen. This fall we have been working
on "The Building of the Ship" by Lahee. The singinp
of this class of material is what I aim at for High School
chorus work. We did a number of Christmas carols ar
our observance of the Christmas season.
The violin classes referred to in my last report con-
tinued through June. This fall, owing to an advance in
the price of lessons and some changes in teachers during
the summer, there was not a sufficient number to make
it worth while for a teacher to come here, so the matter
is dropped at present. Nearly all have continued with
the work so that the incentive given them to start ha-
not been without profit. Three who began when the
classes first started a year and a lialf ago are able to play
with the High School orchestra.
The Girls' Glee Club has become a regular and pop-
ular feature outside of High School. In May a verv
successful concert \Vas given assisted by the Boys' Glee
Club and High School Orchestra. The funds from thif
and a previous concert have given us plenty of money to
care for the expenses of music for all three organization?
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without any help from the School Board, a thing I have
hoped for from its organization.
A Boys' Glee Club 'has made a start this fall and I am
hopeful for good things.
The High School Orchestra has promise of being a?
good if not better than any we have had thus far.
I cannot close without making mention of the very
efficient work which Miss Flora Simond has given dur-
ing my four years in the schools here, as accompanist,
and to her, the chorus, glee clubs, orchestra, and I are
greatly indebted for accurate and faithful work.
At this time I wish to thank the Superintendent.
Board of Education, and teachers for their hearty sup-
port in all that T am trying to do for the musical up-





To the Board of Education of the City of Franklin :




Number of pupils examined 216
Cases of defective teeth 21
Cases of adenoids 1
Cases of unvaccinated 3
Cases of defective vision 17
Notices of defects sent to parents 41
Defects remedied since last examination Z?
Hancock and Falls Schools.
Number of pupils examined 320
Cases of malnutrition 1
Cases of orthopedic defects 1
Cases of defective teeth 101
Cases of hypertrophied tonsils 7
Cases of adenoids 2
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Cases of defective breathing 11
Cases of unvaccinated 8
Cases of defective vision 32
Cases of defective hearing 1
Cases of cleft palate 1
Cases of pediculosis 8
Notices sent to parents 137
Defects remedies since last examination 46
Nesmith School.
Number of pupils examined 122
Cases of orthopedic defects 2
Cases of defective teeth 19
Cases of hypertrophied tonsils 2
Cases of defective breathing 9
Cases of unvaccinated 6
Cases of pediculosis 5
Cases of defective vision . . 12
Defects remedied since last examination 16
Morrison School.
Number of pupils examined 11
Cases of defective teeth 6
Cases of defective breathing 1
Defects remedied since last examination 2
Golden Rule School.
Number of pupils examined 12
Cases of defective teeth 3
Cases of hypertrophied tonsils 1
Cases of adenoids 1
Orphans' Home School.
Number of pupils examined 137
Cases of nervous disease 1
Cases of skin disease 3
Cases of orthopedic defects 2
Cases of defective teeth 52
Cases of hypertrophied tonsils 12
Cases of adenoids 24
Cases of defective breathing 18
Cases of grland disease 1
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Cases of unvaccinated 24
Defects remedied since last examination 15
No. of instances of treatment the second time since
last examination 110
The pupils of St. Mary's School were not examined
last year. The large number of unvaccinated reported in
this school last year have been vaccinated, thanks to the
persistent efforts of the Board of Health.
The ventilation at the Nesmith School has been greatly
improved and adjustable seats installed in one room. Three
rooms in the High School building have also been sup-
plied with new modern seats.
I again urge parents to pay careful attention to the no-
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NEW TEACHERS.
High School.
Miss Eleanor W. Hatch, A. B., was graduated from St.
Albans High School and Middlebnry Cohege. Miss Hatch
taught three years in Conant High School, East Jaffrey,
N. H. Teaches English and History.
Miss Ethel C. Magoon, A. B., was graduated from
North Stratford High School. Gushing Academy and Mid-
dlebury College and attended Columbia University Sum-
mer School in 1916. Miss Magoon taught one year in
Groveton, N. H., High School and Rochester, N. H., High
School. Teaches English.
Miss Helen M. Mullin, A. B., was graduated from
Franklin High School and Mt. Holyoke College. Miss
Mullin taught three years in New York state, three years
at Arms Academy, Shelburne Falls, Mass., and one year
in the Norwood, Mass., High School. Teaches Physics,
Chemistry, Economics and French.
Miss Dorothy I. Burr, B. S., was graduated from the
East Providence High School and from Rhode Island State
College. Miss Burr did practice teaching in Kingston, R,
I. Teaches Domestic Arts.
Falls School.
Miss Florence M. Shaw was graduated from Tilton
Seminary and Plymouth Normal School. Miss Shaw
taught in Suncook one year and in Tilton seven years.
Teacher of the eighth grade in the Falls School.
Miss Mary C. Gilmore was graduated from the Gofifs-
town High School and from Plymouth Normal School.
Miss Gilmore taught five years in Goffstown. Teacher of
the seventh grade in the Falls School.
Miss Helen E. Clement was graduated from Pinkerton
Academy and attended summer sessions at Plymouth Nor-
mal School and Keene Normal School. Miss Clement
taught in Chester, Vt., four years and Goffstown four
years. Teacher of the sixth grade.
Nesmith School.
Miss Clara B. Wells was graduated from Oberlin Acad-
emy and Oberlin College and from Miss Rust's Kindergar-
ten Training School. Miss Wells taught primary grades
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in Arkansas four years and a private kindergarten for one
year. Teaches the kindergarten at the Nesmith School
Morrison School.
Miss Grace B. Brown was graduated from the Ashland
High School and from Plymouth Normal School. Miss




"Triumphal March," from "Aida," Verdi, High School
Orchestra.
Prayer, Rev. Charles E. Lewis.
Salutatory-—The History of the Violin, Maurice Harold
Simond.
The Child and the Reformatory, Ruth Elizabeth Sawyer.
"Bridal Chorus," from "The Rose Maiden," Cowen, High
School Chorus.
City Railroads, Leonard Romeo Nourie.
Class History—Regina Magdalene Piper.
"Hark! Hark! The Lark," Shubert, Words by William
Shakespeare, Girls' Glee Club.
The Ladies of the White House, Helen Eastman Holmes.
Class Prophecy—Robert Walter Bailey.
Valedictory—American Literature Since the Civil War,
Ruth Augusta Williams.
Presentation of Diplomas.




They build too lozu zvho build beneath the stars.
Robert Walter Bailey Beatrice Ursula Cunningham
Forrest Richard Hopkins Emma May Cunningham
Hans Anderson Laaby Effie Marie Douphinett
Earl Eastman Lorden Florence Irene Hawkins
Franklin James Minah . *Helen Eastman Holmes
Ellsworth' Harrington Newton Alice Marion Hoyt
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Leonard Romeo Notirie Marion Bullock Jenks
Robert Douglas Pearson Lola Mae Perkins
Frank Dunning Prescott Juliette Theresa Perreault
John Major Shirley Regina Magdalene Piper
*Maurice Harold Simond Beatrice Margaret Rainville
Doris Reba.Binks Neva Amelia Royder
Lucile Edna Burleigh Ruth Elizabeth Sawyer
Jeannette Beatrice Clark *Ruth Augusta Williams
*Honor pupils who have attained a rank of 90 percent or
more for the course.
ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
For the Year 1915-1916.
High School—Raymond Colby, Edward Dean, M. Clif-
ford Edwards, Earl J. Gage, Earl W. Harris, Maurice
Hodgdon, Ploward Kelley, Howard Kidder, Delia W.
Lambert, Ervin H. Lewis, William Martin, Walter
Marsden, William Parkhurst, Ellsworth Partelo, Wes-
ley Simonds, Rachel Buchanan, Edith Butler, Merriam
Downes, Jeanette French, Flora Gomo, Flossie Heath,
Beatrice Hebert, Mildred Jenks, Flora Lane, Grace
Lynch, Margaret McDonald, Ellen Mullin, Juliette Per-
reault, Mary Roach, Eleana Schmidt, Bernice Sinclair,
Ida Sorette, Arline Sylvester, Alice Teague, Marion D.
Williams.
Falls &-Hazel Kirk, Robert L. Daniell, Fred Paige.
Falls 7—Gladys Howe, Clayton Morrill, William Hun-
toon, Wallace Cutler.
Falls 6—Kathrine Huntoon, Doris Belmore, Cathaleen
Roach.
Falls 5—Lillian Eliasson, Elizabeth Kelley, Miriam Short,
Merwin Matthews.
Falls A—Alexina Boucher, Yernage Sanborn, Barbara
Swett, Bernard Scribner, Donald Paige.
Hancock 3—Olive Cutler, Howard Garand.
Hancock 2—Phyllis Merrill, Chester Bowers, Vernal Pol-
lard.
Nesmith 7-8—^Cora Adams, Berl Clark, Harry Bushman,
Clarence Downes.
Nesmith 6—Wenona Edmunds.
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Nesmith 3 and 5—Harold Jaastad, Sherman Taylor.
Nesmith A—Donald Johnson, Ruth Davis.
Nesmith 2-3—Kendall Edmunds.
Nesmith 1-2-—Arline Farnum, Elwyn Southmayd.
Morrison School—Birmingham Minah.
Statistics for the School Year 1915-1916.
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY.
Board of Education.
HARRY W. BURLEIGH, President,
MRS. ELLEN E. WEBSTER,
DR. CHARLES W. ADAMS.
The regular meetings of the Board are held at the office
of the Superintendent at the High School Building the





Office hours from 8.30 to 9 a. m., and from 4 to 5
m., each school day except Wednesday.
Teachers.
High School—Harry P. Swett, Head-master
Ward Wetmore, Sub-master
Ida M. Manuel, Mabel F. Moore, Eleanor
W. Hatch, Ethel C. Magoon, Helen M.
Mullin,—Assistants.
Domestic Arts—Dorothy I. Burr.
Manual Arts—Harold B. Adams.
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Falls School—Grade 8, Florence M. Shaw
Grade 7, Mary C. Gilmore
Grade 6, Helen E. Clement
Grade 5, Hattie M. Campbell
Grade 4, Lillian B. Currier.
Hancock School—Grade 3, Bessie Binks
Grade 2, Helen K. Alexander
Grade 1, Evelyn Binks
Kindergarten—Lura A. Sargent.
Nesmith School—Grade 8, Bessie C. Rowell
Grades 6 and 7, Nora V. Ryan
Grades 4 and 5, Edwina M. Rosatto
Grades 3 and 4, Adeline M. Stallings
Grades 1 and 2, Blanche I. Friend
Ada M. Clark, Assistant.
Morrison School—Grace B. Brown.
Golden Rule School—Kate L. Severance.
Supervisor of Music—Julia Estelle Clifford.
Supervisor of Drawing—Geraldine M. Rideout.
Truant Officer—Mace C. Heath.
Janitors—High and Hancock Schools, Algot Eliasson
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ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT.
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Franklin:
I have carefully examined and verified the books and
accounts of the City Clerk, Treasurer, Tax Collector,
Board of Water Commissioners, Superintendent of Water
Works, Board of Education, Overseer of the Poor, Park
Commissioners, Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of
Franklin and Clerk of the Municipal Court, and find the
same correctly cast with proper vouchers corresponding
to all expenditures, and all receipts properly accounted for,
and find the following balances to the credit of the city.
Statement.
Treasurer $8,514 93
Water Commissioners 394 42
Board of Education 237 86
Park Commission 385 78
Trustees of Trust Funds for the City of Franklin.
Cemeterv Trust Fund 18,713 50
Interest, 'Cemetery Trust Fund 1.090 98
Odell Memorial Fund . 2,000 00
Mary J. Colby Fund 12,050 00
Interest, Mary J. Colby Fund 160 19
And there is due from
Tax List 1915 178 95
Tax List 1916 6,362 69




In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to the appointment of the Stand-
ing Committees of the Council.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
folloivs:
That the Mayor be authorized to appoint the follow-












Finance to Consist of the Mayor and Two Mem-
bers of the Council.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed January 3, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to hiring money.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs:
That the Mayor and City Treasurer, for tlie time being
are authorized to hire money to pay the current expenses
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of the several departments, and any outstanding notes,
bonds, or evidences of debt of the city becoming due,
and to give promissory notes of the city therefor.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed January 3, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to the Weekly Pay Roll.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
folhm's:
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to draw
his draft each week for the payment of the weekly pay
roll of the highway, sewer, and brown tail moth depart-
ments.
Approved. A. A. Beaton, Mayor.
Passed February 3, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to borrowing money for payment of
twenty-five thousand dollars of Water Works Funding
Bonds, becoming due and payable March 1, 1916.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozn's:
That for the purpose of paying the twenty-five thousand
dollars of Water Works Funding Bonds dated March 1,
1906, which become due and payable on the first day of
March, 1916, the City borrow and issue its note for twen-
ty-five thousand dollars, payable to the Franklin Savings
Bank; that the Mayor and City Treasurer be and hereby
are authorized to make, execute, sign and issue a note of
said City for said sum of twenty-five thousand dollars,
payable to said Franklin Savings Bank or order, with in-
terest payable at four per cent, per annum ; the principal of
said note to be made to become due and payable on the
first day of March, 1926; the City to reserve the right to
pay before said date the whole or any part of said note at
any time or times which may be convenient to said City,
and the proceeds of said note are hereby appropriated to
the payment of said bonds of March 1, 1906.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed February 7, 1916.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to the adoption of Ordinances.
Resolved by the City Council of tJie City of Franklin, as
follows:
That each and every proposed ordinance presented to the
City Council shall be given three several readings before
final adoption. That it may be passed through two read-
ings at any one meeting of the Council but that it shall not
be given its third reading unless such third reading shall
occur at least one month from its first reading.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed March 6, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and sixteen.
A resolution relating to the appropriations for the
year 1916.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs:
That the following appropriations be made for the year
1916.
Interest,
Water Debt, $3,737 50
Nesmith School, etc., bonds, 1,050 00
Memorial Hall and Sewer Ex.
bonds, 1,750 00
Temporary Loans, 800 00
Cemetery Trust Funds, 575 00
Overdue Coupons, 368 50
Odell Memorial Arch Fund, 80 00
Franklin Light & Power Co., note 140 00
$8,501 00
City Poor 700 00
Fire Department 5,500 00
Highway Department 10,500 00
Sidewalks • 800 00
Memorial Hall 1.300 00
Memorial Day 150 00
Public Library 2,200 00
Public Library Repairs 400 00
Police 3,200 00
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Salaries 3,490 00
Street Lighting 6,000 00
State Tax 10,237 50
County Tax 7,808 22
Sewer Maintenance 500 00
Brown Tail Moth and Elm Leaf Beetle 500 00
State Aid Construction 3,745 50
Trunk Line Maintenance 650 00





Garbage Removal 500 00
Odell Park 500 00
Sanbornton Road 750 00
Repairing City Clock 35 00
Water Works Bonds of March 1, 1906 25,000 00
Northfield Road 300 00
Concreting Republican Bridge 400 00
North Main Street Macadam 3,600 00
Heating Plant 500 00
$131,442 22
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed May 15, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
A resolution relating to raising money by taxation.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Pranklin, as
follozos :
That the sum of $89,099.50 be raised by taxation the
present year and that the assessors be instructed to assess
for that amount in the following manner:
State Tax $10,237 50
County Tax 7,808 22
School Money by Law 10,237 50
Public Library 2,200 00
Bearing money 2,516 28
$32,999 50
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and the sum of $56,100.00 to meet the current expenses
provided for by the appropriations made and the same be
appropriated with the other revenues of the city to meet
the same.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed May 15, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
A resolution relating to discount in the Collection of
Taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows
:
To such as pay their taxes on or before the first day of
August next, will be entitled to a discount of three per
cent, and the collector shall give notice to all persons whose
poll tax remains unpaid September 1, and if same is not
paid in fourteen days thereafter, twenty cents shall be
added.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed May 15, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
A resolution relating to the care of plans, engineering
instruments belonging to the City.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs
:
That from this date, no plans, profiles, blue prints, note
books or other engineering data and information belong-
ing to the City shall be loaned to any person to be taken
from the City Hall. That no engineering instruments of
any description shall be loaned to any person for private
use and they shall be used for City purposes only.
Approved; A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed June 5, 1916.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
A resolution relating to the exemption from taxation for
a term of ten years of an addition to the Franklin Mills.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follozvs :
That the City of Franklin hereby exempts from taxation
for a term of ten years from date an addition to the Frank-
lin Mills to be erected at once, not intending hereby to
exempt from taxation any property now taxable within the
limits of said city, nor the State and County tax on the pro-
posed building.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed October 2, 1916.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
sixteen.
A resolution pertaining to soldiers serving on the Bor-
der.
Be it resolved by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follozvs, to wit
:
Whereas certain citizens of Franklin are now serving in
the Machine Gun Company on the Mexican Border and are
in fact members of the United States Army, and as mem-
bers of the regular army of the United States are not re-
quired to pay a poll tax, now therefore be it
—
Resolved by the City Council of PVanklin that the Board
of Assessors be and are hereby instructed to abate any and
all poll taxes assessed for 1916, against any citizen of said
Franklin now serving in said Machine Gun Company, and
if any member shall have paid a poll tax for 1916 the same
shall be refunded to him.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed December 5, 1916.
ORDINANCES.
An ordinance relating to sewers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. That the resolution of the City Council
adopted May 10, 1895, relating to sewers, be, and the
same hereby is, so far modified as to provide for a special
assessment or charge only on such persons or corpora-
tions as have already, or may hereafter, connect with the
new system of sewerage.
Sec. 2, That no person or corporation shall be re-
quired to connect with any sewer except by direction of
the Board of Health of the city or the City Council.
Sec. 3. All persons wh'o have already, or shall here-
after connect with the new system of sewerage, shall pay
to the city the following sums, to wit : For each tene-
ment of seven rooms or less, fifteen dollars ; for each
additional room in a tenement in excess of seven, two
dollars.
Space in buildings occupied wholly or in part for
stores, manufacturing, or other purposes than private
barns, cellars and store houses or stOiX rooms, or out-
buildings, shall be reckoned and paid for on the basis of
one hundred and fifty square feet of floor space as one
room when connected with the sewer.
Sec. 4. All persons who have already connected with
the new system of sewerage shall pay to the City Clerk
the amounts for which they are liable under the provi-
sions of Section three within thirty days after the pas-
sage of this ordinance, with interest thereafter, and the
City Clerk is hereby directed to collect the same.
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Sec. 5. No person shall hereafter connect with any-
public sewer without first obtaining a permit therefor
signed by the City Clerk and countersigned by the High-
way Agent, and before such permit is issued to connect
with the new system of sewerage such person shall pay
to the City Clerk the sums for which he would be liable
under the provisions of Section three.
Sec. 6. In any case where connection with a sewer is
made by the Board of Health, through the neglect or
refusal of the owner to comply with their orders so to do,
the amount provided to be paid therefor in Section three
shall become at once due and payable and collected by the
Cit}^ Clerk, but the City Clerk may issue a permit in such
cases without prepayment.
Sec. 7. Every permit to connect with any public sewer
issued by the City Clerk shall contain the name of the
owner, the number of tenements and rooms in each for
which the permit is granted, the location of the tenements
and amount paid for such permit, a record of which shall
be made by the City Clerk in a book kept for that pur-
pose.
Sec. 8. All 'connections with any public sewer shall
hereafter be made under the supervision of the Highway
Agent and in accordance with his directions, and it is
hereby made the duty of the Highway Agent to see that
all such connections are securely made and in the safest
and best manner and that only proper pipe and other
materials are used.
Sec. 9. No person or corporation shall deposit any
garbage, ofifal, filth or any substance having a tendency
to obstruct the flow of sewage in any manhole, flush tank
or sewer opening.
Sec. 10. All fixtures connected with private sewers
leading to the public sewers shall be provided with suit-
able traps and strainers to prevent the introduction of
all solids or anything that would obstruct the flow in the
pipes.
Sec. 11. Any person violating the provisions of Sec-
tions five and eight, nine and ten of this ordinance shall
be fined not less than twenty dollars.
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Sec. 12. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. E. H. STURTEVANT, Maj/or.
Passed May 4, 1896.
An ordinance relating to building in the compact part
of the city of Franklin, as follows
:
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as folloivs:
Section 1. No buildings shall hereafter be erected on
the north side of Central street, 'between Sanborn bridge
and Daniell bridge; on the south side of Central street
between Sanborn bridge and Church street; on Franklin
street between Central street and Church street, except
the same is constructed with solid outside brick walls at
least twelve inches thick.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. E. H. STURTEVANT, Mayor.
Passed May 4, 1896.
An ordinance relating to sewers and in amendment of
an ordinance passed May 4, 1896.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as folloivs:
Section 1. Any person connecting with a public sewer,
who will sign a written request therefor, may pay an
annual rental or tax as follows : For each tenement of
seven rooms or less, $2. For each additional room, in a
tenement, thirty cents, payable in advance. The first
payment when the permit is granted, subsequent pay-
ments to be collected by the Collector with other taxes.
Such rental shall cease whenever such party shall pay
the fee heretofore prescribed and any sums due for such
rental.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. E. H. STURTEVANT, Mayor.
Passed November 2, 1896.
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An ordinance for the promotion of cleanliness in public
streets and places.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section 1. No person shall distribute in any public
higfhway within the city, any printed hand-bill, circular
or advertisement of any kind.
Sec. 2. No person shall place, throw or deposit upon
any public highway, within the cit}^, or upon any side-
walk therein, any paper, garbage, waste or refuse matter
of any kind.
vSec. 3. No person shall spit upon the floor of any pub-
lic conveyance, shop, store, hall, church, schoolhouse,
railroad station or other public building in said city, or
upon the steps of said conveyances or buildings, or upon
the sidewalk of any public street or way in said city.
Sec. 4. Any person convicted of any violation of
either section of this ordinance shall be fined not exceed-
ing ten dollars.
Sec. 5. This ordinance shall take effect from and after
its passage.
Approved. FRANK H. DANIELL, Mayor.
Passed October 2, 1899.
An ordinance relating to cemetery trust funds.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section 1. That Chapter 40, Session Laws of this state
for 1899, in which it is provided that (Section 1) :
"Any town or city w'hich now holds, or hereafter may
hold in trust, by bequest or otherwise, any fund for the
care of any cemetery or private lot therein, may pay the
same into the town or city treasury, and so long as the
same remains therein, said town or city shall pay thereon
an annual income at the rate of three and one-half per
cent, which income shall be expended in accordance with
the terms of the trust by which said fund or funds is held
(Section 2.) This act shall not be in force except in such
towns and cities as by vote of the town, or City Council
shall so elect."
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Be and hereby is adopted and in force in this city, and
the City Council so elects.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force
upon its passage.
Approved: RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mayor.
Passed September 3, 1900.
An ordinance in relation to the duties of the City Audi-
tor.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
It shall be the duty of the City Auditor annually, in the
month of December, to examine the accounts of the Col-
lector of Taxes and to notify every delinquent tax payer
of the amount of his taxes remaining unpaid, by mailing
to each in a sealed envelope a copy of this ordinance,
together with a statement of the balance due as it appears
upon the tax list.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mayor.
Passed December 3, 1900.
An ordinance relating to the names of streets and their
numbers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. That the names of the streets of the city of
Franklin shall be as indicated on the map in the annual
report of the city of Franklin, of 1895, with addition of
new streets and avenues since laid out, with the follow-
ing exceptions : That the southern section of I'emige-
wasset street, running east from North Main street, shall
be known as Gerrish street. That the street running
from Depot street to Franklin Heig'hts shall be known as
Summit street. That the street leading north from Sum-
mit street to Pleasant Valley shall be known as Valley
street. That the street west of Valley street, leading
south from Summit street, shall be known as Gilman
street. That the street running north from Central street
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near Republican bridge, to Gate brook, shall be known as
Glenwood avenue. That the street runninj^ northwest
from Bow street over Cheney hill to Glenwood avenue
shall be known as Cheney street. That the street run-
ning west from Bow street past what is known as Davis'
block to Glenwood avenue, shall be known as Glen street.
That the section of Maple street, running north •'"rom
foot of Willow hill, then east to that section of Maple
street running north, shall be known as Willow Street.
That the section of Winnipiseogee street running south
from Central street to that section running east, shall be
known as River street. The street running east, then
north from Franklin street, opposite Church street shall
be known as Ayles court. That the section of High street
east of the Franklin & Tilton R. R., shall be knov/n as
East High street and that section west of said railroad
shall be known as West High street- That the street run-
ning east from Memorial street to Smith street shall be
known as Canal street. That the name of Peabody avenue
shall be changed to Peabody place. That the name of Rail-
road avenue shall be changed to Railroad street.
Sec. 2. The Mayor and Council shall from time '"C
time, as the convenience of the public may require, desig-
nate the numbers to be affixed to the buildings on tlie
several streets and squares in the city, and shall designate
the names of new streets when laid out. In all streets
the odd numbers shall be on the right hand side, and the
even numbers on the left hand side of the streets in the
progressive order of numbering, commencing with the
lowest numbers and proceeding therefrom with increas-
ing numbers as follows : The numbering of North Main
street shall commence at the southerly end at junction of
Central and South Main streets. The numbering of all
streets connecting with North Main shall commence at
North Main street. The numbering of South Main street
shall commence at the northerly end at junction of Cen-
tral and North Main streets. All streets connecting with
South Main shall commence numbering at South Main
street. The numbering of Summit, Wells and Salisbury
streets shall commence at Depot street. The numbering
of Valley and Gilman streets shall commence at Summit
street. The numbering of Central street shall commence at
the westerly end at junction of North and South Main
streets. All streets connecting with Central street, ex-
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cept Bow and Pearl streets, shall commence numbering
at Central street. Bow street shall commence numbering
at what is known as Paper Mill square. All streets con-
necting with Bow street shall commence numbering at
Bow street. ' The numbering of Thompson street shall
commence at Glenwood avenue. The numbering of Pearl
street shall commence at the southerly end. The num-
bering of Canal street shall commence at Memorial street.
The numbering of School, West High and Winnipiseogee
streets shall commence at River street. The numbering
of Ayles court and Grove street shall commence at
Franklin street. The numbering of Railroad, Elkins and
View streets shall commence at School street. The num-
bering of East High and Russell streets shall commence
at Railroad street. The numbering of Spring street shall
commence at Prospect street. The numbering of all
streets running east from Prospect street shall commence
at Prospect street. The numbering of all streets east of
Prospect street running parallel with Prospect street
shall commence numbering at the northerly end. All
streets connecting with Sanborn street shall commence
numbering at Sanborn street.
Sec. 3. Every entrance to a building fronting the
street shall be designated by a separate number. In the
residential portion of the city every lot with a twenty-
five-foot front shall be designated with a separate num-
ber, and in the business portion of the city every lot with
a twelve and one-half foot front shall be designated with
a separate number. The business portion of the city is
embraced within the following limits : North and South
Main streets, between Webster and Depot streets, Central
street between River street on the west and Bow street
on the east, Smith, Canal, Memorial and Church streets
and Franklin street from Central to School streets.
Sec. 4. Any person who shall affix or suffer to be
affixed to or shall allow to remain upon any building, any
different number from the one designated by the Mayor
and Council, shall be fined not less than one or more than
f.ve dollars, and a like penalty for every day he shall suf-
fer such building to be so numbered after his first con-
viction of violating the provisions of this section.
Sec. 5. That measurement of each street in the city
shall be made according to provisions of section three of
this ordinance, determining the correct number of every
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entrance as provided for in section three of this ordinance,
and that a correct record of same shall be kept on file in
the office of the City Clerk in a convenient manner for the
leasonable use of the public at all times. That there shall
be transmitted by the person authorized by the committee
on ordinaaices to make said survey, a notice and state-
ment giving name of the street, the name of the o,wner,
the name of the occupant, and the number of the build-
ing, together with instructions for procuring and fixing
same.
Sec. 6. That the owner of the property shall within
sixty days after receiving said notice as per section five
of this ordinance, cause to be affixed to every entrance of
a building fronting the street, mentioned in said notice, a
metallic or other suitable number at least two inches in
height, and so situated as to be plainly visible at all times
from the street.
Sec. 7. If the owner of any building, after receiving
said notice as per section five of this ordinance, fails to
comply with the provisions of section six of this ordi-
nance, the said owner shall be fined not less than one or
more than five dollars, and a like penalty for every day
which the said owner shall neglect so to do after his first
conviction.
Sec. 8. This ordinance shall take effect on its pas-
sage.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mayor.
Passed April 1, 1901.
An ordinance in relation to attendance of scholars.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. Any child in the city between the ages of
six and sixteen years, without a regular and lawful occu-
pation, who shall, except in cases of ill health, be absent
frorn school more than one day during the space of any
one month, unless excused by the teacher of the child,
shall be fined not exceeding ten dollars for each offense.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect on its pas-
sage.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mayor.
Passed May 13, 1901.
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An ordinance relating to fire alarms.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Pranklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. When an alarm of fire has once been given
upon the fire alarm system of the city, it shall be the duty
of the person giving the alarm to remain at the box in
charge of the same until the arrival of some person de-
tailed to guard such box, except when the fire is upon the
premises of the person giving such alarm.
Sec. 2. No person shall ring in a second alarm except
under the direction of an engineer of the fire department.
Sec. 3. The chief engineer, or in liis absence one of
the assistant engineers, shall at once, upon the sounding
of an alarm upon the fire alarm system, detail some
person to supervise and watch the box from which the
alarm was given, and it shall be the duty of such person
to remain at said box and protect the same from any per-
son interfering therewith until he is relieved by said
engineers.
Sec. 4. Any person violating the provisions of this
ordinance or disobeying the orders of an engineer under
it shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty dollars
for each offense.
Sec. 5. This ordinance shall take efifect on its passage.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mawr.
Passed June 3, 1901.
An additional ordinance for the promotion of cleanli-
ness in public streets and places.
Be it ordained by the City Conncil of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. No person or corporation in possession or
control of any real estate adjoining a public street, shall
place or permit to remain on the premises so occupied
by him, any paper or waste matter or substance of any
kind, in such a position or place that the same can be
carried by the wind upon the public street.
Sec. 2. Every person or corporation keeping for sale
at retail on premises adjoining a public street, fruit, nuts,
or other goods from which waste is liable to be thrown
upon such street, shall keep the highway abutting on the
premises occupied by him to the center thereof free and
clear of waste substances and matter from such class of
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goods as are kept for sale by him at such store, and shall
keep and maintain in a wholesome condition all such
receptacles for waste matter as may be located by the city
upon or adjoining the premises occupied by him.
Sec. 3. No person shall injure, disfigure, destroy or
lemove any receptacle for waste matter placed by the
city upon any public street or place, or place therein any
substance for which such receptacle was not designed.
Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the city marshal and
every policeman when on duty to see that this ordinance
is strictly observed, and when unable to cause the re-
moval of any such waste matter from the streets by the
person depositing the same, he shall forthwith remove
the same himself.
Sec. 5. Any violation of this ordinance shall be pun-
ished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars.
Sec. 6. This ordinance shall take efifect on its passage.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mayor.
Passed Aug. 5, 1901.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as
follozvs:
That the following rule for governing the action of the
Council be and the same hereby is adopted:
Rule 1.
No vote shall be adopted by the Council appropriating
money, or incurring a debt exceeding five hundred dol-
lars, at the same meeting at which the resolution is pro-
posed, except by vote in favor thereof by seven members
at least of the Council taken by a yea and nay vote.
Approved. RUFUS G. BURLEIGH, Mavor.
Passed Nov. 4, 1901.
An ordinance for the prevention of accidents upon the
highways.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. No person shall drive any horse upon the
highwa3^s of the city with a cow-bell or any other thing
attached to the horse, harness or vehicle, that makes an
unusual noise and frightens horses.
Sec. 2. Persons directing automobiles or other vehi-
cles propelled by motors upon the highways of the city,
shall upon meeting or passing other vehicles drawn by
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horses, which are frightened thereby, come to a full stop
or reduce the rate of speed to such extent as necessary
to avoid accidents resulting from such frightened horses.
Sec. 3. Any person convicted of a violation of either
section of this ordinance shall be fined not exceeding ten
dollars.
Sec. 4. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
Approved. HARRY W. DANIELL, Mawr.
Passed April 9, 1902.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
four.
An ordinance relating to billiard, pool and lunch
rooms.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. No owner or manager of a public pool or
billiard room shall allow his pool or billiard tables to be
used after ten o'clock at night.
Sec. 2. Any person violating this provision shall be
punished by a fine of ten dollars.
Sec. 3. No keeper of any eating place, lunch counter
or room shall keep his place open after eleven o'clock at
Approved. ISAAC N. BLODGETT, Mayor
Passed March 7, 1904.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
four.
An ordniance relating to injury to the highways and
other city property.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section 1. No person shall with any trenching tool or
machine displace the surface of any highway within tlie
city boundaries without permission from the Council or
Irom the chief of the highway department, as the case
may be.
Sec. 2. No person shall erect, raise or place any sign,
bill-board or other obstruction on or within any highway
nor shall any such person erect, raise, place or affix sign,
bill-board or advertisement on any lands of the city or
any building thereon without consent previously
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obtained from the Council or head of the appropriate
department.
Sec. 3. Any person violating any provisions of this
ordinance shall be fined ten dollars for each and every
offense.
Approved. ISAAC N. BLODGETT, Mayor.
Passed May 2, 1904.
An ordinance relating to pawnbrokers.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as folloivs:
Section 1. No person shall carry on the business of a
pawnbroker, within the City of Franklin unless he is duly
licensed therefor by the Board of Mayor and Council.
Said Board of Mayor and Council shall, upon application,
issue licenses to do business as pawnbrokers to such per-
:!rons as said Board deem proper ;and such licenses shall be
for one year from their issue, but may be revoked at any
time by said Board of Mayor and Council whenever in
tlieir opinion the public good requires. Such licenses
shall designate the place where the person licensed may
carry on his business, and he shall not carry on the busi-
ness at any other place within the city ; and the fee for
such license shall be ten dollars per year.
Sec. 2. Every person licensed as aforesaid shall keep
a book or record at his place of business in which he shall
enter in English at the time of receiving the same, a
minute description of any article left for pawn, particu-
larly mentioning any prominent or descriptive marks on
the same, with the name, age and residence, giving the
street and number, where possible, of the person from
whom he received it, noting also the day and hour and
the amount paid or loaned thereon ; and such books or
record, and the articles left for pawn, shall at all times be
open to the inspection of the Chief of Police or any per-
son authorized by him. No person licensed as aforesaid
.shall directly or indirectly receive any article in pawn
from any minor, knowing or having reasonable cause to
believe him to be such, without the consent in writing
of the parent or guardian of such minor. And all per-
sons so licensed, when requested to do so by the Chief of
Police, shall make a daily statement to him of the articles
left with them for pawn.
Sec. 3. If any person shall do business as a pawn-
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broker without obtaining such license, or if any person
licensed as aforesaid shall violate the other provisions of
this ordinance, or any of them, he shall be punished
therefor by a fine not exceeding ten dollars for each
offense.
Sec. 4. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. GEORGE E. SHEPARD, Mayor.
Passed Nov. 6, 1905.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
An ordinance relating to licenses for moving picture
shows.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
That the licenses for moving picture shows shall be
one dollar per night and payable monthly in advance.
Approved. ENOS K. SAWYER, Mayor
Passed March 1, 1909.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
nine.
An ordinance relating to the speed of automobiles and
motor cycles.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
No automobile or motor cycle shall be operated upon
any public highway outside the business district or the
compactly built sections of the city at a speed greater
tlian twenty-five miles an hour, or within the business
<iistrict or compactly built sections of the city at a speed
greater than ten miles an hour.
All ordinances inconsistent with this ordinance are
hereby repealed.
Approved. ENOS K. SAWYER, Mayor.
Passed May 17, 1909.
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In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hunderd and
nine.
An ordinance relating to the fence west of the Free
i-'ubhc Library.
Be it ordained by the City Coimcil of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section L The sitting upon or leaning against the
fence or rail extending west from the Free Public Library
to the bridge across the Winnipiseogee River shall con-
t-titute a misdemeanor, and any person guilty of said
offense shall be punished by a fine of not less than ten
dollars.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take efifect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. ENOS K. SAWYER, Mayor.
Passed July 6, 1909.
An ordinance in relation to street signs, awnings and
trees.
Be it ordained by the City Coimcil of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section 1. No person shall place or establish any awn-
ing or shade before his, her, or their place of business or
dwelling house over any part of any street or sidewalk,
unless the same shall be composed of cloth and safely
fixed and supported by strong iron rods or railings, so as
in no wise to incommode passengers, and so that the
lowest part of such awning or shades shall be at least
seven feet in height above the sidewalk; nor shall any
sign or any other fixture or construction be placed on,
over, or across any part of any street or sidewalk. Nor
shall any person encumber the street or sidewalk before
his place of business, or elsewhere with any boxes, or
merchandise.
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the chief engineer to
cause to be removed all awnings, shades, signs, or other
fixtures or constructions, constructed otherwise than as
provided above.
Sec. 3. No person shall allow the branch or branches
of any shade, ornamental or other tree; on his, her or their
premises to extend over any street or sidewalk, unless the





Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the tree warden to remove
or cause to be removed the branch or branches of all shade
ornamental or other trees projecting over any street or side-
walk if the same shall be less than seven feet in height above
the street or sidewalk.
Sec. 5. Any person or persons violating the provisions
of this ordinance shall be fined not exceeding ten dollars for
each offense.
Approved. ENOS K. SAWYER, Mayor.
Passed by the Council, October 3, 1910.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven.
An ordinance in relation to licensing dealers of junk.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section i. That all dealers in old metals, rubbers, rags
or junk of any sort shall be licensed. The said license shall
be issued by the City Clerk upon recommendation of the
Mayor. The cost of said license shall be ten (10) dollars
per annum, dating from April i, for the year ensuing.
Sec 2. That no dealer shall buy of any minor, under
fifteen years of age, any old metals, rubber, rags or junk
of any sort, without written consent of their parents or
guardian.
Sec. 3. Any person convicted of violating the provi-
sions of sections i and 2 of this ordinance shall be fined a
sum not exceeding twenty (20) dollars for each offense.
Sec. 4. All ordinances and parts of ordinances incon-
sistent herewith are hereby repealed and this ordinance
shall take effect upon its passage.
Approved. SETH W. JONES, Mayor.
Passed December 4, 1911-
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirteen.
An ordinance relating to the storage of gunpowder,
dynamite and other explosives.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section i. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm,
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association or corporation to store, deposit or keep for sale
any gunpowder, dynamite, or other explosive in a quantity
in excess of twenty-five pounds, on any land owned, occu-
pied or controlled by the City of Franklin, or in any build-
ing or structure within the city boundaries, if said building
or structure is within a distance of eight hundred feet of
any dwelling, occupied building, railroad, or public
highway.
Sec. 2. Any person, firm, association or corporation
violating the provisions of this ordinance shall forfeit a
sum not more than ten dollars for every day that gun-
powder, dynamite or other explosive shall be so kept.
Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take effect October i, 1913-
Approved. WILLIAM W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed September 8, 1913.
In the 3'ear of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
and fourteen.
An ordinance relating to the city ambulance.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follows:
Section 1. The ambulance recently given to the City
of Franklin shall be maintained by it at all times and
shall be under the direct control of the City Council of
said city.
Section 2. Said ambulance shall be for the free use of
any citizen of said Franklin and shall be subject to call
by any city official, authorities of the Franklin City Hos-
pital, any resident physician of said city, and of any other
person in case of emergency.
Section 3. Whenever said ambulance is called for use
in any town adjoining the City of Franklin, the use of
same shall be paid for "by the party calling for same or
by the person in whose behalf same was called. Before
said ambulance shall be taken out of said city, a re-
quest for same shall be filed with the City Clerk of said
city, who shall notify the Mayor of said city and his
consent obtained for such purpose as same is desired.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed August 3, 1914.
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In the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
and fourteen.
An ordinance relating to the inspection, sale and care
of milk, skim-milk and cream, and the premises connected
therewith.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin
as follozvs:
Section 1. That the provisions of Chapter 127 of the
Public Statutes, as amended by Chapter 107 of the Ses-
sion Laws of 1901, relating to the inspection of milk, and
amendments thereto, are hereby adopted, to be in force
in the City of Franklin.
Section 2. The condition under which every cow is
kept whose milk is sold or exposed for sale in the City
of Franklin shall be made known to the board of health,
if said board shall deem it necessary.
Section 3. No milk shall be sold or ofifered for sale
unless the cow is free from disease and said board of
health or any inspector appointed by said board may at
any time examine any covC^ and the premises where same
is kept.
Section 4. No milk shall be sold, offered for sale, or
distributed in the City of Franklin which was drawn
from cows within thirty days before or five days after
parturition.
Section 5. No milk kept for sale or distribution shall
be stored, strained, cooled or mixed in any barn or room
used in whole or in part for sleeping purposes or for the
stabling of horses, cows, or other animals or for
the
storage of manure, olTal or other offensive matter. ^
Section 6 All rooms in which milk is stored, stramed,
cooled or mixed shall be kept constantly clean, and
pro-
vision made for the exclusion of dust and flies, to the
satisfaction of the board of health. Proper apparatus
shall be provided for washing and stenhzmg all utensils
used in handling milk and such utensils shall be washed
with boiling water or sterilized by steam after bemg so
used. . ,11 i
Section 7. No urinal, water closet or privy shall be
located in the rooms mentioned in the preceding sections
or so situated as to pollute the atmosphere of said rooms.
Section 8. All milk produced for the purpose of sale
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shall be strained and cooled as soon as it is drawn from
the cow.
Section 9. No person, firm, association or corporation
shall sell or offer, expose or keep for sale, in any vehicle,
shop, store or other place where goods and merchandise
are sold, milk, skim-milk or cream, unless the same is sold,
or offered, exposed or kept for sale, in tightly closed or cap-
ped bottles or receptacles which have been approved by the
board of health of said city.
Section 10. Milk kept for sale shall at all times register
on test a temperature not higher than 55 degrees Fahren-
heit, and shall be stored in a covered cooler, box or re
frigerator.
Section 11. All cans, bottles or other vessels of any
kind used in the sale and handling of milk shall be
cleaned and sterilized before they are used again for the
same purpose. No bottles or other vessels shall be filled
except at the dairy or creamery.
Section 12. No one shall use a milk vessel as a con-
tainer for any substance other than milk.
Section 13. All wagons, sleighs or any other vehicles
used in conveying milk, cream or skim-milk for distribu-
tion or sale or collecting from raisers, shall be covered
or kept in a clean condition, free from odors, and swill
or any other refuse or decaying vegetable or animal mat-
ter shall not be carried on said wagon, sleigh or other
vehicle.
Section 14. Immediately on the occurrence of any case
or cases of infectious or contagious disease, either in him-
self or in his family, or among his or its employees or
their immediate associates, or within the building or
premises where milk is stored, sold or distributed, the
proprietor or manager shall notify the board of health,
and at the the same time shall suspend the sale of milk
or cream, until authorized to resume the same by the
board of health of said Franklin.
Section 15. No person having an infectious or contag-
ious disease, or having recently been in contact with a
person having an infectious or contagious disease shall
milk or handle cows, measures or other vessels used for
milk intended for sale, or in any way take part or assist
in handling milk intended for sale until all danger of
communicating such disease to other persons shall have
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passed, and so certified to by the board of health.
Section 16. No vessels which have been handled by
persons sufiiering from an infectious or contagious dis-
ease shall be used to hold or convey milk until they have
been thoroughly sterilized.
Section 17. No bottle, vessel or receptacle used for the
reception or storage of milk shall be removed from a
private house, apartment or tenement wherein a person
has an infectious or contagious disease except by con-
sent of the board of health.
Section 18. No person, by himself, or by his servant
or agent or as the servant or agent of any other person,
firm, association or corporation shall bring into the City
of Franklin for the purpose of sale, exchange or delivery,
or sell, exchange or deliver any milk, skimmed milk or
cream which contains more than 500,000 bacteria per
cubic centimeter, or which has a temperature higher than
55 degrees Fahrenheit.
Section 19. The board of health shall keep a record
of all inspections made under or by virtue of this ordin-
ance and of the results of such inspections; and shall
make a report each month to the City Council showing
all inspections made, and the results of such inspections
during the preceding month.
Section 20. The board of health of the City of Frank-
lin shall make such order, rule or regulation as it may
deem necessary for the compliance with the terms and
spirit of this ordinance, and may appoint an inspector
whose duties shall be to cause the enforcement of the
provisions of this ordinance, and whose salary or com-
pensation shall be fixed and determined by the City
Council of said Franklin.
Section 21. Any person, firm, association or corpora-
tion, who shall violate or cause to be violated, by agent
or otherwise, any provision of this ordinance, or
any
order, rule or regulation, made by the board of health
under the authority of this ordinance, shall upon convic-
tion thereof, before any court of competent jurisdiction
be fined the sum of ten dollars, with costs of prosecution,
for each ofifense, except in cases where the punishment
is provided by the laws of the State of New Hampshire
or the United States, in which cases the penalty so pre-
scribed shall be imposed.
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Section 22. This ordinance shall take effect June 1,
1914.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
Passed May 4, 1914.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
An ordinance relating to the regulating of street traffic.
Be if ordained by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follows:
Section 1. The word "vehicle" herein shall include
horses hitched to vehicles, horses ridden or led, motor ve-
hicles of all kinds, bicycles, tricycles propelled by hand, and
everything on wheels or runners except light carriages for
the conveyance of children.
Section 2. The word "horse" herein shall include all
domestic animals.
Section 3. The word "driver" herein shall include the
rider or driver of a horse, the rider of wheels and the oper-
ator of a motor vehicle.
Section 4. No person shall drive or operate any motor
vehicle upon any highway of the city unless he be licensed
so to do and said motor vehicle be registered as required by
law.
Section 5. Drivers of all vehicles of every description
shall keep to the right hand of the center of the streets, and
in the compact part of the city shall drive at a rate of
speed that is, safe and reasonable.
Section 6. No vehicle shall stop with its left side to the
curb on Central Street between the Republican Bridge, so
called, and the Sanborn Bridge, so called, or on Main Street
between the Kenrick residence and Brown's Hill, so called,
or on Franklin Street between Central Street and School
Street.
Section 7. When a horse drawn vehicle is backed up to
the curb, the horse or horses shall be turned so as to stand
as nearly parallel with the sidewalk as possible and they
shall be headed in the general direction of travel for the
side of the street on which the vehicle is standing.
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Section 8. Unless in an emergency or to allow another
vehicle to cross its path, no vehicle shall stop in any public
street or highway of this city except close to the curb line.
Section 9. (Extract from Motor Vehicle Law, Laws,
1911, Chapter 133, section 12.) Upon approaching any in-
tersecting way or a curve or corner in a way every person
operating a motor vehicle shall slow down and give timely
signal, with his bell, horn or other device for signalling;
provided, that in the thickly settled parts of a city or town,
no bell, horn or other device for signalling shall be sound-
ed so as to make an unreasonable noise, except in the case
of fire and police department vehicles ; and provided fur-
ther, that no operator or chauffeur of any motor vehicle
shall in any way permit any unreasonable amount of smoke
to escape from said motor vehicle, nor shall any operator
or chauffeur in any way permit said motor vehicle to make
any unnecessary noise, by cuting out the muffler, or other-
wise.
Section 10. No vehicle shall be allowed to stand within
five feet of a fire hydrant.
Section 11. A vehicle turning to the left into another
street shall pass to the right of and beyond the street's
intersection before turning.
Section 12. A vehicle crossing from one side of the
street to the other shall do so by turning to the left so as to
head in the same direction as the traffic on that side of the
street and shall not make the turn at a street intersection.
Section 13. Every driver of a vehicle shall, in slowing
up or stopping, give a signal to those behind by raising a
whip or hand vertically.
Section 14. In turning while in motion or in starting to
turn from a standstill, a signal shall be given by the driver
of the vehicle about to be turned by raising a whip or hand
indicating the direction in which the turn is to be made.
Section 15. Vehicles must stop so as not to interfere
with or prevent the passage of pedestrians at crossings.
Section 16. Except as otherwise provided in the Motor
Vehicle Law of the state, any person violating any of the
provisions herein contained shall be liable to a penalty of
ten dollars.
Section 17. It shall be the duty of the City Marshal,
night watchman and police officers of the city to enforce
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all automobile laws and highway laws relating to travel
thereon of the state, and to enforce the provisions of this
ordinance by prosecutions for all violations.
Section 18. All ordinances inconsistent herewith are
hereby repealed, and this ordinance shall take effect upon
its passage.
Approved, D. E. DAVIS, Mayor.
Passed July 12, 1915.
In the Year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fifteen.
An Ordinance relating to trust funds and the election of
trustees.
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin as follows:
Section 1. That in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter 162 of the laws of 1915, a board of three trustees
is hereby created to hold all trust funds given to the City
of Franklin for the purposes set forth in said Chapter 162
and amendments thereto, and said trustees shall be elected
by ballot at the September meeting, 1915, of the City Coun-
cil, one for one year, one for two years, and one for three
years, and annually thereafter one shall be elected for
three years.
Section 2. That the duties and salaries of said trustees
shall be such as are provided for by said Chapter 162 and
amendments thereto.
Section 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
passage, and all ordinances and parts of ordinances incon-
sistent with the provisions of this ordinance are hereby re-
pealed, and all offices created by the City of Franklin for
the purpose of holding trust funds given to said City of
Franklin are hereby terminated.
Approved, D. E. DAVIS, Mayor.
Passed September 13, 1915.
Atte.t, IRVING V. GOSS, City Clerk.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Sixteen.
An ordinance relating to the collection of Garbage.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follows:
Section 1. The collection of garbage by the highway
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department of the city shall be made at the times and under
the conditions herein set forth, and in no other manner.
Section 2. Weekly collections will be made each Satur-
day starting at seven a. m. at the Daniell bridge on Cen-
tral Street and continuing Easterly to the Sanborn bridge,
including Smith, Canal and Memorial Streets, and Franklin
Street Southerly from Central Street to Ayles Court.
Commencing at ten a. m. on each Saturday, collections will
be made on Main Street.
Section 3. That on the first Tuesday of each month col-
lections will be made on Willow Hill, Bow Street, Glen-
wood Avenue, River Street, Terrace Street and Ward 1
;
on Wednesday following, collections will be made on
Franklin Street and all streets Westerly to River Street,
and on Myrtle, Pleasant, Oak, Orchard, Pine and Beech
Streets, Highland and Elm Avenues ; and on Thursday,
collections will be made on Prospect Street and all streets
between Prospect and Franklin Streets.
Section 4. It shall be the duty of all persons residing
within the limits hereinbefore set forth who desire to have
garbage or refuse matter removed by the city to place same
in suitable receptacles that can be handled by two men,
carefully separating all papers, tins, bottles and other mate-
rials from ashes, and placing them in separate receptacles.
No garbage or refuse of any kind shall be put into the
highway . unless placed in receptacles, and all receptacles
shall be placed on the outer edge of the sidewalk a reason-
able period in advance of the time specified for collections.
Section 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pas-
sage.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed March 6, 1916.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Sixteen.
An ordinance relating to the City Solicitor.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follozvs
:
Section 1. The city council shall annually elect a city
solicitor who shall serv^e until his successor is elected, sub-
ject to removal or discharge by the city council.
Section 2. It shall be the duty of the city solicitor to act
as counsel for the city in all matters civil or criminal, in
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which the city is interested, which shall include counsel
and legal services to all officers or agents of the city or
Ward officers in all matters pertaining to, or arising from
the performance of their duties as such officers. He shall
not act as counsel for the respondent in any criminal case
which it may be the duty of the city to investigate or prose-
cute; or for any other party in a civil case in which the
city is interested and in which said party's interests may be
adverse to the interests of the city.
Section 3. The city council or the Mayor may employ
additional counsel whenever they think it advisable.
Section 4. The salary of the city solicitor shall be two
hundred dollars per year, payable semi-annually.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed April 3, 1916.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Sixteen.
An ordinance relating to the removal of buildings.
Be it enacted by the City Council of the City of Franklin,
as follozvs:
Section 1. That no building or buildings in the city shall
be moved through the highways until the person or per-
sons proposing to move said building or buildings shall
have first filed with the city council a written petition set-
ting forth the present location of same together with its
dimensions, the proposed location and the estimated cost of
removal of wires, cutting of trees, and the estimated length
of time required for moving of same.
Section 2. That said petition shall be read a first time
for the information of the city council, duly referred to an
appropriate committee, who shall give notice to such par-
ties as may in any way be affected by the moving of said
building, and report in writing their recommendations to
the city council at its next regular meeting.
Section 3. If the city council shall grant such petition,
the work shall be done under the direction of the highway
commissioner and a written permit shall be issued by the
Mayor and city clerk specifying the dates when the moving
shall be commenced and completed, provided, however,
such permit shall not be issued until the petitioner or peti-
tioners shall have filed with the city council a good and
I
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sufficient bond to indemnify the city for any and all dam-
ages that the city might be held responsible for in connec-
tion with the moving of such building.
Section 4. All ordinances or parts of ordinances incon-
sistent with the provisions of this ordinance are hereby re-
pealed and this ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed Dec. 5, 1916.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Sixteen.
An ordinance relating to the establishment of street
boundaries.
Be it enacted by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follows :
Section 1. The boundaries of all streets, intersections
and angles shall be established by the erection of stone or
other suitable mark or monument under the direction of
the highway committee, and if any person shall deface,
alter, or remove any mark, monument or boundaries es-
tablished by the city, he shall be fined not less than ten dol-
lars for each oft'ence.
Section 2. No person, firm, association or corporation
shall commence the erection of any building. Avail, fence or
other structure of any kind or description on or near the
line of any street or highway in the city without first having
obtained from the city a description of the location of such
street or highway, together with its established line and
grade, said description to be furnished by the city and cer-
tified to by the city clerk.
Section 3. This ordinance shall take eft'ect upon its
passage.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Alayor.
Passed Dec. 5, 1916.
In the Year of our Lord, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Sixteen.
An ordinance relating to the duties of the City Physician.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Frank-
lin, as follows
:
Section 1. The city physician shall attend, under gen-
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eral direction of the overseer of the poor, upon all sick
paupers and patients, under the care of the city authorities.
Whenever there is an epidemic of contagious or infectious
diseases, or whenever contagious or infectious diseases
exist which necessitate the establishment of quarantine or
demand the aid, assistance, attention of control of the muni-
cipal authorities it shall be the duty of the city
physician to attend upon all persons who may be afflicted
with such contagious or infectious disease under the direc-
tion of the board of health.
Section 2. The city physician shall have no power to
bind the city to pay for the assistance or service of any
other physician or any bill whatever, except in case of
emergency or when authorized in writing to do so by the
mayor.
Section 3. In case of an alarm of any infectious or con-
tagious disease to give the city council, or any committee
thereof, all such professional advice and counsel as they
may request of him; to vaccinate all scholars of the public
schools that may be sent to him therefor by the school com-
mittee and generally to perform such other professional ser-
vice, as may be reasonably required of him by the city coun-
cil.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take effect upon its pass-
age.
Approved. A. A. BEATON, Mayor.
Passed December 5, 1916.
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Report of Committee on Street Lighting Relating to
Poles and Wires of Telephone and Other Companies.
To the Mayor and City Council of Franklin:
The Committee on Street Lighting to whom was referred
the subject matter, relating to the wires and poles of tele-
phone and other companies, having considered the same
herewith file their report and recommend that the same be
adopted, to wit
:
1. That poles of every kind and description and all over-
head wires of telephone or other companies on Central
Street, between the Daniell bridge, so called, and the San-
born bridge, so called, shall be removed on or before July
1st, 1916, and that all wires between said points on Central
Street shall hereafter be placed under ground, in accord-
ance with such rules and regulations as shall be prescribed
by the highway committee of said Franklin, with adequate
provision made for installing by the city of such wires in
the future as may be necessary for municipal purposes.
2. That the regulations now in force in said city rela-
tive to the erection of square poles by telephone and other
companies, as adopted by said city, May 13, 1901, be and
the same are hereby revoked as of July 1st, 1916, and that
telephone and other companies on and after July 1st, 1916,
may erect round, straight and painted poles on any street
in said Franklin, other than on Central Street between
Daniell bridge, so called, and Sanborn bridge, so called,
provided, such poles proposed to be erected and the loca-
tion of the same, shall first meet with the written approval
of the highway committee, said written approval to be filed
with the City Clerk of said Franklin.
3. That the maintenance of United States Mail boxes
and fire alarm boxes are exempt from the provisions of the
regulations hereinbefore set forth.






Committee on Street Lighting
Approved, D. E. DAVIS, Mayor.
Adopted December 6, 1915.
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''DANIELL SCHOLARSHIP.'^
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fourteen.
A resolution relating to the "Daniell Scholarship."
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as
follozvs:
Whereas, Jere R. Daniell of New London, Connecticut,
on the second day of April, 1914, by his written com-
munication of that date, addressed to the Mayor and
Council of the City of Franklin, expressed his intention
of establishing a free scholarship for graduates of the
Franklin High School to the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, in memory of his father, the late Warren
F. Daniell, and to be known as the "Daniell Scholarship,"
and together with his letter of the 16th of May, 1914,
in which he agreed to give the sum of two hundred and
fifty dollars each and every year, hereafter, beginning
September 1st, 1914, to cover the costs of tuition for one
student for four years in any one of the courses described
in the catalogue of the Institute, and,
That a student to be awarded this scholarship, in
whole or in part, must comply with the following named
conditions
:
First. He must have completed four years'
satisfactory work at the Franklin High School.
Second. His parents or parent must reside in
Franklin and be unable without undue depriva-
tion, to pay the tuition required themselves.
Third. He must show during his four years'
work at the High school, marked ability in some
one of the several subjects covered by the In-
stitute courses.
In case several - candidates present themselves
in any one year, the scholarship will be awarded
by competition in the entrance examinations for
the Institute. The candidate entering with high-
est standing to receive the award.
A holder of the scholarship will be expected to
maintain the same standard of work at the Insti-
tute as that required of holders of regular Insti-
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tute scholarships and the scholarship will be
withdrawn in case the work is unsatisfactory.
The right is reserved to divide the amount of
the scholarship among several applicants should
such action seem desirable.
Be it resolved, That the City of Franklin fully appreci-
ates the spirit that prompted Mr. Daniell to establish this
scholarship for the benefit of the young men of said city,
thereby creating an additional incentive for higher educa-
tional advantages in those who through 'misfortune or ad-
versity would otherwise be prevented from obtaining the
same; and,
Be it further resolved, That said City willingly accepts
said trust, and does hereby direct that the annual payment
of the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars shall be made
to the City Treasurer, who shall pay the annual tuition of
said student or students upon the presentation of the bill
for same by the Bureau of the Institute, and,
Be it further resolved. That a permanent Committee on
Scholarship shall be established to consist of the Chair-
man of the Board of Education, the Superintendent of
Schools and the Principal of the High School of said City
of Franklin, and,
Be it further resolved. That this resolution shall annually
be printed in the reports of said city.
Approved. W. W. EDWARDS, Mayor.
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